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eir nominal sizes, .usually to the

4kl

JAPANESE AMMUNITION—EXPLANATORY
JapanefpWeaponi

1. The bore diameter of Japanese Army weap-

milliDaeterB

guns are desig

nated
"

nearest eye» centimeter

2. Thtrbore diameter of Japanese Navy weap-
ons quite often measures to an* even inch in
keeping with the English system, though some
common Navy guns

,
are designed with^a bore

diameter in an even number of millimeters. . The
Navy also designates its guns by nominal sizes,

usually to tEe nearest even centimeter.

3. To avoid confusion, ammunition is classified

in this book by the nominal hore size of the
.weapon according to the Japanese nomenclature
with the actual ' size given in parenthesis. I»
Navy ammunition above 67cm. the actual size is

given in both metric and English measurement.
4. Both services designate the' size of guns

under 5-cm By the actual size in millimeters, e. g.

47-mm, 40-mm, 30-mm, 20-mm. •

Clasiificdtion of Projectiles

Army Projectiles

The Japanese nomenclature for projectiles,^,,

followed as far as practicable. The Japanese
Armjj terminology is self-explanatory and con-
forms fairly well with U. S. custom.
Needing some explanation are the terms A. P.

and A. P.-H. E. v
'>

-

"

A. P. indicates a projectile intended for* piercing
heavy armor, for example, armor plate of- thick-

ness equal to or greater than the caliber 0 the
projectile. These projectiles have an H. E^
bursting charge. '

' v * .
_ K

A. P.-H. E. indicates a solid-nosed projectile

in general similar' to the A. P. but designed for

.much lighter penetraiion. These carry an fl. E.
charge approaching . that of a standard H. E.
projectile. Hence, . the term A. P.-H. E. is

intended to indicate ite. intermediate status
n an H. E. projectile and a* heavy armor-

pierding projectile. A F.-H^ E. projectiles ar^
paiSted like H. E. projectiles but obviously the"
iay be differentiated by their form: 'V:

Navy Projectiles -

. The classification and designation of Navy
jectiles by ^the Japanese . is highly irregular

cumbersome. Complete and accurate ident
tion of a* projectile requires identification ol

gun. descriptive nomenclature of the nroio

and mark (or type) and modification number.

Example: 14 "cm/50 Ordinary

i (Gun) (General type of

projectile)

* Type 0

* (Design number)

For this reason an arbitrary system of nomen-
clature is useo" in this book. Japanese Navy
nomenclature is given as a sub-title where known.
• In Japanese Navy nomenclature all projectiles
with a relatively high explosive, charge (including
light armor-piercing types) are designated
TSUJQpAN, which may/bfi translated eilher
".Ordinary 'Projectile" or "Common ProjectL?."
Since this is a composite group including standard
high explosive projectiles as well as light pene-
trating types, the translation "Ordinary" is used
in this book for Japanese designations and the
term "Common" is reserved for specific use as a"

descriptive- title for light penetrating types of
projectile (solid nose, base-fuzed) in accordance
with the U. S. meaning ©/ -"Common." Pro-
jectiles having a point detonating fuze are desig-
nated "High Explosive" to, conform with U. S.

^terminology.

Abbreviations

The following abbreviations will be used in this

section: ' -

A. A. M. G.

A. C.

A. C. M. G.
A^P.
A
V
P,X

A. P. T.
*

A. TK.

¥ ;E -

H. E A. T.
J

H. E. I.

H. E..I7 T.

fl. E. T.

H. M. G.
I.

I. T.

L. M. G.
MK "

MOD
S. D.

TK.
W.

Antiaircraft Machine Gun.
Aircraft Cannon.
Aircraft Machine Gun.
Armor-Piercing

.

Armor-Piercing Incendiary.

Armor-Piercing Tracer.

Anti-tank. ..*.".

High^Explosive.

High-Explosive Anti-tank
r

(Hollow Charge).

High-Explosive Incendiary.

High-Explosive Incendiary
Tracer.

,

High-Explosive Tracer.

Heavy Machine Gun.
incendiary.

Incendiary*Tracer

.

light Macnine Gun.
Mark!

'

Modification.

Self-Destroying.

Tank.
White PhosDhorus.

1i

t.

.-ff

-

1

^
r -1

¥ I
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ARMY A ITI0N

it

X INTRODUCTION V

6

\

Japanese Army weapons are generally copies of

?erm™ 0T Fren<* designs or are developed follow-

comparison with weapons
used by other^countries in the past few years, the
Japanese weapons appear to be outmoded" and

: ineffective. *
V

This is particularly true in considering small
.

arms for if the Japanese 'ever made any serious
attempt to standardize small arms and small arm
ammunition there is little evidence of it in the
many different calibers and types in use by them.
The standard weapon prior to - 1 930 was 6 5 mm
but shortly thereafter this was superseded by
7.7 mm weapons. However, this change was
never complete and 6.5,mm weapons were used
extensively iu the last war. The foreign influence
is apparent' particularly after 1939 when aircraft
machine guns of German and Italian design^ were
copied. • v

; . .

The earlier aircraft machine guns and aircraft
canhon-were either modifications of Japanese
ground mounts or copies of foreign guns. In more
recent years, however, the- Japanese designed air-
craft cannon as large as 120 mm- !' but nothing
larger than 57 mm was ever put in semce use. •

Japanese, artillery Weapons Were charac*
tenzed by their immobility as very- few of them
were designed for rapid motor *

transport. Al-
though 105 mm and, 150 mm weapons were
frequently encountered, the standard £eld niece
was 75 lit l«

^ -

Of trypane&e
Army ammunition is the large variety of types
and sizes of mortars which were in use. Mortars
wore used not only as infantry support weapons
but also as artillery pieces. " .They ranged in size
from the 50-mm Grenade Discharger to the

, 320-xpm Spigot Mortar. -
J-

The standard Antiaircraft Gwn was <a 75-mm
gun but there was also an

' 88'WVAntiaacraft'
Gun which was one of thetf most effective artil-

,

lery pieces and a 105-m|i A. A. gun; The
Japanese has designed a 1 50-mm Antiaircraft Gun
for the -defense of the home islands: but this was

.

used only in ihe last few months of the war
'

;
- . -*

^

The newest trend in research and development
m ammunition was along the line of rockets.
Very few tyoes of Japanese rockets were used
.during the war but there were many experimental

,
models of antitank and; artillery rockets in develop-
ment, ranging in size from 75 mm to 60 cm

Research was also being conducted on smooth-
.

bore/and recoUless weapons but this was a rela-
tively new program "and none of these weapons
was ever developed beyond the experiment^ stajre.

j r
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JAPANESE EXPLOSfVE ORDNANCE

ARMY—OLD COLOft SYSTEM

i

l

RED -'-'Ft LLEJ)
1 "-

/• - .-

BLACK* BODY

F | Lt ING IDENTIFICATION "BAND

YELLOW BAND - M.'E. PRESENT

NO BAND - BLACK POWDER WHEN

'RED-TIPPEOV

WEIGHT VARIATION MARK

DATA PROJECTILE FILLED

SYMBOL OF. PLACE FILLED

METAL IDENTIFICATION BAND

''WHITE BAND - HIGH GRADE STEEV
, «'GREEN BAND - LOW GRADE ST£EL .

- CAST I RON ' *pNO BAND

1 u

t -

DATE PROPELLANT MANUFACTURED

- ^

Sy^BOL OF PLACE' MAOEr

^ * ._

.4 "j
i

- J J 1T ^ _ _ F ..

266
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1
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Common Explosive Typts

Japanese characters giving the type number of

the projectile (painted on projectile) and type

number of the gun (painted on the case) appear
only when there is chance of confusion with similar

projectiles or cases.

1 H

4

\ y
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INTRODUCTION TO ARMY AMMUNITION

4 n domical (Got or Liquid Filltd) fojtctil

-1*

y* \

1 v

RED - 'TrUEDV ^

tE^E ; i itED ' ;
^ -GHEMt& li i©tiPON&As

v:

y

^ A ^ .
' .H-^ ^ ' ^ f , - r." ^-j if v. .

< i •

-
1

. t.
- f

__
i

j

i

-
1

— t

i I'
1

X |J,

. GAS lOENTf FfCATiON BAN0—

<r ; ' f tf

~
c
YELtpW - lOLISfER '

.

•. fitUE - CHOKE

SSRofe f 4 8L0QQ AND MERVE

V: RED ' - VOMIT
'- .1-

•GREEN - TEAR

-1 v
- y

'7 ^.

Spccial-Purpo«* Proj«ctilcs

% ProjectUes designed for special purposes are

painted black oyer all and are, identified by a

special symbol stenciled near the middle of the

iy. For a list of these projectiles and symbols',

refer to the new color system.
r T L

- *

Weight Variation Marking

The variation of individual projectiles, fro]

Standard weight is important in the ballistics

problem and can be corrected for insetting sight's.

The- variation is therefore indicated by plus

minus signs painted on the projectile.

*
- - -"I /.

j-

"^Overweight to 2.5 percent overweights

* f

Tt

'-..St?

-If"-*
f

i

0.5 tb. 1.5 percfent overweight. ^
1

V:
< * - -

Standard weight 0.5 percent plus or minus.

tV 0;5 to 1.5 ^rcent underweight.

Underwei^it'' 1.5 to 2.5 psre^nt underwent.
1 V

J " " p.
H ^

f p'

> r"

- - '

5j

J

L. T 1 H

r"

f -1

-y

i

1 p
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-
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r
•

r. j
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

a6mY—NEW COLOR SYSTEM

r The new system is based on the old system, but

{§ designed as a simplification in which fewer

color bands are used. Body color of projectiles

distinguishes broad groups. Color bands designate

more specific features. The use of accessor^

markings such as iy&p numbers, weight marks,

dates, and arsenal symbols is the same in both'

systems. .

,
'

V
-1-4- RED - 'FILLED*

BLACK" BODY COLOR

/
\

\

YELLOft

'GREEN

RED

WHITE
,

YELLOW

GREEN

WHITE '

GREEN

- H.E.-HIGH G8ADE STEEL
- H.E.rSEMl-STEEL

r SHRAPNEL OR CANN I STER
- ARMC^-PIERC ! NG

- H.E. -TRACER*

- A. P. -TRACER"

•THE PRESENCE OF A TRACER IS

NOT ALWAYS INDICATED.

v
\ -

r

r

II '

x- 4

I
! .

* ± ^ ij," - .1-

/

A .

1 -_ 1

j

f"

I H 1
"i

r

j -i - - r-

> r-

r

\

4

1

,1

Common Explosive Types

Hollow charge ammunition is distinguished

from other types in the H. E. high grade steel

(yellow band) group by; the presence of the symbol

268
4
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INTRODUCTION TO ARMY AMMUNITION

Chemical (Gat or Liquid Filled) Projectiles

GRAY BODY COLOR

l

.RED "FILLED" - EXPLOSIVE COMPONENTS

BLUE 'fHLED' - LIQUID -COMPONENTS .

1*

i

GAS IDENTIFICATION BAND*
.

0-
- ;V.

i- r
-

\ ~ -

YELLOW -y BLISTER

BLUE

BROWN

RED

V GREEN

*1

\

CHOKE . .
.

BLOOD AND NERVE

VOMIT
'

TEAR .

j"

- >

- j" 8 purposes as

Sjpedal-Pyrpo^g Project!

I

Projectiles designed, f(

listed below are identified. by the over-all' body

color and by a special syn$>ol stenciled near the

middle of the. body.

PraJSestll®
' Cetar:of.body

'

r

Smoke (signal or screen- Wtofite

ing).

Incendiary (nonliquid) - -

.

Symbol!

r

Illuminating. _

Target

til

Yellow
rr

Red. -.r .

Sand-filled.,- - ----- Black

T I
Fi"

4 —

I

J '

1

TV

"i
i.
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PINK BAND

COPPER JACKET

LEAD C0R€

WOOL FIBRE

PRACTICE'
- j

i

BALt
J n

501—W M*£+m Ammunition
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Chapter 4^-Sectlon 1
.

.
i

Army projectileS
I;

r

mm Ammunition

Ball* Training " Wooden

Over-alMength— 3 inches^ . 2ft inches..- 2*%j ihches.
,

Length of case,-

-

T
_^ __*:___"_"-- 2 inches 2 infiKeaVr ll_ 2 inches.

.

Length of projectile* ___ij__r _; _ 1 Munches*;--.. 1 # inclL Ji-i 1% inches.

Weight of projectile.. ,__lLd_ t_ 138 grams _ _ "_ 34grams_-_ - 5 grams.
;

istructioh: "•
., \

rj/^^-
. Type Projectile Jacket ^ Projectile &re

ail____._-l-„-_-*._r ;...}___._ CuNi or steel . : . :_,.__x_>l Lead, '^V .

•a<*er_;___ T . ''CuNi:.— ^.:^-.::^-^^:,-.,-^. Lead. -
*

ink...^. ^. Projectile of wood. \. , ; ' * .

Blf$nk_^___ Projectile of paper. * •

/ Practice baU (snub nosed)... Copper. ^. ______ Lead.

Veapons m which"used:
. J .

*
"

, „ •
•

#
Rifle

. j'
''

h. M. G. ' A.A.M.G.
xType 38 rifle. Type 11 yr. L. M. G.:. Type's 'yr. A; A. M. G.

>

' Tyfce 38 snipers rifle - _ . __--.'._ Type 91 ^ehicle L. M. G_____. Type 38 A. A? M. G. .

.

T^iw K, rifle.,.. ...I..: Type 96 L. ,M. Q. ,

'

'

.
Type' 38 carbine;

"EyRc 44 carbine.'
r

Color and ] narkings:

>--BaU_..____-/__j-j___.-i:lVj^^

_\

_ Bands

Pink. '

.• Tracer......^ ....^l... Gretfn. ,

Wood.
Blank.: _.-„--____ -_.'„_ Paper (purple),

-

Practice feill-..-~— -—-— r -1 — ™ '

Pink.
J F ,_F

. 4

Remarki : Ammunition when used- in rifles and
light ma/;hh>e guns' will be found in clips of 5

rounds each. When used in the heavy machine

guns it -will be found uxfeeder strips of 30. rounds

each. -The wooden bullet round is used with the

rifle to launch the rifle smoke grenade". The
paper bullet round is used to launch rifle grenades.

The propelling powder used in the blank.rounds is

' nitro-cellulose while in t^e other rduhds it is

graphite-coated nitro-cellulose. • \
hi I

r .1

%
X

r.
r .

ft

^ -
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

.J

0 ns

» 9

A*,

f

PiNK BAND

4

* "J

l7 h

4

4?* *

y r

}

5?

1
- f
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Figurt 202—Type 99 (RimUu) 7J*mm Ammunition
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- ft

Length*of

Weight of

B^l * A. P. (laek) Tracer (Inch) W
.^----..-l- 3*< in«B«^V- 3X4----: ^ 3X;.._:_. ,3X«

2% inches. .

f^

la _ _
-. 181 grama

Construction:
1>*«

BaIL_
Tracer _

A. 8 _.,

Blank.

.

Blank..

.

2%_„„ 2%_,. 2"% 4 inches.

CuNi
. CuNi 1.--. ^: _ , _

_

:

_

.

4t r - — ,.— _ _ _ CuNi. _

...^ . Projectile of wood
-~ ,i ... . . Projectile of paper

7 *.

n

, ProJeetUe core

Lead. •-.-^O'/-;
1

;

Lead.
'

Hard steel. -Y
^ r H

_ J
1

1
h

which" used:

- ~ ."Mite

Type 99 rjfle___. — .l.-

Type 99 modified rifle. #

Type 2 rifle.

( -

L. m, a "

v.
: M. G— >Y

1 . L

H. M. G.

Type 92 H M G
Type 1 H. M. G.

> -r

\- F

1
'

"J *

"- L "I- Pink..'.

-Tracer..„,:j_.__:_ Green.
.

-
>

t-iA- - ... Black. /

f

ank-_....-..-_. r._r Tr_..:_ .«;^i.^;:.-..,....:wboi
'•

ank^__:_,-___A.____^_^ ;(puiple).

J
-

' 4

T L

s

r

_ T

- r --

f"1

'1-

!Vrf

H J.

jr J J

r 1 _r

I- -

-1-

_l

--v - 1

r .- d
i

-
rJ

1 ^r" ^

^ —

h r

/ i

4

V 1

IK' P

1

t -

1<

: 1
h. _

i

"f-

"Av

-I
.

n'

E
I

h H

w -t

i I

1
i

- i

Hl It
^ 1.

I
'j H

Mill

1 -

Benrki: The heavy
strips of ,30 rounds. When used

guns .isnd the rifle, this

6-rodiid clips.

In addition- to the usual brass cartridge

lunition with a«teel

guns uBe

; light niao^ine

unition is packed in

* L

*

L

F

> 1 *

r

^ _

I.'.
\- J

_1-

j
,

"y ^ t -
i
j

,
"i - j i j

i
j

i ^

> 4= :

"r" r

4"
r

I

Hi* "

ft

r

r

«
r 1

j

i \
w

v f -
J v *

r
,

CI"

d H L
1

L-r.

i
. j - r ' lr'

.

4.

I
k. . ill I--T

_ ^ I.

L
,rJ. I

T 1

- 1

- J

+
J

' I.

— - r-^ r

1 * t

-+

r ^ -

- L

J L-.^L.
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

l *

=1

1-

1"

] J

1

* it
l .

1" .-

—V L, j ' .

TO

r
*

'V

.1 _

h J

f * -

F

LEAD

BUCK BAND'
t

PINK BAND

ARMOR PIERCING INCENDIARY

4 .

r *

PURPLE 8AN0*J~

TRACER

I F

I*

figure 2
t
03^-Type 92 {S?mirimm*J) 7J-«*m Ammunition.
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ARMY PROJECTILES

v

^3

Type 92 (Semi-rimmed) Ammunition

Ball

2-JS

203

A. IP.

3X4

2tf

1%
162

.Over-all,length.. _
» ._ inch.

j Length of case',
, __inch__

Length of projectile. _^ . r / inch__

,
Weight of projectile---.^- ....grams:.

Construction:
v"m £roJ«Ule Jacket

Ball CuNi..
Tracer_

r _________ CuNL___
,

a
.

a. *_„„.— cuNi.....__,_;:;;;;;;;^;;r
Incendiary _. _ QuJSfi

"

,;H.e_____
; cJuNi._,

:______.

3X4

155

2^ .

1%
362 .

FrajMUte

Lead. ,

"

Lead. »
r

Hard steel.

W. P.^nd lead.

P. E, T. N. and lead.

Weapons in whicji used

:

'Tvpe 89 Flexible A. C. M. G.
Type 89 Flexible A. C. M. G {special).

Type 89 Fixed A. C. M.' G.
type 92 H. M. G.

'

Color and markings: * -
-' *

1

" \

Ball.

Tracer,

. A. P-J.__..A.._..___^_ —-

Ipcendiiuy *_.:______ _
*

H.
~"

i-

v

J -

Ban<fc

Pink.
_

Green,1
^

Black.'
i

Magenta.

Purple.

- r

i

Remarks?: The type 92 heavy machine gun uses
feed strips of 30 rounds. When used for aircraft
flexible machine guns, this -ammunition is packed
in 5-round clips in a manner corresponding to the"

packing of rimless, rifle ammunition; but the.

H. E.

162

0

clip is of larger size to accommodate the larger

bore o"he semirimmed type.

The P. E. T. N. in the H. E. round is set off by
the heat of impact. 4
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE' ORDNANCE

*4*

4 ii

f

> r

I
' *

LEAD

WHITE PHOSPHORUS

MAGENTA

5TEEI :

'
'

.

LEAD-

tNCENDIARY

- \

.V
1

'

' - ^

L I

. j /' /rfj' - .r

j r— J * „ ..
/- i- , T" l 4r-

I

'

I"

J

f

ftflwt 204—7.92-mm Aircraft Machl Ammunition.

r
x

1"

7.92-mm Aircraft Machine Gun Ammunition

.Incendi-

Ball A. P. vy HE
Over-all length (inch). 3Ki~'_
Length of^case dol-

Length of projec- do.. r
"

t tile.

Weight of pro- (grams). lap-. 182___

.j
jectile; ^

\ %.

i

1

276

Construction;
j

*

r

Type.

A. P
.Incendiary

H. E~ „ _ _ ..

Projectile jacket

Gilding metal..

CuNi
CuNi
CuNi. :_.....„

Weapons in which used

:

Bren type h. M. G.

Type 98 flexible A. C. M. G.

Type 100 flexible A. C. M.G

Projectile core

Lead.

Hard steel.

W: P. and lead.

P. E T N. and
lead.

J
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/ ARMY PROJECTILES
Color and marking:

Type

A . v , - „ _ T _ _

„

Incendiarv

H. E___

Bands

Black

\1 center
White

Remarks: The Bren type U M. G. uses a tox-
type magazine similar to the V. S. B. A. R. The
type 98 arid type 100 A. C. M. G. use a saddle
type magazine.

m

i 8-mm Pistol Ammunition ^»*
1 1

<

-i r w

Over-all length: i% inches. .
-

Length of case'* % inch. ,.

*
*

Length of projectile: % inch. '
•'

*

Weight of projectile: 102 grams.
Construction: ,

Type: Ball.

Projectile jacket; CuNi.
Projectile core: Lead.

r
r

Weapons in.which used:

Nambu pistol.

..Type 14 pistol.
u Type .94 pistol.

"Solothurn" submachine gun.
"Bren Type" submachine gun.

,
Type 100 submachine gun.

" Remarks: The propelling case is rimless and
made of brass. There is a tea<-gas round, but
specifications indicate that this is a relatively
large missile and it .is probably launched fr^m
the p lstol somewhat in the manner of launeffing
grenades from a rifle.

i» .

9-mrca Pistol Ammunition

Over-all length: 1 % inches.

Length of case: % inch.

Length of projectile: ^ inch.

Weight of projectile: 150 grams.

~ t

LEAD

CUPRO-NJGKEL

I
-.

'
I

\
' ' .

.
* -

,i -
-

,

r J
-

. I

, r

"l
-

figw 205—B-mm Pistol Ammunition.

/

LEAD

\

Figure 206—9'mm Pistol Ammunition,
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE
0

-J

Coiafctruction:

^Type; Ball.

Projectile jacket: CuNi,

Projectile core: Lead.

Weapons in which uaed:

Type 26 revolver (Webley type).

Smith and Wesson pistol.

Remarks: The
"
propelling case is rimless and

made, of brass. There is a tear-gas round, similar

to that mentioned for the 8-mm pistol.

LEAD

STEEL

-j

278

r 1

<

.

r

i
^

1 H

1 I

i

a

GREEN

WHITE

TRACER
COMPOSITION

PRIMING CQHP

BRASS WASHER

HIGrT EXPLOSIVE INCENDrAftV

£ I TAL J AN)

COWPOSiTlffe

,i - * -r .

RJZE

CVCLONITE

*H I TE

GAf N£

INCENDIARY
COMPOSITION

BRASS

TEEL

HIGH. EXPLOSIVE iNCENDJARV
(JAPANESE)

—f-P;£.T.N.

BRASS

CLOTH DISC

BRASS PLUG
9

s

- -.

ARMOR; PIERBIN^;,;;;^^ (WKlfSS)' V-

Fiavrt"207— 1%7-mm Aircraft Cannon Ammunition.

L r"_
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'.X

FMiMtllejMlwt

Over-all length _.-_•_..__: _ .'(inches) _

;

" Length of case -\_~_~- L,_ - r^^-2 (inches)^
Length of projectile _ . _U .11 - i (inches) __

Weight of projectile- r . . _ (ounces) . _

, Construction:
1

Bftll._. _ -

T z^-'-

a. p. t__. _-,_____:;_
fl>E. T. (fuzed Japanese)

7 , E: I. (fuzed Italian);!..

H. E. I. (fuzeless)
'

-

.

'
. Tracer

1

_ _ _ L _ - ... ______
V

:

,;V A. P. (Italian); _ __ _ _ _ _ . Gilding metal".:

;
Weapons in which used: HO 103 A. C. M. G. ,

Color and markings: •

A, P, T.
, A. p. 4tt»ak) H. B. I. (Ifelfe-)

4%t .... 4M-4i-
3#§ 3#« ..i^-.

2%..,.
1.25. _ _ _ . 1 .35

.

4«,- „_,x

3%_ ,„--.

2.

i.35-___

H. E. X.

1%-.:-.
1.21....

H. E. I. (foseicM)

?
.

1.16.

Projectile cot*

Brass

CuNi..._

Lead
Steel-i u " ./^

P* E;|T; N r inGendiary arid steel.

P. E_ T, N- incendiary and steel !

P. E, T: incendiary tind steel-

Steel J !
' *

Lead Up, steel core. v
'

,

1

Type

_

*
Red.

.

Black or,gre^n and white.

" ^BalJ . ____ __

A. P. T. - :_

H. E. I. fuzed. _-__ __ White.
:t H. E. I. fuzeless. ___ - Purple.

H. E. I. fuzed (Italian).. _________ .1 _______ Red, blue, or green body!
Tracer; .___ Green. •

'

A. P. (Italian)--:. _....._... Black tip
Fuzing: Italian 12.7 mm. fuze or Japanese 12.7-mm fuze.

on nose.

^ - V

F .£

"
J "

a"
j" ' >

..V

r

- k. r

1 r
", ^

•i
t

Remarks: This ammunition wad copied by the
Japanese from the Italians. Of the two H E. I.

fuzed rounds, one is Italian and the other is a
Japanese copy of it. . The Jjapaiiese'' H.; E. I.

s _

j

j t

E

fuzed differs from the Italian round 'in that the fuze

used is of two-piece construction msiead 'of one-,'

This ammunition is packed in -lOTround cartons

i is reloaded into metal link belts for use! -

: r
'

i
'^1

r
1 r

V I

- . . r ..

7 "-
- J

t
-

f r

> .1
^ .

1
;-v

* • -

'

'--V.".w-f.i
. LI." ^

1

j^-^
i

-V -

^

r I-

4- . ->
.
-r- -. ,

r
i - - Ij-iij.. ii . _ - 1 - ^

i
1

l r

;-^/H.,'^;:-K-:y.v^ ^^;^^.v^^^;^:;.;i.."v':^/.^.•l^^t:*.;.

I

r
1 " X

'-
!
:"- vJ.^

* Vr. '

r

r"- * Tft
-_L ^

- <

4

H r

.^-j.i.- ';v-i

r >
f "

i
i
if

1- - * T

- -F-

j
J -"I

^ 1^ .

J
, J "J.

.1. .
t J

j
-

1

-V,

* J
-i-

its

^
i

— 1 ' •'*>- <

r

*

IV-

I • •

it

k.k : ^1 LV ; I

F". . f
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE
V

J

ft

- s

.1

* _ r.

4

V.

- ^

- •

J" *

I
-

r
h

,

i

.1

; TYPE tt-ANTf-JUftCfUFT N
AWT t -TANK GUfc 'U.^-

-- -*YPE 97 ANTI-TANK Glffl f ,

V - H£M AifcCfliFT GUN, "
0

."*'; *0-3 AIRCRAFT GUN
"

Figure 208—Typt 97 ontf Type 98 20-mm Ammunition.

Case: *

Length

Diameter of base

Type 97 and Type 98 20-mm Ammunition

.
There are four Army 20-mm guns using similar

projectiles and three of these guns use the same
cartridge case. The guns using the small size

cartridge case are the type 97 antitank gun, the

Ho 1 (flexible) and Ho 3 (fixed) aircraft guns.

The type 98. antiaircraft/antitank gun uses the

large size cartridge case.

Weight (empty) (grams) „ _

Small

4.89

1. 12

129.0

Large

5. 58

1. 12\

208.3
Both cases are made of drawn brass and are

of the rimless type. The ease is crimped to the

projectile by three long crimps and sealed by a

clear lacquer.

280

Propellant: The propellant is graphited smoke-
r

less powder made in single perforated cylindricaJ

grains approximately 1% mm in diameter and 3

mm in length. The weight of the pTopellant in

th| small case,is 35*8 grams and, in the large ease,

58.9 grai&s.



ARMY PROJECTILES

20-mrn High-Explosive Tracer Projectile

Over-all length: 8Kb inches.

Length of projectile: 3 inches.

Weight of projectile: 4.54 ounces.

Filling: Cyclonite, tracer composition.

Color and markings: Black body with yellow
band just aft of bourrelet and white band for-

ward of rotating band.

Fuzing: Type 93 small instantaneous fuze.

Weapons in which used: Type 98 antiaircraft/-

antitank gun.

Remarks; This projectile is made of steel with
two cavities separated by a* septum. The round
is characterized by a sharp bourrelet.

Type 98 20-mm HigK^kplosive Tracer

ProjectilJ

Over-all length: 7% inches.

Length of projectile: 2% inches.

t

YELLOW

CrClONiTg

C LOS IMS PLUG

I _ J I
F

1

RED

,CrCL-ONlTE

GREEK

YELICW.

TRACER

ClOSfNG PLJJG

Figure 209-r-20-mm High-Explosjvt Tractr Projectile. Figure 2T0—Type 98 20-mm High-Explosive Tracer

' Projectile,

281



JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

Filling: Cyclqnite, tracer composition.

Fuzing: Type 93 small instantaneous fuze.

Color and markings: Black body with red band
j^ust aft of bouxrelet, green, and yellow bands

forward, of rotating band. *

(Type 98) is stenciled on the body.

Weapons in which used: Type 97 antitank gun.

Remarks: This projectile is made of steel, with

two cavities separated by+p septum.

V

CYClOHfTE

GREEN ;

3

UNI T ^ .

YEUOft.: ' *

BLACK' P0W0£R

t-T RACER

;CU»T*G "PLUS

'
i

n

.

I 1
.

L >

figure 271—Type TOO 20-mm High-Explosive Tracer

(Self-Dtstroyirig) Projectile.

282

Typs 100 20-mm H. E. T. (Salf-Destroyins)

Projectile
r

* Type 97 A/TK Type 98 AA/A/TK

Over-all length. _ _ 7% inches_'__. 8% 'inches.

Length of projec- 3% inches__ . 3% inches,

tile.

Weight of projec- 4.7 grams_ __ 4.7 grams,
tile.

Filling: Gyclonite, tracer composition.

Fuzing: Type 100 experimental projectile used
type 93 small instantaneous fuze; other tw#
projectiles use type 100 small instantaneous

fuze.
t

Color and markings: Black body wit£i red band
just aft of bourrelet, green and yellow bands

, forward of rotating band. Typ£ 100 has

experimental has

Btenciled on body, type 100

© a
stenciled on body, and type 100 Mod 1 has

A
'

t stenciled on body^

F r

Weapons in which used:

Type 97 antitank gun,

Ty^fce 98 antiaircraft/Antitank gun.

Remarks: The projectile is inJftie of steel wi

two cavities separated by a septum. Leading

through the septum and into th« explosive cavity

is a black powder lead-in. When the tracer has

burned out it will ignite the lead-in which, will

-detonate the explosive filling.

Therp is an earlier model of this projectile,
r

designated type 100 Experimental which docs not

have a seldestroying feature.

There is also a type 100 Mod 1 which differs

from this projectile in that it is rilled with black

powder instead of cyclonite.

2@-mm High Explosive Incendiary Prbjectile

Over-All length: 7 l %i -inches.

Length of case: 4% inches.

Length of projectile: 3Xe inches. :

Weight of projectile: 4.48 ounces.

'Filling: Gyclonite, incendiary composition.

Fuzing: ^yp'e 93 small instantaneous fuze.



ARMY PROXECTlLfi—
, % _

*7

1 j

RED

CYCLGMTE

inCEnDURy
MIXTURE

- ^

figure 2f2—20-mm High-Explosive Incendiary

Projectile.

Color and markings: Black body with red band

just abaft bourrelet, yellow band forward oi

rotating band. :TThe characters
j

" J p

i
1

J

*

(fixed or flexible machine cannon)

are stenciled down the body. '

Weapons in which used: Ho-1 (flexible) and Ho-3
(fixed) aircraft-camion.

Remarks; The projectile is made' of Bteel. It

contains two pojlets, the forward one, surrounding

the fuze gaine, is cyclonite while the after pellet

is an incendiary mixture. ~
.,

20-mm High-Exf>to1ive Incendiary (Ma 201)
1 Projectile

Over-All length:
^

l% t inches.

Length of.case: 4% inches.

4 r
k.

k. 3

1

-i .fELlOrV ,

\

6

:sEf"^

: NC£f<D i APT

TRACER

Figvrk 213—20-mm High-Explosive Incendiary

(MA 201) Projectile.
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

Length of projectile: 3 l
%<. inches.

Weight of projectile: 3.85 ounces. .

Filling: P. E. 1\ N., incendiary composition.

Fuzing Fuzeless. "
-

CplSraiid markings: Black body with red band

abaft bogrrelet. Characters J""" 0
(201) are stencilled on the body.

Weapons in which used: Ho^l (flexible) and Ho^3
"(fixedX aircraft cannon.

Remarks: The proj-ectile is made of .steel. A
brass nose piece filled

#
with P. E. T. N. threads

into the incendiary filled projective. Detonation
of the projectile is accomplished l^y the crushing

action of the P. E. T. N. filled^nose, piece.

20-mm High-Explosive Incendiary Trcacsr

Projectile •

Over-All length: 7 l

)U inches. '

v

-
.

Length of projectile: 4 %% t inches.

Length of case: 4% inches.

Filling: Cycloni^e, incendiary composition, tracer
* composition. j

Fuzing^: Type 10Q small instantaneous fuze.

Color an(i markings: Black body with red band
just abaft bourrelet, green and yellow bands
before rotating band.

J

Characters
0

(flexible or fixed machine cannon)

stenciled on body.

Weapons., in wKich used: IJo-J (flexible)
fand

Ho-3 (fixed) aircraft cannon.

Remarks: The projectile i§ made of steel and
has two cavities, a main charge cavity and a

^tracer cavity, separated by a septum." The main
charge' cavity contains two pellets, the, forward

,

one, fitting around the' fuze" gaine

while the after one is an incendiary

is cyclonifce

ixture.

v

*-Hkk$5 HOSE
Pi £CE

' 4»

ihCEttDi ART
,

cc«»siTtcA

•ftgur* 2T4-"20-mm tf/gA-fxp/onVe /nccnd/pry Tracer

/Vo/ectf/e.

V

4 r
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-

C\. -
,

;
- v -

, v -
* -'i " - ^ .' - .

21S^Typ*100 Mod 2 20-mm /. TV

(Self-Destroying) Projectile.

ARMY PROJECTILES

20-mm I. T. {$elf-De*troyirig)
Prokctil.

'

Over-All length: 8% inches.
"

Length of projectile : 3% inched
Filling; Incendiary composition* tracer c<

tion. - >

Fuzing: Type 100 small instantaneous tee

Hi ;i

-
1*

Color and markings: Black body with red band
just abaft bourrelet, green arid yellow' bands*-
before rotating band. Characters

,

0 0*!

(type 100 ivfod 2).

are stenciled on body. * •

Weapons in -which 'used :•'; Type- 98 antiaircraft/

antitank gun.

,
Remarks: This \ss the same projectile" as the

type 100 and type 100 Mod 1 H. E. T., but thW '..

;i»"ho high explosive other than that used in the
gaineT

iOrmn^Ajynor-PEsrcins. Tracer Projectile

Oyer-all length.

Length of case_ _

_"

Length of projec-

tde.
h

Weight o? projec-

tile.

Type 97A/TK •

7% inches.-..

4$ 'inches

Z%t inches . _ _

Ho^l and Ho-3

7% inches.' ;

4% inches:

3^i inches.

6.5 ounces., L 5.5 ounces.

Type 98 A. A. A/TK

; Over-all length'.: .1*--
. 8K'inches.

Length of case j_ 5 X inches.
"

Length of projectile %% x inches.

Weight of projectile-. _ _ . _ _ 5.5 ounces.

Filling: Tracer composition. \
j

Color and marking:. Hard round (type 100): black

body, green and white
:
bands before rotating

band medium-round ftvoe 97V haw

- H

1
"~

TO 02
(type 100)

stenciled on the body, black body, green band
before rotating band soft round (type 97 sub-
stitute): -black over-all.

Weapons in which used: Type 97 antitank gun,
Hc-I (flexible) and Ho-3 (fixed) aircrafL can-

non, type 98 antiaircraft/antitank gun.
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v- '

7

WHITE

» 1

1

'

TRACER
:

'
CCWP05 1 T ( 0»

'

CLOSING PLUG

1

I
-

r
.

1
. r-

I
1

,

r -v' i
- ;'> ^ •. -:-

' '

rjgure 216—20-mm Armor-Piercing Tracer Projectile.

Remarks: This /projectile is a solid steel shot

with a tracer cavity drilled into the base. .This

prej ectile, with different colored tracers and mark^
ings, is used in three guns. There are*three types

.

of rounds differing in grades of hardness of steel.

Ho-5 SO-mm Ammunition

The latest Army 20-mm gun developed is the

Ho-5 aircraft gun' which is of excellent design and -

represents^ considerable improvement over pre-

vious Army 20-mm aircraft machine guns.

Case:
l

Length: 3% inches.

Dianjeter of "base : *%t inches.

Material; Brass.

.

Weight (empty): 113.5 grams.'

The case is of the rimless type 'and has a slight

taper toward the neck. '
"

A
Propelj^nt: The propellant is 21.4 grams of

graphited smokeless powder in fine cylindrical

grains. . #
>

1i

PRACTICE PROJECTILE

4

-

1

,9-

^

1

+

PBOPELUMT

t— .IGNITtMG CHARGE
,

Fitfl/rt 217—HO-5 20-mm Ammunition,
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J

\
"Ji

A

L

A

-i

it
1

CYCLONITE

FELT PAD

INCENDIARY
COMPOSITION

» A

Figure 21S—Typ* 2 and Type 2 Modified 20-mm
High-Explosive incendiary Projtctift,

i

Type 2 and Type 2 Modified 20-mm H. E. I.

,
Projectile

Over-all length : 5% inches.

Length of projectile: 2% inches (fuzed).

Weight of projectile: 77.4 grams (filzed).' -

Weight of filling;." "
,

•

\
Cyclonite, type 2 modified: 3.4 grams.

Cyclonite, type 2: 0.4 grams.

Incendiary composition: 3.7 gram*. *

ARMY PROJECTILES

Killing.: Cyclonite and incendiary composition.

Fuzing:
e

Type 2: Type 2 Small Instantaneous or type

2 small instantaneous modified fuze.

Type 2 Modified: Type 4 super -uetoi'utiug

fuze.
+

Color and markings:

The type 2 projectile is painted Muck over all

* and in some cases has a yellow band around
body.

Type 2 modified, projectile is painted silver-

gray over all.

Remarks: The difference between the type 2

and the type 2 modified is in the fuze
1

; The type

2 projectile uses a fuze that has an external gaine

and thus has less explosive filling than the type 2

modifieq
1

projectile winch uses a fuze with the

gaine built into the fuze body.

Si

A H. E. T. (Ma 202) Projectile

Over-all length: 5% inches.

Length of projectile: 2%t inches.

Weight of projectile: 78.2 grams (fuzed).

Weight of filling:

^P. 'E. T. N!: 3.2 grams.

Incendiary composition : 8.7 grams.

Filling: P. E. T. N. and incendiary compositioi

(barium nitrate, aluminum powder, magnesium

powder, and wax).

Fuzing: Fuzeless.
fi-

Color and markings: Black over all with ch&rac-

ters * w (202) stenciled an the t>ody.

Remarks; 'The- projectile is made of steel with,

a brass nose piece threaded to it. The nose

piece is filled, with P. E, T. N. and is designed

to explode by the crushing action of impact. An
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: 1
.

f
^
T'

(
r

j
H F

219-Typ

incendiary njixture contained in the steel body
is separated from the high explosive by a felt
pad and a threaded brass disc. This disc has
two lead-in holes,

-

Typ« 2 20-mm Armor-Piercing Tracer Projtctilt

Over-All length: 5% inches.

Length of projectile^ 2% inches.

288

j

Weight, of projectile:

Soft round: 112. 7 grams.

Medium round; 116.7 grams.
Hard .round: 119.5 grams.

Weight of filling : 7.0 grams.
Filling: Tracer composition

Color and markings;
j 1

Soft round: black over-all.

Medium round: black with
around body.

j r

green band

*
.

-
"1

^
1

=:

TRACER COMPOSITION
j

Vfr
F

LOS i KG PLUG

f/gure 220—Type 2 20-mm Armor-forcing Tracer

t



ARMY PROJECT

Hard round:. Black with a green and a white

band around body. Characters

+1

(type 2)

are stenciled on the body.

Remarks: There are three different models of
*

this projectile differing in the grades of hardness

of the steel. This difference is indicated by the

color markings.

fjpvr* 221—20-mm Practice Projectile.

20-min Practice Projectile
r

Over-All length : 5% inches.

Length of projectile: 2%e inches.

Weight <?f projectile: 81.0 grams.

.Filling: None.
Color and markings: Black over-all.

Remarks: The projectile approximates the

shape . of the type 2 H.E.I, projectile. It is

unfilled and closed at the base by a threaded plug*

r

37-mm Hish-t^plosive Incendiary Projectile

Over-all length of projectile; 89 mm (3% inches)

without fuze.

Length of complete round: 197' mm (7% inches)

fuzed.

Diameter at bourrelet: 37 •mm f±tol.).
j

Width of rotating band: 10 mm (
2% i inch).

Weight of projectile filled: 436.2 grams.
*

Filling: Cyclonifce and incendiary mixture.

Weapons in which used: Ho-.203 aircraft cannon.

Case:
r i

r

Length: 111,5 mm.
Diameter at base: 47.0 mm..

j

Weight (empty) ; 226.5 grams;

The case is comparatively short, made of

brass, and is slightly necked. ,

Propellant: Graphited smokeless powder in flat

4-mm squares poured loosely into the case and

sealed in with a cardboard disc. -The weight of

the propellant is 59.8 grams.

Color and markings: Black body, red nose band,

yellow body band. Characters

P

' (Ho 203)

are stenciled on
1

the body,

Fuatng: Type 100 small instantaneous fuze. '

* .7

Remarks; This projectile is constructed in two

pieces, - It has a nearly straight-sided main body

and an ogival-shaped nose piece which threads

into
;
the.main body. The m&in charge is eyelomte

and an incendiary mixture. The incendiary mix-

ture is pressed into the- base of the cavity, with

the cyclonite filling the remain^pr of the cavity

and, the nose piece. ,
,
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37-mm High-Explosive Incendiary Projectile

Overall length of projectile: .89 mm (3# inches)

without fuze.

Cength of complete round: 246 mm (9'Hi inches)

fuzed. •

Diameter at bourrelet: '37 mm (-fctoh).

Width of rotating band; 10 mm.
Weight of projectile empty: 398.3 grams.

Filling: Mixture of cyclonite and -wax .and in-

cendiary composition.

k22~37-mm High-Ex

tirojectffe.

There is also an empty practice projectile

similar in appearance to the H, E.. I. but having

the nose piece and dummy fuze constructed in

one piece. The projectile is ^painted black over-

- \

and has

is

(Ho 203)

A. 438)

stenciled on the body
j
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figure 223— H/gA-fxp/osiV* Incendiary
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Weapons in which used: Ho 204 aircraft cannon

Case

:

ARMY PROJECTILES

>

Length; 144.0 mm.
L

Diameter at base: 43.5 mm.
'Weight (empty) : 381.2 grams.

The case is of the rimless type and is .

slightly necked.

Propellant: Graphited smokeless powder in flat

4 mm squares poured loosely into the case and
sealed in with a cardboard disk. The weight*

of the propellant is 75.1 grams. f

Color and markings: Black body, red nose Up,
yellow body band. Characters

' (Ho 204) ,

are stenciled on the body.

Fuzing: Type 4 super-detonating fuze.

Remarks: The ammunition for the Ho 204

uses the same projectile as the Ho 203 ammunition,

but the case is longer.

The projectde is constructed in two pieces: a

straight sided main body and an ogival-shaped

nose which screws into the main. body. There is

only one cavity into which both the . incendiary

and high-explosive filling are pressed.
*»

37-mm Practice Project®

Over-all length of projectile: 124 mm (4% inches).

Length of case: 144 mm {5*%t iriches).

Length of complete round : 247 mm (9% inches.)

Diameter at bourrelet: 37 mm (±toL).

Width of rotating band: 8 mm.
Filling Sawdust.

pons in which used : Ho 204^ircr&£t cannon.

Color and markings: Black over-all. «

Fuzing: None.

Remarks: This projectile has the appearance of

an A. P. projectile^ It is sawdust filled a^d has

the cayity closed by a base plug.

BUCK bGOY

Cav f >r

EASE PLUG

L I.

Figvn 224—37-mm Practice Projectile,

f

1
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ARMY PROJECTILES

Cases:

Gun

3 7-mm Ammunition

TJiere are csight 37-mm- antitank and tank guns,

all sizes of which use the same projectiles but have

different cartridge cases. Presented below is in-

formation on the cases and the propellant.

Diameter
u\ hue
(inches)

Type 11th year infan-

Weight
(empty)
(ounces)

Case
length
(inches}

7.6 4%

Markings

Type 94 tank. ------- 1% 9.4
J :

1|

Type 94- antitank*,..,. 2tf

Type 98 tank*. _ . 2K

Type 100 tank*-_^ r _ 2%

13.0

13.0

6},

6K

:6K.

as? 9

J % *

r 'J

Type 97 antitank**

Type 1 antitank**.

2

1%

Type 1 tank. 1%

15. 1

22.7

22,7

9%
9Jf

-
1

;t.

*Since the type 94 antitank, type 98 tank, arid type 100
: tank guns use the same cartridge case, cases Will be found

marked for individual guns or for all three gutia.

*?*The cases fpr tKi type 97 andHype 1 sintitank guns
* can tje distinguished by the fact ^hat the type 97 is almost

straight, whereas the type 1 has a, pronounced rieck. The
type 1 tank emd type 1 antitank guns use the same case.

Propellant:

Type 11th year infantry gun: 1.85 02. 6f

graphited smokeless powder in the form of flakes

poured into the case and sealed with a cardboard
u 1 r , 1

1
p ,

closing disc. "
.

Type 94 -tank gun: 2.7 oz. of graphited smoker-

less powder in the form of rectangular flakes.
1

^'

L +

Type 94 antitank gun, type 98 gun, and type

100 tank gun: 4.3 ounces of graphited smokeless

powder in the form of unitubular grains contained

in a silk bag,;

Type 97 antitank gun: 5.0 ounces of graphited

smokeless powder in the form of short, cylindrical

grains contained in a silk bag. .

: ;
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Figure 227—Type 94 37-mm Armor-Piercing

High-Explosive Projectile,
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ARMY PROJECTILES

Typ« 94 37-mm Hish-Explojiv* Projectile

_ '

Length 6f complete roi

Type
94 A/TK;
125 nim
w/o fuze.

266 mm
fuz'ed

.

37mm__
i] i-

.

Type
94 TK

Type 1 A/, * Type 1 1th
TK Type I TK Yr. Inf,

125
.
mm 125 mm 125 mm

w/o fuze; "'•w/o fuze.'" w/o fafce

223 . mm
. fuzed.

37 mm _

8 mm_:_

349 fern

fuzed'.

37 mm_._

8 mm_ __

221 mm
*

fuzed.

37 mm.
8 mm.

H —

Type
97 A/TK

Over-all length -Af projectile. .1: 125 . mm
w/o fuze,

349 mm
v » fuzed.

Diameter at bourrelet_i:„____^„:__.l_____ ,37 mm__
j

j +
i

Width of rotating- band •„ C : 8 mm.'..

Weight pf projectile filled: 595.1 grams. ,
'

.

Filling: Picric acid and TNT. ,

' ] "

\

Weapons, in which-used: All 37-mm guns:

Color and markings: Black body, red nose'band, yellow body bt^nd (sbjneTOunds may havewhfte body
band added), - - , .t.

.

- .*.''» * •
^

Fuzing; Type 93 small instantaneous fuze. " V
" -

i

"

'
i- < ± . Remarks: "This steel projectile is .filled with

TN-F and picric acid. The after two-thirds of

the 'projectile cavity is filled -with high grade-cast

TNT. The forward one-third (ff the projectile

cavity is*filled with picpic a<jid. Tlie entire bursts

iUg charge is encfaged in a heavy waxed paper

casing with a double thickness between the TNT
and pierig acid charge. ?

o

r

L'-^-v. 1

'J* r

Type 94 37-mm Armor-Piercing High
:
Explbsive Projectile

Type 94 TK
Overfall length of projectile. _ „ . /TM mm

w/o fuze.

Length of com,pIete round. . .... ^ « ^ 228 mm
'.'* "*". '

.... fuzed.

Diameter at hourrelet. . . - - - - i - - 37 .nun. ,

.

"Wid tli of rotating band — 9.5 mm
Weight. of projectile filled: 1 pound K'ouh
Filling. Picric acid. .

'

Weapons in -which ijsed: .
. ,

Type 1 1th year Infantry gun.*
,

Type 94 TK gun.
:

.

.

. Type 94 antitank gun. '
;

« .

'

Type 97 antitank gun. . .
'

' '

.

Type 98 TK gun. ' V
Type 100 TK gun. *

^
^ - ; ; - :

Color and markings: Black body, red nose tip, white body band.
Fuzing: Type 94 small-delay base fuse, .

Typ« 94 A/TK Type 97 A/TK
114 mm

w/o fuze.

262 mm
- fuzed.

37 mm;.:
9,5.'mm..

w/o, fuze.

345 - mm '

• fuzed,

37 mm r l__

-0.5*mm j-_ _

Type 11th
Yr. Inf.

L 14 mm
;

4 "w/o iuze.

2.18' imii .

fuzed-
*

37 mm.
9.5. mm:

* -

/

L n

_ _ J _\>_
L

Remarlui; This projectile is made of high grade

steel.'; The main charge cavity contains a small

woodeii plug in the forward portion and a paper

covered picric acid charge aft of the wooden nose

plug. The Type 94 small delay base fuze screws

into the base of the projectile/ also acting as a

base plug. • •' «

- f

_ ^

d-d
1

-d

^ j
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JAPANESE EXPLOSlVE^QRgNANCE

f/giire 228—Type V 37-mm Hi$h~£xpkiiv*

A
' flrojfccff/e.

: ' ,

'

'

' ^ *

Type 1 37-mm High-Exptasovs Project!

I

Color and mark ingii: BlacJrbody, red nobe Up, white body
band.

^

Fuzing: Small Mk lbaae fuze.

Remarks: This projectile la constructed of high

grade steel- It has no sharply defined bourrtilct.

It uses a smalFMk 1 base fuze which alno acta ab

a bake plug.

40-mm Ho-301 HigK-E»plo»ive Projectile

r \

Projectile Dimensions: \
1

h -

Length of projectile (fuzed) : 129 mm (5% t inches)

fuzed.
, : , . ,

Length of projectile (without fufe) : 108 mm
(4K inches):'

'

^

A/TK
Typel

- A/TK
Over-all length of projgctile.^ 104,.mjn ; 104 mm

- '
. * * * ^ w/o fuze, w/o fuze.

Length of complete; round . 250-mxu , 3$3~mm
fuzed. ' fuzed.

Diameter at bourrelet \37 mm-__^ 37 mm.
Width Of rotating band ll mm,r ir 11 mm;
Weight of projectile: 1 pound 6 ounces without explosive.

• Filling: Picric acid.
. f

Weapons m which used:
v

\ '

Type 1 tank gun.
Type 1 antitank gun.
Type 94 antitank gun. *

,

r

296 •
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figure 229~r40-mm HO-301 High-Expl
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s ARMY PROJECTILES

Distance base to rotating band (lower edge^V:

15 mm (% inch). '
. .

Width of. Rotating band: 8 mm (K, inch).

Piameter of rotating band ; 4rnp U^ inches).

Diameter of boply; 39 mm (1% inches).

Diameter of bourrelet: 39.5 mm (l%t inches).
i

Width pf bourrelet: 6 mm (ft inch).

Distance base to bourrelet (lower edge): 91 mm
(3% inches).

Wall thickness (propellant chamber): 5 mm
"(% inoh). .

'
, „

Wall thickness (H.E. chamber) : 4 mm (& inch).

Weights:

i
i

omplete round fuzed: 1 p
E. charge: 2 ounces.

Propellant: 0.4 ounce, (10 grams).

Primer: 0.1 dunce.

Fuze, with gaine: 2.1 ounces
r

0.2 ounce.

und, 4.7 ounces.

Primer Dimensions:

Length: 9 mm (%inch).
Diameter- (threadS): 12 mm (% incJO.

T. F. I, : 34 L. H
Weapon in which used: (H6s30l 40-

cannon) : This is. an unusuaTweapon si

in design to an Oerlikon blow-back operated

but with the head of the bolt machined

1*111 air-

ilar

as a piston Vliich closes the tfreechat the forward
end of its strdke.

"

i i

FiUing : The filling consists of TNT with a for-

ward pellet of picric acid or TNT \
Propellant: The propellant consists of small,

greenish-gray, square flakes of smokeless powder
(approximately 1 nun square) 'enclosed . in a silk

bag wnich is inserted in the after cavity of the

projectile. A sealing cud of thin ahinunum fite

around the after end of*?he propellant bag .and

the charge and cup are held in by a perforated

base plate which screws (L. H.) into the base of

the cavity.
\

The base plate has an outer ring

of twelve M«-uich holes and a central hole

threaded (Ii.iH.) to receive the small flush primer.

The aluminum sealing cup is* perforated by a
single hole in the center to permit the flash from -

the primer to reach the propellant. \The force

of the propellant gases blows through the alumi-

num cup $o open the main* series of holes.

Fuze: This is^ a simple direct-acting nose fuze

with a central axial striker held in the unarmed
condition by^ a . slotted .safety block which in

turfi is held by two spring-loaded detents.

S0^i*rks; There i§ aleq a practice projectile

which has the same dimensions aiid appearance

as the H. E. projectile. It is painted black over •

all and has a nose plug instead of a fuze. ~

sr

^ 1.

r" I
- * -

ft

< -

r ri
1 V.

Typ* 1 47-rom Hi$h-fsplosiv* Projtcril
. i

-

r r

* i

-u -r

1 _-

_ r r
1

> I-

51

Diameter *t boWelet; AT na£{
Length of projectile (without

. (5M inches);

Length of propellant case: 283

Length of assembled roun(

(15Kimcnee).;
'HI ii

of complete round: 2.44 kg. (5.4 pounds), r

Weight of projectile (without fuze): 1.15 kg. (2.5^

' pounds)/

Weight of fiUujai.0.087 kg. (0.2 pound).

formed paper-wrapped blocks

taped toother and waxed. The forward block

consists of two pellets of picric acid—a ring

pellet around the gaine and a solid pellet be-

neath the gaine. The after block is one piece

* ,

'

r'"- vv
Diameter otbase of case: 77
Weapons in which used:

gun.

Type 1 tank gun.

389 Fuzing: Type 88 Inst. Nose fuze (gur/ type), type

^i)^;C^^'BS short^elaj nose fuze (gun ty^e)-

omit tolr).

140

Hill (2^. inches).

1 1 M 1

1 1 1 1

1

1

4"

----""VtarC-J*

.
|

r"

- -I
^

I
1

L .T

297
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SEALING DiSC

PHOFE L LANT

CASE BfiASS OR SI££L

RED

YLLlOVf

BLACK BOOT

WHtTE

L

cio caoe system

V.' t * f - 1

Figure SSO-^fype f ¥3$®h->Explo$iv* ProjQ&ifo.

Weight of propellant: 0,398 kg/ (0.9 pound).

Propellant:" Single perforated cylindrical grains

(K« inch long, %% inch dianietcr) of a graph-

" ited double-base powder 6t the following

composition; > v
' .

i

• "
' Ni€rocellul^: 60.0 percent.

Nitrogiycern?e:t34.5 percent.
v

Ethyl centralis; 3.0 percent.

Diphenyl fornfilude: 2.5 percent.

>
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ARMY PROJECTILES

-p

-p.1 j-j.

Typ« 1 47rmm Armor-Piercing Projectile

Weight of complete round': 2.75 kg. (6.1 pounds).

Weight of projectile, fuzed: 1.38 kg. (3.0 pounds).

Weight of projectile (without fuze): 1.27 kg.

(2.8 pounds). . y •

Weight of filling; 0.018 kg. (0.04 pound).

Filling; RDX, 90 percent; parafnn, 10 percent.

Diameter at bourrelet: 47 mm. (minus tol ).
If

Length 6t projectile (without fuze): 143 mm
(5% inches).;

Length of propellant case: 283 mm?(ll}£ inches),

L*ength of assembled round : 398 mm (15^ incD

Diameter of base of case: 72 rnln (2*X« inches).

Width of rotating band : 1£ mm

.

Weapons in which used x Type 1 anti.Eank gun,

type 1 tank gun.

F.uzing : Small Mk 2 base fuze .(short-delay).

Tracer: Yellow, 5 grams. ;
>

Weight of propellant: 0.398 kg. (0.9 pound);
_

' P^opellarit :. Single perforated cylindrical grains

(^ inch long, Clinch in diameter) of a graphited

dpnble-base powder 6f the following' comeusition

:

^ijtrocellulose : 60 .0 percent;

Nitroglycerine; 34. 5.. percent.
;

Ethyl centralite:. 3.0 percent.
;

-

Diphenyl formamide : 2.5 percent. .

\ .
'

*"

A.

^"1

4*

v6-

figure 231 Type, T 47-mm Armor-Pitrclng

Projtctilk.
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE
T

K£0

ADAPTER

-SET SCREW

CiAlNE

SEALING CU>

BOCSTtR

BOOSTER *£LL

MAIN CHARGE

RED

YELLO*

BUCK eSBv

WHITE r

I

CASE

SEALING DISC

PROPE
j

IGNITER

PRIMER

0

j

010 COLOR SYSTEM

\

J

figure 232~Tyf>e 90 5.7-em Nigh-Sxplosivt Projtcfilt.

4 ¥

Type 90 5.7 cm (57-mm) High-Exploiive

Projectile
r

Weight of complete round : 2.91 kg. (6 .40 pounds)

,

Weight of projectile, filled (fuzed) : 2.36 kg£ (5.18

. pounds). " ' "

-

*

Weight,of filling: 0.25 kg. '

Filling: TNT.
,

'
'

«

Diameter at bourrelet: 57 mm (minus tol.).

Length of projectile (without fuze) : 181 mm (7JC

inches) . -

'

Length of propellant case: 121 mm (4% inch&)
..

I

Length of assembled round (without fuze and

, adapter): 280 mm (11 inches).

Width of rotating band: 9.5 mm.

WeaponB in which used : Type 90 tank gun, type

97 tank gun. .

<••

Fuzing: Type 88 short-delay fuze.
T"

j

Propellant: Mk 1 square grain (med.), 113 grams.

300 "i
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ARMY PROJECTILES

? --

CASE

V

233—Type
Q

Type 90 5.7-em (S7-nim) Substitute Projectile

Weight of complete round; 3.04 kg. (6.70 pounds).

Weight of projectile, filled: 2.23 kg. (4.91 pounds).

Weight of filling: O.OT.kg. +

Filling: Black powder.

Diameter at bourreiet: 57 mm (2tf inches).

Length of projectile (without fuze): 183 mm
(7
n
/u inches)..

Length of propettant case: 121 mm (4% inches). ,

A-

Length of assembled round (without fuze): 272

mm (10 % inched).

Width of rotating band: 9.5 mm.
Weapons in which used: Type 90^ tank tzun, type

97 tank gun.

Fuzing: Type 88 short-delay fuze*;

Fropellant: Mfc 1 sq- grain (med ), 113 grams,

Remarks: This projectile is made of cast iron

and has very thick Walls.
!.

i

301"



JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

r

J E .

1

j

wGQDEN HUG

*HITE

IGNITER ?A0

PftOPEUANT

-PICHiC AC J

D

r

"r

— GAINE

~T.fi. T.

FELT WASHER
1

COPPER RING

BASE PUIE

3ASE FUZE (NO -TRACER)
r

M

SEALING OiSC

{

234—Type PS 5.7-cm Amor-

lV

i--(57-nfti)

Projectile

Weight of complete roumi; 3.13 kg. (£.89 pounds) •

Weight of projectile, filled .
guzed),: 2.58 kg. (5.68

" pounds)

.

Weight of filling : 0.10 kg. *

Length of projectile (without fuze adapter): 181

mm (7% inches).*"

Length^pf propellant case: 121 tarn (4% inches^.

Length of assembled round: 280 mm
t
(1 IX*

inches). ' > .

Width,of rotating band:\J0 mm.
Weight of'falling: 0.10 kg. ^ •

.
#.Weapons in whien used: Type 90 tank gun,' type

Filling: Two ^ctions, of .e^osive^mdiiadu^y «
.

fl

*v
euii

wrapped in paper: Upper section, pressed picric

acid and wax-slower section, cast TNT.
Diameter at bourrelet: 57 mm (minus tol).

4

97 tank guri.?

Fuzing: Type 92 small %ase fuze.
v

Propella^: Mk 1 sq. grain (med.), 113 grams.

302
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HOSE PJZE

EXPLOSIVE CHARGE

USE

"f"

{1 '

235—57-mm HO-401

57-mm Hp-401 Hlsh-ExpIoiivtVroiectilf
J

J

Weight of complete round: 2,15 kg. (4175 pounds).

Weight of projectile, filled (fuzed); 2.58 kg. (3.25

pounds).

Weight of filling; No data.

Filling: No data.

Diameter at bourrelet: 57 mm (2tf inches).

I 4r
r

Length of projectile (without fuze): 163 mm
(6% inches).

Length of propellant case: 121,mm (4% inches).

Length of assembled round: 270 mm (10* inches)..

Width of rotating band: 11 mm.

Weapons m.whkfc used: Ho-401 aircraft cannon.

Fuzing: No data.

Propellant: No data.
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to'

CASE *8'-

RED

ADAPTER

SET SCRtfl

~GAJN£

SEAL ] CUP

^BOOSTER

fiboSTF.ft *ELL

MAIN CMAMt
0

YE LLC*

hack scor-

SEAtiNG DISC

» — -

Oil CQCft. S/37f>

PROPELLING-CHARGE I HCREMEflTS

THREADS
h

PRIMER—

..case

Filling: -
,

Standard, cast TNT.
Alternate, pressed mixture of KDX and am-
monium nitrate. .

•

Diameter at bpurrelet: 70 mm (minus tol.);
*

304

Figure 23tf—Type 02 High-Explosivc ProyeW/e.
i

1

Type 92 7-cm (7@=mm) High-Explosive

Projectile >.

Weight of complete round : 4.48 kg. (9.90 pounds).

Weight of projectile fuzed: 3.81 kg. (8.38 pounds).

Weight of filling: 0.59 kg.

Length ..of projectile (without fuze): 234

inches).

Length of propellant case: 101 mm (4 inches)

Length of assembled round (without fuze): 306

(12K. inches).

mm



ARMY PROJECTILES

Diameter of base of case: 81 mm (3Hs,mches).

Width of rotating band; 10 mm.
Weapons in which used: Type 92 infantry gun '

(howitzer).

Fuzing:

Type 88 instantaneous nose fuze (howitzer,

mortar type). ,

Type. 88 short-delay nose fuze (howitzer,

mortar type).

Propellant: 50 grams of smokeless powder in

0.5 mm square flakes. This powder is contained

in four pads made by sewing.- portions of the

powder between two dark blue silk discs. The

discs are not of uniform size, holding 5.4, =8.9,

16.8, and 18.7 grams of powder each. A fifth

disc, light blue in color, contains a 3.1 gram

black powder ignition charge.

The propellant cases are of two designs, The

newer type, designated "B" (OTS.U) by the

Japanese, is one piece and slips off of the projec-

tile to change the propellant charge. A.'h-older

design, presumably "A" has a threaded base

which may be unscrewed to vary the charge.

Remarks: This projectile, is the same as the

high-explosive, type 9,2, used in the type 94 tank

gun.
t> -

Type 92 7-cm (70-mm) Substitute Projectile
4

Weight of complete round: No data.

Weight of projectile fuzed: No data.

Weight of filling: No data.
.

Filling; Black powder.

Diameter at bourrelet: 70 ram (minus toL).

Length of. projectile (without fuze): 187 mm (7%

inches)

.

Length of. propellant case: 101 mm (4 inches). -

Length of assembled round (without fuze): 259

mm (\0Yu inches).
v

.

Diameter of .base of case: 81 mm (3Ko inches).

Width of rotating band: 10 mm.
Weapons in which used: Type 92 infantry gun

(Howitzer).

Fuzing:

Type 88 instantaneous nose fuze (howitzer,

mortar type)-.*
_

Type 88 short-Selay nose fuze (howitzer,

mortar, type).
,

Propellant: Refer to the type 92 high-explosiv©

projectile.

— -
, A r. bOl^ r

Figure 237—Typ* 92 7-cm Substitute ProjtctiU.

4l

Type 37-em (70-mm) Hollow-Charge

Projectile

F

Weight of complete round: No data.

Weight of projectile (without fuze): (2.80 kg.)

6 pounds, 4.75 ounces.

Weight of filling: (G.99 kg.) 1 pound.

Filling: A cast mixture of TN'r and Cyclonite

(RDX) wrapped in varnished paper.

Diameter atbourrelet; 69.5 nun (2% inches).
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

1

uA * ht

*m re

CONICAL ST£tt t INEK

YEUOVi

f LA5r? CHANNEL

MA IH CHARGE

LEAD AZ f

P. E.T.N.

CASE 'A'

/

i

Figure 238—Type 3 7-cm Holhw-Chtirg* Pmjtetilt.

j

Length over all (without fuze>: 229 mm (finches).

Length protruding' from case: 186 mm. (7^4

inches).

Length of projectile body without nose cap: 170

. mm (6
4
%< inches).

Width of rotating band: 10 mm.
Weapons in which used : /Type 92 infantry gun

(howitzer).

.Fuzing: Type 88 instantaneous fuze (howitzer,

mortarA type). Operation and Employment:
' This roand is used principally as an anti-tan^

\ r

weapon. f
* F

306

Remarks: The use of a ' while, bund above- a.

yellow band to identify hollow charge, projectiles

is assumed to be a combination of the ,use of,white

band for armor-piercing and yellow band for'iiigh

explosive in the, new color system. Boih bands

are near the middle of the projectile.

This arrangement is not to he corffustd with the

combination of yellow band above white band to

identify high explosive projectiles in the old color

system, in which case the yellow band js at the

bourrelet and the white band just above the

rotating band.

Type 95 7-cm (70-mm) lllumtnatins

ProjeetiSe

Weight of complete round: 4-20 kg. (9.24 pounds).

Weight of projectile, fuzed: 3.50 kg. (7.70 pounds).

Weight of filling; No data.

Filling:

Ejection charge: Black powder.

Illuminating composition: Not known. It is

probably a mixture of magnesium, alumi-

num, and barium nitrate which is used

commonly by the Japanese for iliuminal-
4

r

ing charges.

Diameter at bourrelet: 70 mm (minus tol.).

Length of projectile (without fuze): No data.

Length of propellant case: 101 mrri (4. inches).

'Length of assembled round (without fuze): 292

mm inches).

Diameter of base of case: 81 mm (3#« inches).

Width of rotating band: No data.

Weapons, in which used: Type 92 infantry gun

(howitzer).

Fuzing: Type 89 small time fuze.
\

Propell&at: 8.6-mm' square flakes (50 grains).

Either of the propellant cases discussed for the

H. E. round may f>e used for this round.

Remarks: The illuminating charge burns for

approximately 20 ^Seco*hds with an intensity of

about 90,000 eandlepower. .

T1
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\

*1

BLACK BODY

ADAPTER

1
J
t-

G

SET SCREW
*

EJECTION CHARGE

REINFORCING WIRE

I LLUM I NAT I NG CHARGE

BLACK BODY'

S£T SCREW

PARACHUTE

^PROPELLING CHARGE

INCREMENTS . ,
-

'

r

SEALING DISC

—BASE PLATE

PRIMER
~

ARMY PROJECTILES

****

NEW COLOR SfSTEM

r i

/ ' OLD COLOR SYSTEM

/

\ _

Figtirt^239—Typt 95 7-cm Illuminating Projtctilt.
t
i--
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE *

/

0. '

is

L 1

" ^--^

r +

'4.

ft
RED

^AtyPTER

SET SCRE*

J

. i

240—ryp^92

* Type 92 7-cm ^O^mm) High-Explosive

- :\ Projectile

, .„. - .
,

-Weight of ' complete' roimd: 4.42 kg. (9.72 pounds).

Weight of projectile fuzeq; 3.81 kg. (8.38 pounds).

Weight of filling: - 0.590 kg. •

'
" .

Ming; Standard, cast TNT; alternate, pressed.

mixture. of tli D.. X. and ammonium -nitrate.

Diameter at bourrelet: 70 mm (minus tol.).

Length of projectile (without fuze): 234 mm (9tf

inches). "

*

s J
. -.

*

Length of propellant case: 101 mm (4 inches).

Length of "assembled round (without fuze): -306

mm (12# e inches). ' I
'

Diameter of base of^case: 81 mm (3.tfi inches).

Width of rotating band: 10 mm.

Weapons in which used: Type 94 tank gun.

Fuzing:' 'fype 88 short-delay nose fuze (gun^ype).

Propellant: 138 grams of 5-mm square "l^ain

(medium) smokeless powder.
' ' y ~

Remarks The projectile is the sani£ t^e rffe

92 H. E. projectile used in the Type 9-2 infantry

Howitzer. -
.



t ARMY PROJECTILES

1
'

*OCO£H PLUG

MAJN CHARGE

4JW-

-GMNE

BLAC^'BCDf

YEUO*

SET SCREW

UASf PLATE

BASE F1UZE (NO TRACER!

SEALING DISC
r

case
" J"

SPACER

GHIUR PAD
d

1

PRIMER
,

PRCPELUNT .

old color System

Figure 241-r-typ* 95 7-cm ArmW'Pitrcing Projtctitt.

- ""T

Type 95 7-cm (70-mm) Armor-Pietting

Projectile
F

Weight of complete round: 5.04 kg. (11.10

ptiunds). c ,/
'

Weight of projectile, fuzed: 4.45 kg. (9.80 pounds).

Weightfof filling : 0.170 kg.. ;. v

Filling; Preformed, paper-wrapped- filling: For-

ward portion, '^OSHIYAKU" (Picric Acid,«-90

percent; paraffin, 10 percent; after portion,
'

" 'TNT)! •

Diameter at bourrelet: 70 mm (minus tol).

Length of propellent case: .101 mm (4 inches).

Length of assembled round: 307 mm (12&

inches).

Diameter of babe of *ase: 81 mm (3M< inches).

Width of rotating band: 10 mm.

Weapons in which used: Type. 94 tank gun.

Fuzing: Type 95 small A. P. base fuze.

Propellant: 5 mm square graiii (medium) 120

grams.
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INTRODUCTION TO ARMY 7-cm (75-mm) AMMUNITION
* 1

There Vere ten or 'more 75-mm guns in use in the Japanese Army. Though the weapons vary con-

siderably in design, length <rf bore, and employment, the bore diameter. (75 mm) is held constant and _,n
,

•

large part the proj ectiles are designed to be interchangeable for numerous guns In this way, identic*!;

projectiles may -be assembled with different sizes of case and prqpellant charge to fit the var.uas lupous.

For tiiis reason' the cases and propellant charges for the different weapons wdl be treated separately

and the projectiles will be presented as a group of designs which aije potentially^interchangeably for -nil..

Army 75-mm guns.
'

The specific purpose of a'given projectile or a ^yen gun will limit the occurrence of

many of the possible combinations?
. : . . \ • ' - , ]

'

Ammunition for Japanese Navy gulls designated "8 cm" n-^rfSBh} m size to Army 7-cm, but the

Navy guns have a bore diameter of three inches (76.2 mm) and Armjy and Navy projectiles and, ammuni-

tion are not interchangeable.' Navy guns as well as Army, .guns ar^ found commonly in shore defenses,

> but 'the identity of the installations, weapons, and ammunition remains distinctly Army or Navy.

I

Size of
esse

iVPANESE ARMY 75-MM GUJHS

(SIZE OF PROPELLANT CASE)

Weapon Mat-king on "case

A Type 41 mountain gun (regimental gun) _ _ (Rare) .Written vertically

Type 94 mountain gunL
T.-E

1 Written vertically ^

4
- F -7 h— 1"

>, ^

J £
Hi >

m

. ^

Y f

B

c

v

V

Type 38 field gun

*

Type 4_1 cavalry gun,
1 l

1

Type 38 improve^ field, — ----

Type 95 field/gun J*. ----- _V—V------ -

Type 11 year field/A. A. gim_..
r
___

%pe 90 field gun_ _u
w"

r
- - - - .-

r

-

Type .1 seltpropelled£un ----
,•

Type 88 field/A. A- gun.,..
.4

Type 88- field/A, gun)fe
i 1

1

ial)-,

I.

. A
A

Appears as kiiojrh*

if
Written vertically

* .

Written vertically.

-
-i

'
'

*For convemeucc inference, this jgrpu,,, in which the propelW ;**?' bean, the multiple do^natibn

will lie termed:"Type 38 F\e\d GuiiyGroup." , ^ *

for four wekpous.

1
h j

.i

^ .¥

t
r
-

1 r

"
I

r
7^

: i

r

/

'J ^

' L

4 1 '
H

1 4

I- .I
- J

» ..

J

-
> -

.
'

L

/

-/',

3d

1 . f
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r
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

1 -5 /B

'

I

7-9/32'

r-! _

4-11 /I6'

3
3-19/32*

—C^SE : DRAWN .BRASS

SEALING DISC

WEIGHT OF CASE:

822 GRAMS (1.7 LB-

)

PROPELUjn ;

IGNITER PAD

-!S T.P". I - - R-H

PRIMER

T

1-6/3*

L
7-9/32'

L
J

• i.

312 .

4-11 /t6'

I
i

;,

'V

4 *

I 5/ 16'

13 17/32'

r ?

i-

CASE': DRAWN. Bf^SS .

*

Oft DRAWN STEEL"- -

r

SEALING .0 ISC
1

j i

WEIGHT OF CASE '< BRASS)

947 GRAMS ('2.08 LB. f

PROP^UANT

IGNITER 'PAD
A

l-i'/ie- - 18'T.PJ .

-

-PRIMER

m.

figvn 243—7-cm Proptlhnt Cases.
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ARMY PROJECTILES

CASE: DRAWN BRASS,

SEALING 0 ISC

WEIGHT OF CASE .....1250 GRAM5 ft. 75 L8
j

j

THIS CASE HAS BEEN, RECOVERED BOTH WITH

•URGE AND WITH SMALL TYPE PRIMER.

^ _ i

PROPEUANT

-IGNITER PAD

1/2' - 18 t.P. I . - R.H

PRIMER

figure 244—/-cm Pnptltant Co«.

._
-

^ V r

_ i 313

- r
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

- r

S£AL" I kG DISC .

THIS CASE HAS Bett; rctCGYEfiEC

BOTH KITH LARGC *ND SMtU
TYPE PR IWIH.

/
s

I

5

-PROPEL L ANT

.-1/16' IB T.P.l.-R.H.

iGNiTER PAD
'

' L

PRIMER

J — 3-5/ l€\-

1
Figure $45-—7-Cm Prop*Ihut Case.

- !

IS

y J
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ARMY PROJECTILES

v

_ r

^ V7

/8 —"-3-3/8 1

3-23/32

CASE: [>RA«N BKASS
r

ftf
I
GHT OF CASE:

i 800 GRAMS U L6-

)

-*

,

i

PROfflUNT .'
*

,

<

FLA'SH CHAHIJE L 1/4* Of A

.

IWIJSfi PAD
,

1/2* - 16 T.P.I.-R.H.

-PR IWER

n

i

Figure 2^6

—

7<m Propellent Cast.

f

8"

P 1

-A

315
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

. L-

Prejectile

Propellant charge UKd for various funs
i

Type 41
mountain

T?pe »4
mounlain

Type 58
group

Type 90
field

Type 88
field-AA

Type 88
apeeia] -

Type. 11
year

fi.Id-AA

H. E. A. A. (t)

H. E. A. A: (I* P.)

Type 90.
1 \

r- l

:(8ing.' perf.

cyl. sticks

1474 g.)

Mk 3 Flat Mk I Flat

Strip

390 g

Strip 600 g.

J _

I?
-

H. E.$L P>) Type

H. E. Type 04->---..-

1 J
"

4

H, E. Design W,,-:
- 7

4

"

L I L

--\ -

H. E. Design "B"--~

- - r -r
tfo data—

- \

Grain •

265 g.

t _

Sq. Grain

,492 g.
"

Mk 1 Sq, No data—
Grain

"

. 266 g.

Mk
(

1. Sq.

Grain

'

265 g.

No data. - -

Mk 1 Flat

Strip

60X>g.'
%

:
L

J

,.'VMW : Flat

600 g.

Mk3Med. Mk 2 Flat

Flat atrip

200 g:
d

- —

Mk' l Flat

Strip '

655 g.
.

4'

Strip

260 g.
^

Mk-1 Flat

Strip

675 g. .

< t

- J

J r

Mk 1 Flat '

Strip

600*.- ;
'

Mk 1 Flat ' ——

.

Strip

600g.

,1

l+*

H: E: (conv't'd) Type
98 (Modif).

No data...

r J_n

No'data.^-

tV
H/E. Semi^St. Type 90.;

. * - H

- T

Mk * 1 Sq-

Grain

2fi5g.
u 1.

- L

H. ' E, 'Semi-St. Type
Undet.

' "l

't

Grain

£65 g.

Sq.

F r- _ _ n

Hollow Charge Type 2_

-

L "4

(Sq. Grain

227 g ).
'

No data-.. _

+ -

.J=

I .

No daU:i-
- \ K

f..

H -

No data.^.

Mk 1 Flat, No dat*.
r
-

Strip
,

60 '8.

J> F>

/

- \

r x

.J
ri r

- ^

I

i
-

A. P. H. E. Mk;. 1 Sq
< Grain

265 g
-

7>

No"data— Mk 1 Flat

Strip

! 600g. '

NodaU...
r- -

". - J
' i

- 1.

L

^4T

r- r

l 4

* 1

^ -;

r
h y

A. Pv Type Undet;:..,

- v

1

i

r"
" '

Mk l'Sq.

Grain

-265 *. - /

- - 4

* 1
- . <

r'

No data..: ------
o' - «t: .... ^. -

1

i

-
I

- *.
"

I
f

Grapnel Type 38. Mi 1 Sq. ' No.data.^ *l Flat

i >

Grain

265 c.

1^

Mk 1 Plat .

•Strip

No darU. . i

V L

-"
t'

- .-^
!

; '

eoog;
.1

n Fl

h
f J

- 1

1 . V

. I 1

1 r

V 4- '



Army projectiles

x

ARMY 7.CM (75-MM) COMPLETE ROUNDS—-Continued

Projectile

i
1 1

f

PropelUnt chArge used for various guns

* type 41
mountain

Type 94
' mountain

Type S8
group .

Type SO
field

9

-7 Type ftS

fleld-AA
Type 88
special

Shrapnel Type 90 . Mk 1 *Sq. No data...

Grain

Mk 1 Flat Mk 1 Flat

265 g.

Strip Strip

655 g.

Smoke (W. F.) Type
XJndeC.

r

Smoke (W. P.) Type 90. Mk 1 Sq.

Grain

265 g.

(Sq. Grain Mk 1 Fiat . Mk 1 Flat. . n
320 g.) Strip Strip

600 g. 655 g.

Type 1

1

r. yeac
field- A A

Incendiary (Non-liquid) No data. No data-,-- No data.. „
- No data.

Type
V J

Illuminating- Type 90_- Mk 1 Sq; No data--. Mk 1 Med, Mk 1 Med.- .... No data...

Grain

265. sr.

Flat Strip ' Flat,. Strip
.

410 g. 435 g.

Target Type llYr (?),. .

No data Mk 1 Med.

Sq. Grain

160g.

Incendiary (liquid) (Sq. Grain

Type Undet. 265 g.).

Vomit Gas Type Undet_ No data... No data.

' KEYi Blank signifies that the indicated combination of projectile and propellant case" has neither been recovered nor

found lipid in Japanese documents. *< >
" ^

;. "No data" indicates that this combination is listed in documents or has been recovered, but that no information on

. 'the propellant is available.
*



JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

/ F

-r-^L^SCH'E*

STEEL RINGS

1

iJOLT (0N£ Of SEVERAL)

UAtu CHARGE. «

Figure 247—7-cm High-Explosive Antiaircraft Projectile,

7-cm (75-mm) H. E.-A. A. Projectile

r.
Note.—The drawing given here is'bas^d on a Japanese

drawing labelled only "Circular-layered projectile." The
projectile is of apparent 75-mm size and the body ap-
pears to be made Up of numerous steel rings bolted
together with several bolts Which are grooved at intervals

to produce better fragmentation.

This projectile is believed to be the same re-

ferred to in other documents as "H. E.-A. A.
Projectile" for the %pe llth-year field A. A, gun.

318:

°The following applies only if this presumption is

correct.
* -

*

Weight of projectile, filled (fuzed) : 6.60 kg.

(14.52 pounds).
. ,

Filling: "ONA," a mixture of picric acid and
dinitronaphthaiene

.

Fuzing: Type 10-year A. A. powder time fuze.

Weapons in which used: Type 11-year field.. A. A.
gun.

w *



ARfciY PROJECTILES

-

I

- ^

AUXILIARY fU2E'

BOOSTER HELL

F/A-th! CHARGE

BOOSTER

BUO BC'OV

CO^ER 9CURRELET

J-

4

OLD COLOR SYSTEM

7
Type 90 7-cm (75-mm) H. E.-A. A. Long

, Pointed Projectile

ase: ^1

Weight of projectile, filled (TNT): 6.53 kg.

(14.37 pounds).

Weight of filling: 0.385 kg. (0.85 pound).

Filling: Standard, TNT cast directly into' lacquer-

ed c^yity (recovered); alternate, picric, acid

(documentary evidence).
.

Diameter at. bourrelet : 75 mm (minus tol.).

Length overall (without fuze): 257 mm (10)6

inches^

i

Lengthyprojecting from cose; mm (7'K

inphes)

.

Width of forward r6tating band : 9.5'mm.

Width of after rotating.band i $.5 mm.
Width of space between rotating bands: 6.§. mm*.

Width of copper bourrelet; 14 mm.
Distance from base to after edge of ^bourrelet:

140 mm.
J'uzing: Type 89 long-pointed .$>owder time fuze

. in nose. An auxiliary fuze armed by setback

and centrifugal force is used immediately below

the time fuze.

319



JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

p
r

>

^^^^

Weapons in which used

:

Type Uth-year 7.5-cm field A. A. gufr.

Type 88,7-cm field A. A. gun, ease, 19&
inches. '

...
.
Type 88 7-cm field A. A. gun (special), case,

I9?i« inches. — '

0

FORTIUS *ITH HIGH .
',.:> cw CQLOfl SYST£M

MUZZLE VELOCITY

'

r

FOB GUNS WITH LCfl

UL22LC VElCtm

<9

Figure 24*-fype PQ 7-cm High-Explotive Lang-PointedTVo/ectf/e

320
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p>"

4 (without! fuze) (TNT);

Weight of filling: 0.49 kg. (1.08 .pounds).
i

i

4

Standard, TNT cast directly into a lacquered

cavity (documentary).

Alternate, "HEINEP' trinitrophenetole (re-

covered) .»

tr

. j

****
T
-

Diameter at bouirelef
;
: 75.0 mm (minus tol.). * imates that of the type 90

' Length over all {without fuze): 317.5 mm (12% projectile; when the A. A, time fuze is installed— i—
\

• . - * Ihe projectile is also used for ottrer weapons, as :

from case; 26710/ mm (10X

n * * •

J

'

- t

• tlpger: ia.6;rnm.,

3ivt-9:6,mm. .

* 1 -

I

1 i

v_ i.

- V

1^-

\

instantaneous (gun).

- ijf 88 delay (gun). ; ^ >

and employment : It is believed this.

'

was designed primarily to Jadapt ,the

type 88, 75 mm, high velocity; A. A. guri to a dual- :.

purpose field gun "(i. e., for air and ground tar-

The balliaiic^brm of this projectile* approx-,
r _ * -J

n below

onsan

"'Type : 88 . field ^.v. A/ J (special, case/. 19^^ .

:

\

..- inches. •
-.. :

.

- _ - •

Type 38 field gun group (four weapons), caae
>
*

_

; 4lKe inches. .

f
:

.-

'

^Type 90 field ^un;%a9e,,

16 l

.Ktt
incii^s.

Type 94 mquntiain gun.
5 / > ^ '

Remarlcs; )(Vh1n this projectile ra^ased for use-

in the type 88 field A!
;
A. ; 'giin :(s^eci"#l},iurcduced -

propelling charge is used. This reduced charge

is indicated *by a Roman humeral II stenciled on

the case. , * »
i ^

L -

f -

-mm
Projectil - \

,We'ight'of pro]ectne
t
n11ed

)
(TNT) ; 6.02 kg; (ll.24

e
:

:

.

W»eight. of filling i 0.81 kg. (1.78 pounds). V,
,

:

Fflling: .
' .;:/. *\ [-.:, - .

,
Standard, TNT cast directly into lacquered

(V. ' cavity. %
v

Alternate, (I) "A-NGA" (ammonium nitrate,

0
- i

- r

V

- ^

_ J

_ +

I r ' -

I
I

i
r

1 -

I
"

Alternate. (trinitrophenetole)

.

f- if*

-

J

_ ^ .1

^
r

: ^> Diameter it bourrelet : 75 mm (minus tol.W^".

to) ; 303 mm (IPXt

.4

- ^

j" -

1 ' I

"r
1

'

v:.

_ . f _.

1 ^
I k

mdth of rotating band : 10 mm* 1 r > ^ ^

1

' '.^

- 4

^ ,
-

- i

i. i
L "

- ^ -

f.

.

_l _
r n

l r
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in SCftt'h
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* GiJNf *

SCC5TEA

eCCSTCP tfCLL

MA f CWPCE

VEUOrf

i

D COLOR SY.TE",

f/gwe 250—Type 94 7*em Hi&i-Explosivt Rrfjectih.

Fuzing: Type 88 instantaneous nose fuze (gun

type); type 88 short^delay nose fuze (gun type);

Weapons in which used:

*/ Type 41 mountain gun (regimental gun):
' Case,.7X inches. ,

Type 94 mountain gun: Case 119f« inches.

Type 38 field gun group; Case, inches.

Type 88 field;A. A. gun: Case, 19% inches.

Type 88 field A. A- (special) gun: Case

W/U inches.

Type 90 field gun; Case, 16% inches.

Remarks: Two other designs, essentially the

j as the type 94 are known: *

'

r

1. H. IjJ., type 10 year.

2. H. E., type 90.

These have the same over-all length as the type

94, and have the same external form ana! general

construction except for the following features:

1. The explosive cavity does not taper in the

base as in the type 94, ^>ut is straight-sided.

2. The slight boat-tail present on the type 94 is

absent in the other designs".
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SET %UVh

TjOOr,TFR KfELL

MA IN CHANGE

/

4

Figure 251—7-tm Design "A" Hjgh-Exphsive Projectile.

it-

s'. Below the rotating band in the type 10-year

design only, there is an annular groove into which
the case is crimped. - *

r

j

7-cm (75-mm) Design "A" High-Explosive

Projectile **

h

Weight of projectile, filled: 6.46 kg. (14.2 pounds).

Weight of filling: 0.625 kg. (1.38 pound).

Filling: "ONA", a mixture of picric acid and
dinitronaphthaiene, in two preformed blocks.

Diameter at bourrelet: 75 mm (minus to!.).

Length oyer all (without fuze): No data.
i

-- .

Length protruding from case: No'dat^.

Width of rotating band: No data.
L

Fuzing: Type 3d-year combination time and

impact fuze.

Weapons in which used:
*

- Type 41' mountain gun (regimental gun):

Case, 7% inchas.

Type 94 mountain gun: -Casf 1 \ % t inches.

Type 38 field gun group: -Case, 1 1 % 6 inches.

Remarks: This is an old projectile and is now

obsolete. , *
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•I

1

1

*1

1
ft

I"

.J

* 1

A0*PT£RS -

r— SET SCREHi

DETONATOR

r

BOOSTER *EU^ .

BC03TEK
1

IftiUN CHARGE

- 0

Figure '252—7-cm 'Design "8" High-Exphsivt Projectile.

v 7-cm (75-mm) Design "B" High-Explo»iv«

Projectile

Weight pir projectile, filled: 6.61 kg. (14.5 pounds).
Weight 'of filling: 1.24. pounds.

Filling "ONA", a mixture of picric acid and
dinitronaphfchalene in two preformed blocks

wrapped as a single unit.

Diameter at bourrelet: 75 mm (minus tol.).

Length over all {without fuze): .12% inches.

Length protruding from case (without fuze):

10% inches. fa ,\ ;'

Width of rotating band: No data.

Fuzing: Type 88, instantaneous nose fuze (gun

type)
;
type 88, short-delay nose fuze (gun type).

Weapons in which used: ^

Type 41 mountain gun (regimental gun):

Case, 1){ inches. .

Type 94 mountain gun: '-Case, 11 Kb inches.

Type 38 field gun group: Case^llXe inches.
e

Remarks r This is an old projectile and is now
obsolete.
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Typ« 98 Modified 7-cm (75-mm) Hi3h-

Exploslve Projectile

a

Weight of projectile, filled: 4.5 kg. (9.9 pounds).

Weight of filling: 0.95 kg. (2.1 pounds).

Filling: TNT east directly into lacquered cavity.

Diameter at bourrelet: 75 mm (minus tol.).

Length over all (without fuze): 279 mm (11

inches). <

Length protruding' from case: 240 mm (9K inches).

Width of rotating band: 10 mm.

Fuzing: Type 88 instantaneous nose fuze (gun
type); type 88 short-delay nose fuzt; (gun
type.).

Weapons in which used: 1-"

Type' 41 mountain gun (regimental gun):
Case, 1% inches.

Type 38 field gun group: Case, II % b inches.

Remarks: The body of this projectile was
designed* for use as a shrapnel projectile- employ-
ing a large combination fuze. In the converted
form, the projectile is filled, with TNT instead of

c

GAlNE
"Pi

SEAU NG tUP

SET SCR€W
'

, -

SET SCREW

-BdOSTER WELL

Ub\U CHARGE

I
- r

J

I.

It

- '

-~8UCtC BODY-—-

i.

OLD COLflft SYSTEM

-1

Fi>re 253—Type 98 MorfflW 7-cm HigkExphsiv*
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tho.shiapri^l filling of lead bulla, and a large ogival

adapter permits the use of .standard point-detonat-

ing fuzes and a standard li. K. booster.

Distinctive "marking for thin projectile is at-

tained by painting the large adapter white.

\

V

I

/

RED

ADAPTER

SET SCRE*

GAINE

SEAL JUG CUP

BOOSTER WEU

MA l>f CHARGE

— BOOSTER

RED

WEEM

YELIC*

ft'.AC.K BODY

RED-

y->' . r - ^' >

OLD COLOR^SVSTEU

figure 254—J>p* £0 High-Exp$@$iv® Semisteel Projtctifc.

Type 90 7-cm (75-mm) High-Explosive Semi-

steel Projectile

Weight of projectile, filled:, 6.18 kg. (13.7 pounds).
Weight of filling: 0.42 kg.' (0.92 pound).

Filling; Cast TNT. / * ',

'

Diameter at bourrelet: 75 mm (minus tot)./

326 .
': ' O

Length over all (without fuze): No data.

Length protruding from case (without fuze): 253

mm (9% inches).
*

\

Width of rotating band: 10 mm. \

Fuzing; Type .88 instantaneous nose fuze (gun

type); type 88 short-delay nose fuz^ (gun type).



Weapons in whielf used:

Type 41 mountain
F

Case, lYt inches.

gun (regimental gun);

ARMY PROJECTILES

Type U4 mountain gtin;- Case, 1 \% fl
inches.

Type 38 field gun group: Case, 1 ] yu inches.

Type 90 field gun; Case, 10% inches.

77% i

Mr

^ 1'

J- r -j J^p.

1.

0

\

0

figure 255-^Typ

Type 97 7-cm (75-mm) H. E. Semisteel

Projectile

Weight of projectile, filled: 5.5 kg: (12.1 Rounds)
^eight of filling: 0.45 kg. (0.99 pound). -\

Filling: TNT cast directly into lacquered cavity-

Diameter at bourrelet: 75 mm (minus to!.). '

V

1
i

\

Length, over all (without fuze): 302 mm {W 1
/,

inches).

Length protruding from case (without fuze):

No data.
L

Width of rotating band: 10 mm.
Fuzing: T^pe 88 instantaneous nose fuze (gun

type); Type 88 short-delay nose fuze (gun type).
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JAPANESE EXPtOSIVE ORDNANCE 0 ,

Weapons in which used:

Typo 41 mountain gun: Case, 7}J inches.

Remarks: Because of the low tensile strength

of the steel employed, the base must be extremely

-thick to withstand the forces in the gun.

<• Type 90"A" 7-cm (75-mm) Substitute

Projectile ^

Weight *of projectile, filled: 6.92 kg. "(15.25

pounds).
*

Weight of filling:..0.10 kg.

ft

ADAPTER
- t

4

£3

figure 256—Typ« 90 "A" 7-cm Subititvtt fto/ecti/t.

Killing: Black powder.

Diameter at hourrelet: 75 mm (minun tol.).

Length over all (without fuze): 250 mm (lOKe

inches).
*

Length protruding from cane (without fuze): 218

mm (8/ifl inches).

Width of rotating bund: 10 mm.
Fuzing: Type 88 instantaneous nose fuze (gun

tyPe); type 88 short-delay nose fuze (gun type).

Weapons in which used:

Type 41 mountain gun (regimental gun):

Case, V/k inches.

Type 94 mountain gunv Case, 1 1 Vw inches.

Type 3$ field gun group: Case, 11%. mbh.es.

Type 90 field gun: Caae, 16% inches.
r

Remarks: This projectile is niade of cast iron

and has very tluck wa.Ua.

Type 2 7-cm (75-mm) Hollow-Charge

/

Weight of projectile, filled (without fuze): 3.56

kg. (7.81 pounds).

Weight of filling: 0.501^. (1.11 pounds).

Filling: A cast mixture of 60 percent TNT and-

40 percent cyclonite fRDX) wrapped in var-

nished paper.

Diameterat bourrelet: 75.0 mm (minus tol).

Length over all^without fuze): 240.0 mm (9%.

inches).

Length protruding from case: 210 mm (8Ji inches).

Length * of projectile body (without nose cap):

}83.0 mm (7% 6 inches).

Width. of rotating band: 10.0 mm.
Fuzing': Typet88 instantaneous (gua type).

Operation and .Employment: This round is used

principally as an antitank' weapop. In firing

, teste it penetrated 3 inches of Navy hull plate

flfeadqtiarters USAFISPA, Office of the A. C.

of S., G-2 Ordnance Intelligence Unit '.Report

No. .41, entitled "Firing Tests of Japanese Anti-

tank Weapons")-

Weapons in which used:

Type 94 mountain gun: Case, \\%t inches.

Type 41 mountain gun: Case, 7}i inches.

Remarks: 1 There is .a marked similarity

between this projectileW German hollow-charge

rounds, both in projectile design and in explosive

filling. ,
;

- s
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ALTEfWATE *6' (RECEHT1

f/gurt 257—Typ* 2 7-em Hollow-Chwgs Projtcth

2. The symbol TA stenciled on this projectile

is employed in other Japanese munitions to indi-

cate- hollow-charge design. —
,

', *
;

3. In the earliest rounds found, the projectiles

were marked by a yellow band around the middle

of the body, indicating "High-Explosive" accords

ing to the new color system* Later recoveries

indicate the adoption of the combination of- white

band, used to indicate " ArmorrPiercing," to-

gether with the yellow band. Both bands appear

.near the middle of the body. This arrangement

is not to be confused with the use, in the old <x>lor

system, of a yellow band above a whit© band- for

marking "High-Explosive" projectiles.
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Old color -system

L

figure 258—fype 95 7-cm Armor-Piercing High-Eiffilasivt Projtctile.

Type 95 7-cm (75-mm) A^qnor-Piercing

High-Explosive Projectile
.

L

Weight of projectile, filled (fuzed): 6.21 kg.

(13.66 pounds). #r
Weight of filling: 0.46 kg. (1.01 pounds)

i

Filling: "ON "A" a mixture of picric acid afnd

'dinitronaph'thalene.

Diameter at bourrele't: 75.0 mm (minus tel.).

Length over all (without fuze): No data.^

Length protruding from case: 265.5 mm (10%
inches).

,

Width of rotating band: No data.

Fuzing: Type 95-smaIL base fuze.

Weapons in which' used:

Type 41 mountain gun (regimental gun):

Case, 7}i inches.'

Type 38 field gun group: Ca.se
:
\l%t inches.

Type 90 field gurf: Case, 16% inches.

Type 94 mountain gun: Case, 1 1 %» inches.

Type 88 7 cm field A. A. gun (special):

Case, 19%8 inches.

Penetrating power: Whei^used in the type 41

mountain gun this projectile is designed Lo pene-

330
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Or

ft.

#

trate 20 mm of steel plate at a maximuta range of

.4,000 meters. • . . : .,

t

Remarks :*By desfgn, this projectile is intended

for a function intermediate between that of ,H.

ARMY PROJECTILES
4

E. projectiles and true armor-piercing types,

this reason the Japanese designate it "A.

H. E." A. P.-H. E. 'projectors are painted

the H. E. rather than the A. P. class.

K
- V r

•

Type 1 7-ctn (75-mm) Armor-Pjercing

Projectile
^ "

i

^ 1

Weight of projectile, filled (fused): 6.56 kg.

(14.4 pounds). .

; '

Weight of projectile, empty (without fuze and
gaine) : 6.14 kg. (13;5 pounds).

Weight of- filling: 0.053 kg. (0.12 qjaunds).

Filling: Agtpixture o^90 percent cyclotiite (R D X)
and 10 percent paraffin, coated with graphite

ana packed in ai> aluminum foil wrapper.

3 .'-

-
"J

_ _h

r

1

- O

Figurt V 7-em Armw-Piwixing Projtctilt.

"" J
l
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Diameter at bourrelet: 75.0 ram (minus tol.)..

Length over all (without fuze): 240.0 mm
* (95i« inches).

.
,

"
'

Length pifrtruding from case: 200-0 mm (7 l%,-

inches).

Width of rotating band: 10.0 mm.
Fuzing: Medium Mk I base fuze (short delay)

with red tracer. '

#.

Operation and * employment: This projectile was
evidently, developed to adapt the type 41 and
type 94 guns for use as antitank weapons.

Weapons in which used:
r

Type 94 mountain gun: Case, 11 %e inches.

Type 41 mountain or regimental gun: Case,
7% inches.

Type 90 field'gun: Case, 16% inches.

Type 38 field gun, group: Casey 11 %u inches.

Remarks: Identical projectiles) all .with tracer

#

have been' found marked with either a single

near the middle of the body or with

w^ite-and-green double band (green in conjunction

with another band indicates presence of tracer). It

is believed that this represents optional marking

in the new system rather than old and new mark-
ing-

Type 38 7-cm (75-swm) Shrapnel Projectile

Weight of projectile: 6.83 kg. (15.0 pounds).

Bursting charge: 0.10 kg. (0.22 pound). Black

powder contained in the base of the projectile

and in a central brass tube. '

Diameter at bourrelet: 75 mm (minus tol.).

Length over all, (without fuze): 250 mm (9%

, inches).
0

.

Leng$h protruding from cast .(without fuze): 188

mm (7% inches). \
Width of rotating band: No data.

Fuzing: *

Type 3d year combination time. and impact

fuze.

Type, 5th year combination time and impact

Vv fuze. " :

V

Weapons in whieh used:

Type 41 mountain gun (regimental gun):

Case, 7% inches. .

*

"Type 94 mountain gun: Case, ll%a inches.

Type 38 field gun group: Case ,1 1 %* inches. -

' Type 90 field gun: Case, 16% inches..

Remarks: All guns except type 90 field gun and

type 94 mountain gun use the type 3d year fuze

ill this projectile. Type 90 field gun uses type

5th year fuze only; type 9* mountain pun uses

either fuze,. ^
-

*
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1 A

SET SCREW

ADAPTS
,,

LEAD BALLS

CENTRAL TUBE'

[SLACK POWDER)

BLACK BODY

"BURSTING CHARGE

.
{SLACK POWOEP

)

•

#

- J

1 "

Figure 360—Type 38 7-cm Shrapnel Projectile!

1

Type 90 7-cm (75-mm) Shrapnel Projectile

Weight of projectile, filled; 7.00 kg. (15.4 pounds).

Bursting "charge: 0.100 kg. (0.22 pound). Black

powder contained in base of the projectile and
in a central brass tube.

Shrapnel filling: Approximately 272 lead balls

(10.5 grams each) packed in a*rosin matrix. The
. balls are separated from the bursting charge in

the base by a steel disk which rests on a shoulder

in the projectile cavity. ; .

1

1

1

A
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I

RED

r

RED

ADAPTER
f -

LEAD BALLS
it

BLACK BOD*

RED

CENTRAL TUBE'

(BLACK POWDER)

BURSTING CWR6E
(SLACK PGWDEFU

OLD COLOR. SYSTEM

Figure 261—TypJ.90 Shrapnel Projectile. t

Diameter at bourrelet: 75 mm (minus tol.).

Length over all (without fuze)": 235 mm (9K

inches). ^
- ;

,,

Length protrflding from case (without fuze): 197

mm {7% inches). •

Widttj of rotating band: 10 mm.
Fuzing: Type 5th year combination time and

impact fuze. . .

Weapons in which used:

;Type 41 mountain gun (regimental gun)
j

Case, 7% inches.

Type 94 mountain gun: Case, 1 1 K« inches.
^

Type 38 field gun group: Case, 1 l%* inches.

Type 90 field gun: Case, 16 Mi inches.
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7-cm (75-mm) Smdke (W. P.) Projectile

Weight of projectile, filled: No data,

Weight of bursting embargo: No data.

Bursting charges: Black powder m baae_ of pro-

jectile. Filling of" central exploder tube is

s probably also black powder.

Chemical agent: White phosphorus in a sealed

can whicb slips into the cavity of the projectile

and through which passes the exploder tube.

Diameter at .bourn-let: 75 nun (minus tol.).

,
Length over, all (without -fuze): No data.
Length protruding from case (without fu/.r): No

da*ta\

Wrdth of rotating band: No data.
Fuzing: Type 3d year combination time and

impact fuze.

.Remarks: "pits projectile appears to be a eon-
verted type 90 shrapnel projectile'"

- f

man PHQSPHQRUS container

feHlTE PhCSPhCRUS

-j _ __ *

CEWTflAL EXPLODER TUflt -

4

v->. - -
.

.-
""

I
J T

BURST I f}G CHARGE-.

I-.,-. {BUfK.rOVfOEfir;

' ,

-".
l -" L

-'

fiywre 26%r-7-cm Smoke (W> f.)Jfco/ec«/e.
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4

REO

ADAPTER

HEAD CF PftQJ^cVlLE

5EAL1NG CUP

BOOSTER WELL

BOOSTER -

if

F£.t_:T WASHER

METAL CAP

set %tm >

- 1

BRAS5 CONTAJKE/l
[

r
-

WHITE PHOSPHORUS

WHITE BODY

4
BLACK" BODY-

-. <1 -

.. .-
•*•

. - ,
j- --

" '.
- : .^--^ -V'

. r ;

3
c. ' .£":" . <

--

26J—7>p

i (75-mm) Smoke (W
Projectile

Weight of projectile, filled:'5.72 kg. (12.60 poundB).

Burstingxharge: 0.10 kg. (0.22 pound). "ONA",

a 50-60 mixture 6ff
; picric acid and dinitro-

naphthalene in a preformed, paper-wrapp

block. .

*

Chemical agent; 700 grams. White phosphorus

' sealed, in a soldered brass can which fits ink

the lacquered cavity below the bursting charge

Diameter at bourrelet: 75 mm (minus tol.).

334- 7-
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Length over all (without fuze): 292 mm
inches)-

L

Length, projecting from case, (without faze) 253
"r

mm (10 inches), "

.„ '
y

Width of rotating band: 10 mm.
Fuzing: Type 88 -instantaneous riose fiize (gun

type).

Weapons in which used:

Type 41 mountain gun (regimental gun):

Case, 7)4 inches.

Type 94 mountain gun: Cp.se. W/U inches. .

Type 38 field gun group: Case, li%t inches

Type 90 field gun: Case, inches

Screening capacity (Japanese figures):

1 Height, 20 meters.

Width, 20 meters.
'

. Duration, 1 to 2 minutes.

Q.

Type 90 7-cm (75-mm) Incendiary Projectile

Weight of projectile, filled (with fuze): 6.9$ kg.

(15.3 pounds). ,

Weight of expelling charge: 20 grams.

We'ight of incendiary composition: 530 grams.

Expelling charge: Black powder.

Incendiary composition: Not determined.

Diameter at boitrrelet: 75 mm (minus tol.).

Length of projectile (without fuze): No data.

Length protruding from case (without fuze): 213

mm (8% inches.)

Width of rotating band: No data,

fuzing: Type 5th year modified combination fuze

(gun).

Weapons in which iised^

Type 41 mountaiiFguii: Case, 7% inches.

Type 94 mountain Gun: Case, 11^6 inches.

Type -38. field gun group: Case* 11 %• inches...

Type 90 field gun: Case, ,16% inches. •

Operation : After a preset time or on impact, the

combination fuze fires the expelling charge. This

forces the incendiary unit out the base of the 'pro-

jectile and at the same time ignites it. Information

pertaining to the incendiary . unit is lacking, but
the burning compound is apparently a dry com-
position.

ARMY PROJECTILES
.hi

r

UPCiiAfiC CHARGE.

VENT!-.

\GH\1 SJiCs COMPOUND -

INCENDURY UNIT CA35

\HC£USURY COi/POUNCL

S6t SCRE*

Figure 964—fype 90 7-cm incendiary Projecfi/e

j

1 Remarks: According to the new marking sys-
F

tern, this projectile is painted as follows: Yellow

stenciled near the•Tillly with the symbol

iddle.
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Figure 26$—Type 90 7^ni tlltisft'm@Mng Projectile.

Type 90 7-cm (75-mm) Illuminating Projectile,

Weight, of projectile, filled (fuzed): 5.65 kg.

(12.44 pounds).

Weight orilluminatingjompound: 0.25 kg. {0.55^

pound).

Filling:

Expelling charge, black powder.

Illuminating compound/ no£ known. (A-

, common iUuniinating compound used by
the Japanese is a mixture of barium nitrate,

magnesium and aluminum.)

Diameter at bourrelet: 75.0 mm (minus tol.).
J" 1

Length over all (without fuze): No data.

Length protruding from case: 210.0 mm
inches).

Width of rotating band: No data.

Fuzing: Type 5th year combination fuze.

Weapons in whici used: «

Type 41 mountain gun: Case, 7}i inches.

Typ* 38 field gun group: Case, inches

TypS 90 field gun: Case, 16% inches.

Type 94^mountain gun: Case, 11 K« inches.

(8K
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RTBmark^T.^i, Japanese figures state, that this

•"illuminating charge burns with tin intensity of

approximately 90,000 candlepower, for « period of

20 seconds. *

2. According to the new marking system,; this:

prpjectuVis painted as follows: Red body with the
.

.

symbol stenciled near the middle. Under
L ... '

the old marking system, it was painted black oyer

all with the sttme symbol stenciled on the body.

1

$
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.
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Figure
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0-

1
,
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0

^

Type* 11 Ye<ir 7-cm (75-mm) Tdrget Projectile

Weight of projectile, filled (fussed) : 5.04 kg. (11.10

pounds). '.'
'

'

Filling: Folded parachute and shrouds in card-

- board cylinder. . V t .

Diameter at bourrelet: 75.Q mm (minus tol.).

Length over-all (without fuze): 271. mm (10%
inches).

Length protruding from case: No data.

Width of rotating band: 10 mm.
Fuzing: Type'lOth year A. "A. time (weak).

Weapons in which used

:

Type y 1 1-year field A*. A. gun': Case length

not known.

Type 88! field' A- A. gun? Case; "19Ks .inches.
'

F
1

Remarks: Projectiles designated "Target" in

Japanese Army nomenclature are believed to be

actual parachute-suspended aerial targeis for anti-

aircraft practice. The drawing and "the d&ta given ^

here are from captured documents. Though oper-

ation was not described, it is presumed that the fiiue

fuze^ejects the parachute at the desired altitudo und

that' the projectile body remains attached* as a

weight. The descending parachute then" serves as*

a target for A. A. fire. No ejection charge -other
'

j than the magazine charge in the fuze is indical ed iu

the document,- and the fuze is designated as

"weal?" It 'is^assumed that this arrangement is

intended to deo^ease^the force of explosion to the

minimum necessary to e^ect the parachute.

Color marking : -iBIack body, ho color bands, the

symbol

the body.

stencilled near the, middle of

'A
- 7-cm (75-mm) Liquid Incendiary Pfojectile

Weight of projectile,' filled (fuzed)': .5.3.6. kg. (11.75

.pounds)'.
,

.

Bursting charge : A Btandard - 40-gram booster

(fine granular picrie acid in paper con tamer)

serves as the only bursting .charge.

Incendiary filling: A solution of white phosphorus

,
(W. P.) and rubber pellets in carbon disulphide

Liquid: 0:30 kg; (0.66 pound).
.'

: Rubber pellets: 0.32 kg. (0.70 poundj.

Diameter at bourrelet: 75 mm (minus tol ).

Length Over-all without fuz6 and adapter: 300

(11% inches). '
.11*11

33?
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

ADAPTER .

SEAt IKG CUP

case: 242 Mill (•X

Hill

Length protruding from

inches).
t

Width of rotating band : 10

azing: Type 88 instantaneous fuze (gun type).

capons in which used

:

Type 41 mountain gun or regimental gun

Case, 7K inches.

Type 94 mountain gun: Case, inches.

r 4 h

tfype 38 field gun group: Case, 1 1%* inches.

Type 90 field gun: Case, 16% inches."
4

Remarks: Because of the danger1 of leaking

phosphorus solution, these projectiles are shipped

with a bag of clay-like, diatomaceous earth tied

around the nose end. It is' presumed that this is

intended as an absorbent should leakage occur.

.
<
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ARMY PROJECTS

".(Tit:.

I ^

RED "i
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-'ADAPTER
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*-set SCRE*

I
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n
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-BOOSTER WELL
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f
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i
-
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, 1
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0

f

f f/«vrt 266—7-cm Vomit Ga$ Profactti:

, ^ rp -. . l r -

7jcm (75-mm) Vomit-

i

Weight of projectile, filled (without fuse) : 6.00 kg.

(13.25 pounds.) ~*
"

t tphi-

- ii

'Bursting, charge. A mixture of 70

. .
trotoluene and 30 percent naphthalene1. (Naph-

^ ' thalene is probably .used to. decrease sensitivity

of TNT) : 0.46 kg. (i .02 lbs.)

liquid filling: Crud^iij
kg. (0.37 pound).

}
'

f
"

-
I

If

r -

F

Diameter at bourrelet: 75.0 nun (minus tol.)

Length <over all- fwiiiiout fuze): 305:0 mm (12

inches.)

Length protruding from cas$: 265.0 : inm,(10K«

inches.) *

Width of rotating band : 9.0 mm (% inch.)

Fuzing: Typ« 88 instantaneous -fuze.;

Weapon in which- used: Type. 41 regimental .or

mountain- gun : Case, 7Ya inch.
*

1*

I V
1 *

5

J*

P1

I- 4 3/W
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

Type 1 00 8-cm (88-mm) High-Explosive-A. A.

Long-Pointed Projectile
r

Weight of complete round: Not available.

Weight of complete projectile (with fuze): 19.'6v

pounds (approximate).

Weight of ftnpty projectile (with auxiliary fuze):

7.4 kg. (16.3 pounds).

Weight of filling: 0.9 kg. -(2 pounds).

Fitting: TJSfT. - , . . _
• .;

Diameter at IjourreleU 88 mm (minus -tol.)- ' -

-4

j F

If-

r

* -
.

Length of projectile (without fuzft) :
-2 (J8 mm

'11% inches).
*

Length .of propellant casts : 570 mm .(22% inches).
j-

1

Length of assembled round (without' fuze,]:. 804

mm (IUK* incluip).
p

Diameter of ba«e of case: 100 nim (4 inches).

Width of rotating baiid :

J

Forward; 8 mm (K* inch).

Aft: 8 mm inch)-
i ...

'Distance between rotating \bands; 6 mm (% inch).

uti at

:

PROJECTILE 1YP£

i * -

r

•'CASEJ.'OftAI«i. BRA^S •

- ff

j A

PRIMER

4

269-^T?pt JO0 B-ein High'txptoiivt Antiainr&tt long-Pointtd t
* 4

-
^*
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NT

Fuzing: Type '100 .mechanical ;'tinio fuze (ednir

biimtion time and Impa'ot) with nn auxiliary

detonating fuze. The .auxiliary fuze is tin;

3iim<\ as that used in the 7-oin (75-min) H, E.-

A.' A. proj^tile typo 90.

Weapons in whibK- used: Type 9t) 8-cin A.
1

. gun. This is 'a, gun modeled after ono- of The,

German 88 jrim euns.
i

1

. Case :

*

Length : 567 mm (22% inches).

Diameter at base: 137 mm (4% inches). _ »

The cage is made of* drawn brass and is

machined for about 2% inches' above the
"
is

rim: It is a rimmod case with a slight
r

taper and a bottleneck:
,

Propellant: No. 16 cylindrical, #,330 grams (5.1

. pounds.) " *

9v.

9-cm (90-mm) High-Explosive Projectile

^Wcight'of projectile, filled:^7.79 kg. C£?fl3
1 pounds). •

- •

Weight of filiing>0.59 kg* (1.3 pounds).

Filling: Crude TNT.
Diameter at bourrejet: 90 mm inches).

Length over all (without fuze): 265.1 mm"(l0Ke
. inches). .

t

Length" of projectile body (without nose pieced

209,6 mm (8}i inches). ,

*
-

Length protruding from case '(without fuze):

246.1 mm (9% inches): •

Width of Rotating Band: No data.

Fuzing: v . \.'.'.'/-

Type 88 instantaneous nose fuze (howitzer-

ft.
'. mortar type).

.

Type 88 short-delay nose fuze (howitzer-

mortar type).
•

,
.»'.',-.,'.'

Weapon in which used: This is an antiquated

weapon classified as a-mortar hy the Japanese by
virtue of length of -tube, muzzle velocity, etc..

bu^ bearing only a remotei resemblance to other

Japanese mortars.7 " -
'

'

It is breech-loading, using an uiterrupted thread

breechblock,
t

and employs projectiles embodying
the conventional features of design' of common
breech-loading artillery pieces. ;

'''*'
.'

Remarks : The body of this projectile is painted

black oyer-all. There is a -shallow groove im-
mediately below the bourrelet wbicl| may oe*

painted yellow or green. *

v -

-1L

ARMY PROJECTILES

1

Ga \ i tE

SEAL l**(3 CUP

BOCSUR -

MA IK CHANGE

TEILQ*

it -

Figw* 270—9-cm High-Explosive Projtetil*,

V 1

9-cm (90-mm) High-Explosive Semisteel

Projectile

• :

Weigbt of projectile, "filled: 7.86 kg. ('17.3. pounds).

Weight of-Ming: 0.65 kg. (1.42 pounds).

Filling: TNT.
Diameter at bourrelet:' 90 mm (3% inches),

Length over all (without fuze): 263.5 mm (10K

inches). '

'

-
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

IP

i

pro

; A0MJTtK

-SET SCREW

-x- SEALING CUP

-BOOSTER

MA J N CHARGE

GREEN

* _

Figure 9-cm High-ExpSmftt SemirSttel Projectile

Length protruding from case (without fuze):

246.1 'mm (9% inches).

Width of rotating hand : 15.9 mm (% inch), ; .

Fuzing: -
,

.
-

'

Type 88 instantaneous nose fuze (howitzer-

,
mortar type).

Type 88 short delay nose -fuze (howitzer-

mortar type). -

Weapon in which used: This is ah antiquated

weaDon classified as a mortar by the Japanese

m

by virtue of length of tube, muzzle velocity, etc.,

but bearing only a remote resemblance to other

Japanese mortars. It is breech-loading, using

an interrupted thread breechblock ,
and era7

ploying projectiles embodying the conventional

features of .design of common
_

breech-loading.

artillery .pieces.

Reiharks: The projectile is painted black over-

all, with a K : inch green or yellow band' before

the' rotating band. The fuze adapter is painted

red. '
.
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ARMY PROJECTILES

4
J

10-cm (105-mm) Ammunition

There are three 105-mm howitzers and fouf
ti

105-mm* guns in use by the Japanese^ Army.

'Phese guns are designated 10-cm by the Japanese

but have an actual bore diameter of. 105 mm.
*The projectiles are in juost cases interchangeable

for use in all these weapons and are assembled

with, different $ize cases for use in the different

weapons. Only one weapon, the ty
r
pe 14~year

A\ A. gun uses fixed ammunition, all, the other

weapons using semifixed ammunition.

In this section the,cases and projectiles will be

treated separately as/ was done with 75-inrn.

ammunition.' s
•'-

.

i
-

V

POWDER BAGS

CARDBOARD COVCR

•v

figor* 272—TO-em 4mmum'tfon.
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE
r.

r
j -

PROP£LLANT CHARGES USED FOR VARIOUS WEAPONS

-Weapon Type of propellent
Weight of
propellmnt

;

(k«.) '

'

Number of
increments

Weight of
Increments

.
- L

Type 14-"ye$r: howitzer ' Mk I square grain, Mk 3 strip„_

Type 9Fhowitzer^> Mk 2 square grain

Improved type 14-year Jidwitzer^*
r r

Mk 2 square grain

\ -

Type Iff gyp.;, 1— Mk 3 strip
- L

0. 430

1. 135

. 692

4 000

3 A 190 g.

B 100 g-

Q 190 s-

A 426 g-

B 105 g-

G 161 K-

D 443 g-

A 426 g-

B 106
r

C 161

A 2.5 kg.

B1.5 kg.

ii

Type 14-year glinwA-;„;„^^.-.v ^- Mi 3 strip.,

1

Type 38 guru . .Mk 2 strip

2. 535,

1. 740

A 2.235 kg.

B 0.300 kg.

1 J. 740

Type 14-year A. A. gun. _ 'z _— l :'I.

1
,

; Mk 3 Strip. '3. 075 1 3.075.

F J '

V
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ARMY PROJECT ILES

POWDER -BAGS

5

Ft'gvrc 273

—

10S-mm Typ* MfA-Veaf G«o Ca«.
4 J

0
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

Q

ii

348

CARDBOARD COVER

PCVrDER BAGS

"i

figure 274—-70-cro ^mmim/fion.

4 ,
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ARMY PROJECTILES
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POWDER BAGS
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

- >

-_Vi

4.

figure 276—TO-cm Ammunition.

^5
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ARMY PROJECTILES

- ]T

a?

^ J- -

-ga^

BOOSTER ftELL

MAIN CHAfffiE

YELLOW*

OLD COLOR SYST£H

Figure 277—Typt 91 fO-em High-Explosivt Projtetiit.

Type 91 10-cm (105-mm) High-Explosive

Projectile ^

a Weight- of projectile, filled (without fuze): 15.9

kg? (35.06 pounds).

Weight of filling: 2.3 kg. (5 pounds).

Filling: Cast TNT.
Diameter at bourrelct: 104 nim (4t%7 inches).

Length over all (without- fuze) : 427 mm (18'Ka

finches).

Length protruding from case (without ffize)

:

389.7 mrq (15% inches).

Width of rotating band: 22.2 mm (% inch).

Fuzing

:

'Type* 88 instantaneous 'nose fuze.

Type 88 short-delay nose fuze.

Weapons in which used

:

Type 91 howitzer: Cast*, 9K inches. ,

Type?38 field gun: Case, 1 1 /* inches.

Type 92 field gun: Case, 29 inches.

Type 14-year field gun: Case, 18% inches.
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

•

J 1

Â-±- .4

OLD COLOR SYSTEtf

278—Typ*

Type 91 1 0-cm (1 05-mm) High-Exposilve Long-

Pointed Projectile

Weight of projectile, filled (without fuze): 15.7

kg. (34.5 pounds).

Weight of filling (white composition); 2.3 kg.

(5.2 pounds).

Filling: - t

1. Cast TNT.
2. White composition of ammonium nitrate,

cyclonite, and guanidine nitrate.

Diameter at copper bourrelet: 104.2 mm (4%

inches) .
^

Length over all (without fuze): 501.7 mm {19%

inches).

Length protruding from case (without fuze):

423.9 (16% inches).

Width of rotating band: 22.2 mm {% inch).

Width of copper bourrelet: .20.6 mm (% inch).

Fuzing

:

Type 88 instantaneous nose fuze.

Type 88 short delay nose fuze.

352
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Weapons in which used:"

Type 1)1 howitz' r: Case, 9)4 inches.

Type 38 field Linn: Case, 1 1 )i inches.

Typo 14 -year field gun: Case, 18)£ inches

Type 92 field gun: Case, 29 inches.

ARMY PROJECTILES

Type 14-year A. A. gun (fixed ammunition**

;

Case, 22)4 inches,
M

. Remarks: Tins projectile has been recovered

with either a copper or a machined bourrelet.

w

1 2-cm (1 20-mm) Shrapnel Projectile
1 j

Weight of projectile, filled (without fuze}: 19.88

kg. (43.75 pounds).

RED

-LEAD BAILS

4

CEhTRAL-fUSE

t BLACK F&tfDER)

HHfTE

* j

OLD CCLCR SYS TEW.

BURSTING CHARGE
(BLACK POWDER)

'

figure 279—VI cm-Shrapnel Proj€ctik.
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Ejecting .charge; Black powder- contained 'in ^ ' Case:
> -^^Na^ofjtt^ro^jctite and' in a central' brass tube.
Shrapnelfinin^r^UfeAiLb^ (12.5. grams ieach)

- packed m,» rosin mwtrixr ^ sepa-
• rated from the ejection charge- by a a

which rests on a -shoulder in the projeotile
'..cavity.

, ; r :

; .

'
*

-

'

Diameter at bourrelet; 11Q mm (4% inches). ...

.

.length over-air (without fuze) : 3 1 4-.3~ mm (12-%

. anches). ' ' .'.»>•'
length *protruding from . case (without fuze)-

293^\mm;i0^ inches)';. ; •; ,.. i

\
:
*

,

^
Width of rotating

' hand: 9*5 mm *(# inches). * -"

Fuzing: Typfe. 98, 35-secohd combination fuze -

'

Weapons hi.which.used: Type & howitzer,

-
I

Length': 83 mm -(3^ inches). ; ,
-

Oiameter of-base: 12§ mm (5X inches). \
* '

^ .Weight ^mpty):''3;p6unds 4% ounces,

^p-'brass-'case-is, s^raigty^idfcd and of the'
*

PropellanC: -The' 'fjtm&tl&^is^tnj^o, .iricnwiiia,
eachjencased in a silk bag with a sm5fll^niih^
charge - sewed td,.,the^bott6m .of,' &IM ( .-bag;""

.

The- ^rst^n.crement.- iS'^nH/ocelluiosu in ft," inch
square'flakea antf the. second,increment 'ik jiitroi

cellulose in inch square flaketL '
/

'•

~

Weight of ^opellant.:'
;r'. ".

'-^ ist; incremental 1- ounces.
'

2d incremgnt: ouncW -

I*
-'

1."

.

i

V
- I V, ^ -

5
_ 4

i

1
J_I

> ST

V

'
1

v.-
r

j
l-

/ -

3;

* 4

1

ti-

cs-

J*
/

v--
I -

'9

-T1

r-

t

- ^

j

it

F h x

-J

1 2-cm, (1 20-mm).Armor Piercing-High-
_ J

Weight o( projectile, filled
5

' Cfuzed).- 20 %. (44
' pounds). ,

v
filling: 1.3 kg. (1^ ppundsV. ; .

Filling: Phiric acid., v
' > <

:

:

Diameter %t bourrelet: 1 19 inm^'Ke inches).

Length over-all: -379.4 mm {h^U ino-hes). ./

frqin'c^e:^.? tom-(i3^hches).
Width of .rotating band: 11.1 mm-, (fy inch).

Fuzing>Type 88 srhall base fuz£ (howitzer, mortar
-^)-\ ' .. , ;

:

.-^ •

;

Case: Refer t(> the shrapnel projectile.

.^ropellant: Rfefer to the, sfcrapnel projectde. '

.

Weapons in which used: Type 3a howitzer. 1 '

* *

1 •

_ L
J ^

t-

V

»
V ,

' /

1 #
r

-
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ARMY PROJECTILES

0

— TYPE 86
SMALL 6ASE FUZE

ftHJTE

"7-3r'W006SN RING

BASE PLATE
j

L

PLUG I

OLD COlOft SYSTEM

t

- *

Figure 280—12-cm Armor-Piercing High-Explosive Projectile.
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE
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r

Figvrt 287—T5-cm Ammunition.
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ARMY PROJECTILES
r4

15-cm (150*mm) Ammunition

There arc three 150-mm howitzers and four
150-mm guns in W by 'the Japanese -Army.
These weapons vary greatly in design from a very
short-range howitzer to long-range field, guns.

r
The projectiles for 150-mm ammunition are not

as interchangeable as in the 75-mm or 105
7mm

sizes.
• ,
Usually there h qne type . of projectile

designed, for use in the howitzers and another type
.designed for use in the guns. Even -when the
same projectile is used uj both howitzers and guns-,

jt will difTe^.m that it will have .a single rotating

band when jtjb is used in a howitzer, but when used
• in a gun it will have a double rotating band. ,

y

All the wjeipons with the exception of ..the type
89 gun;; which uses a bag charge, use semifixed
ammunition. * *

The case^; and projectiles will be treated: sep-
arately, as jwas'done with 75-mm and 105-mm
ammunition.

. V
i

-

PROPELLANT CHARGES USED FOR VARIOUS WEAPONS
_ K

Weapon Type af propelUnt
Weight of
propellent

(kg.)

Number of
Increment*

Weight of
Increments

* 1

Type 4-year howitzer.. Mk? 2 aquare graJn-._

.

% 260

IE.

: A 865 g.

B 255 g,

C 255 g.

D 445 g ;

E' 440 g.

Type 38 Howit»er-_ _ _ _ _ . . . ... ______ I _ Mk 1 square grain .825

4

Type 96 howit»er._,„. .-...:.....______- Mk 3 square gram.___.__L_

A 50(

B 325 £
x J'

2. 930 5

J -

i. -

- r

gun_________ .

Type 7-year gun _._.__.__.'

.
Type 90 gun___

Mk 5 strip..—, 16. 650

X
J

l

1 h
l

-

^ Type 89 gun-^...,.. Mk 4 strip ______ 9.700

A 980 g.

B 280 g.

C 440 g.

D 520 g.

E 710 g.

A 5.50 kg
B 5.50 kg.

C 5.50 kg.
r

"

A 8.00 kg.

B 170 kg.

H -

> r

J

^ -

4-

1-
I

1^ . J -

7" "J
F L ",| ^

. ^ -

X

p II rCl

h .-

i ' ? : .- ^'''U-vv

— K

1 1
J>

^x

'•x- ;.

\ f ..r - ' r

h V.'

* _

- v.
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

TYPE 96 MtWITZER CASE

.

TY£E 3B HOWITZER CASE
L I

Figure J282—T50-mm Type 38 Howitzer Case.
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ARMY PROJECTILES

a

'OWDER BAGS

7/I& 1

Figure 283— 15-cm Aih/hunition*
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE
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ARMY PROJECTILES

THRU SWOT PCwOET, BAGS

»
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Figure SB5—75-cm Ammunition,
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

Black body

VELIO*

*HITE

old color systeu

Figvrt $8©Wyp*W f Hi^-f*p/oj/ve /Ve/cctife.

-I

Type 92 1 5-cm (1 56-mm) High-Explosive

Projectile
r n 1

Weight of projectile "complete: 36 kg. ,(79.2

pounds); *-

Weight of fillinfg: No data.

Filling: Angoyaku (RDX ami ammonium nitrate).

Diameter at bourrelet: 149 mm (5% inches).

Length over all (without fuze): 563.6 mm (22# fl

inches).' . / '

^

Length protruding from case (without fuze}: 508.4

mm (19 JK* inches). - *

1 w
,

362

Width of rotating band: 20 mm (
3%i inch)

Fuzing:

, Type 88 instantaneous nose fuze.

Type 88 short-delay nose fuze.

Weapons in which used:

Type 4-year' howitzer, case A, inches;
F _

" "

T" |

case B, 8% inches. 1

j

Type .96 howitzer, case \2% inches-
'

Type 38 howitzer, case 4rtf inches.

T



Type 93 1 5-cm (1 50-mm) High-Exploiivc

Projectile
m

i=

Weight of projectile, ailed (without fuze); 40.29
kg. (88.8 pounds).

Weight of filling: No data.

Filling: Cast TNT.
Diameter at copper bourrelet; 149.3 mm (5%

inches).

Length over all (without fuze): 593.7 mm (23%
inches).

Length protruding from case (without fuze): 544
mm (21 % inches).

Width of rotating hand:

Forward: 25.4 mm.
Aft: 19.1 mm.

Width of copper bourrelet: 31.75 mm.
Fuzing: Type 90 instantaneous short-delay fuze.

Weapons in which used:

Typo 89 gun.

Type 45 gun: Case, 48& inches.

Type 7 year gun: Case, iH'/U inches.

Type 90 gun: Case, 48)^ inches.

' '
"J

5

TELLOKf

F!gvr*287—Typ, 93 75-cm High-Explosive Long-PofottJ Projtctilt,
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ASIA" ft' ft

Sf I SCREWS* -
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Black aoc
-
*

CO^fEP BCt;PRF.LF7 -

Vt( LOW

J

1

- y

J J

,"i 'i
•~,

f. r >'

figure 288—Type P2 J5-cm Hit
j h

L

Type 92 1 5^cm (1 50-mm) High Explosive

Lon|-Pointed Projectile

Weight of projectile, filled {without fuze) : 30.9 kg.

(6$r.pounds).

Weight of filling: 5.0 kg. (11 pounds)..

Filling: Cast TNT.
Diameter at bourreleCT 148 mm (5% inche?).

j

length over all (without fuze): 581 mm (22%

inches). .

Length protruding from case: 492.1 mm (19%
r

I

1

inches). *

.

r

Width of rotating^band: 14.28 mm (%* inch).

Width of copper bourrelet: 19.1 mm {% inch)/

Fuzing: ^

Type 88 instantaneous nose fuze.

Type 88 short delay nose fuze.

Weapons in which used

:

Type 4-year howitzer: Cas^ A, 10?(< inches;

case B, 8}i inches.

Type 96 howitzer: Case 12% -inches.

"Type 38 howitzer: Case 4Ji inches.

3*4
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Type 93 1 5-cm (1 5'0-mm) r^igh-Explosive

Long-Pointed Projectile

-.

Weight of projectile/ filled (without fuze) : 40.23

kg. (88.5 pounds).

Weight of filling: No data.

Filling: Cast TNT.

Diameter of copper bourrelet; 149.2 mm (5%

inches).

Length over all (without fuze): 620.2 mm (24
7
A*

inches;.

ARMY PROJECTILES

Length protruding from ease (without fuze J : 5 Hi

Width of rotating band:

Forward: 25.4 mm (1 inch).

. Aft: 19. J mm (% inch)-

Width of copper bourrelet: Hi.H mm {\}/t inches).

Fuzing:- Type 90 instantaneous short-delay fuze

Weapons in which used:

Type 89 gun.

Type 45 gun; Case, 48J4j inches.*

Type 7-year gun: Case, 48K* inches.

Type 90 gun: Case, 48#i inches.

COPPER BOUfiftfUT

YEUOtt

, F

'A*

figure 269—Typ* 93 /5-cm High-Explosive Long-Pointed Projectile,
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t ii

kBLOEU PL L/C
r

BLACK BODY

BASE' FUZE

r-4

CbL' aiC* SYSTEV

*

290—Typt 95 15 cm Armotgit
~

ft.* I
.

i

Type 95 15-cm (150-mm) Armor-Pifcicing

High-Explosive Projectile
v

Weight of projectile, filled (fuzed): '36.1 -kg! (79.5

pourds) ' ;* • •

,

Weight of filling 2.3 kg. (5 pounds). . /*; ^

FiUing:_Two preformed blocks of high grtufo TNT.
Diameter at boprrelet: 150 ima (6*^6 inches).

,

Length of projectile (without fiize): 449-3 5nun

-(£7.% inches).
. /

Length protruding /from case: 4,06.4 ram (16

, inches). , - , .

Width 'Ot rotating band: 20.6 mm ^% inch):
*

'Fuzing: Type 95 medium 'howitzer-mortar base

fuze.. ^ ..- •
'

.

' *•

Weapons m" which i%ed : .

Type 4-^ear howitzer: Case A, lOKs inches;

& case B r 8% inches.'

Type 38 howitzer: ^ase, 4}i inches.

Type 96 howitzer: Case, 12% niches.

Type 45,gun.! Case,* 48Hi inches.

Tyi>e 7-year gun: Case, 48% t inches.

Type 9d gun: Case, 48& inches.
.

Type 89 gun: Bag charge. 1



ARMY PROJECTILES

. 4

q 4

Remarks: When this projectile is used in a

howitzer, it has a single rotating hand, but when
it is used in guns it has a double rotating band.

r

15-cm (J50-mm) Armor-Piercing High-

Explosive Projectile

Weight of. projectile, filled: 44.54 kg.-' (9$ pounds).'

Weight of filling; 5.2 kg. (11.5 pounds).

Filling: Picric acid in two preformed, paper-

wrapped blocks.

Diameter at copper bourrelet: 149.2 mm (5%

inches). > '
•

'

4-

RED

BUCK BOO
1

!

MAffj' CHARGE

i
-

BASE PLUG

Figure 291
? -

1 5*cm Armor-Piercing High-Explosive

Projectile^

Length over all: 584.2 mm (23 inches).

Length protruding from case (withyut fuze):

544.5 mm (2V/H inches).

Width of rotating bands: ^

Forward: 25.4 mm (1 inch).

Aft: 19.1 mm (% inch).

Fuzing: Type 88 small base fuze. 1

Weapons^n which used:
i

Type 89 gun.

Type 45 gun: Case, 48/32 inches.

Type. 7-year gun: Case, inches.

' Type 90 gun: Case, 48& inches.

Type 4-year -.howitzer: Case A, 10^« inches;

. case B, 8/& inches,

Type 38 howitzer: Case, 4K inches.

Type 96 howitzer: Case 12^ inches.

Remarks: When this projectile is used in a
^

howitzer, it has a single rotating1 band : but when

it is used in guns it has a dpuble routing band.

Type 13-Year Smoke (W. P.) Projectile
9

Weight of projectile, filled (without
f

fuzeJ
:
33.63

Kg. (74.25 pounds).

Bursting charge (cast picric ^acid)
: 1 kg. (2.2

r

pounds).

Chemical agent: 3.6-2 kg. (8 pounds).

W. P. is contained in a brass cylinder fitted

below the bursting charge. To prevent

movement within the projectile, the con-

tainer is surrounded by wax.

Diameter at- bourrelet: 149.2 mm (5
;

s inches).

'Length over all (without fuze): 487.4 mm
inches)

.

Length protruding from case {without fuze)

:

471.5 mm (18% 6 inches).

Width of rotating band: 15.0 mm (% inch).

Fuzing: Type 88 instantaneous nose fuze (howit-

zer, mortar).

'

. 367
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r

t3.

RED

ADAPTER

t-SET SCREW '

£A|NE

BOOSTER *EU

BURSTER CHARGE

BOOSTER
. .

•
'

'

j L

HEAD OF PROJECTILE

FEIT PAD
.

*

METAL CAP

WHITE PHOSPHORUS

flflASS CONTAINER

0

9

BUCK. BODY

OLD COLOR SYSTEU

Figure 292— Type 13-Year Smoke (W. R) Projectile.

Weapons in which used:

4th-year typte howitzer: Case A, 10&« inches;

case B, 8% inches.

Type 96 howitzer

:

(

Case 12% Inches.

Type 38 howitzer: Case 4% inches.

368
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ARMY PROJECTILES

y

30-cm (305-mm) Armor-Piercing High-

Expiosive Projectile
j

i

Weight of projectile: Mo data.

Weight of. filling; No data..

Filling: No data.

ff

Diameter at bourrelet: 305 mm (12 inches).'

Length over all: 1,071 mm (42% inches)..

Length, protruding from cose: 1,027 mm (40j(o

inches). "
.

Width of rotating band: 53 mm {2\U inches).

Fuzing: Type 95 Large Mk 2 Model 2 base fuze.

Weapons in which used ; Type 7-year 30-cm
howitzer.

SLACK BODY

YE1L0W —

r

-to IS CHARGE
l

l i
J

r-8AS£ PLATE V OiO COLOR SYSTEM .

_ " r.i _

^'^f'r.'''. - -
...

71

-I

i r

-.-.:! v
I
1
-
1 *

figure 293—30-cm Armor-Piercing High-Explosive Projectile-

I 4
369

3 -ft*
1
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'<

.

I

r'
r

—HEO

\

/

YELLOW

MAtf< CHARGE

BUCK BODY

WHITE

V v

BAS£ PUTF

OLD CCLQR SYJ>TEU

* - *
1

1

f

-

.t

294-^30

30-cm (305-mm) Armor-Pkrc

Explosive Projectile

of projectile (approximately): 680 pounds.

Weight of filling: No data.

Filling: No data. •

Diameter at bourrelet: 305 mm mcttesj.

Length over all:. 1,240 mm (48% inches).

Length protruding from case: 1,198 mm (47 l
J£*

inches) . ^. - _
-

'

Width of rotating band: 53 mm _(2}U Inches).

Fuzing: Type 95 large,Mk 2 Model 2 base- fuze.

Weapons in which used: Type 7-year 30-cm°how

itze*. .
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Chapter 4—Section 2

ARMY ROCKETS

I*

f
1

TV

1. rt

I

r*
1

- J*

1

r

— e&CJFCTiLE BASE ^ ATE

\ r

PROFEIUHT

TV

GRID -

RACK- F0*D£R tCtvlTr

MOTOR "eiSE HATE

FiW 295-^20
.a v

20-cro H. E. Spin-Stabilized Rocket

Assembled round: / a
j

Weight of, complete round: 186:

.(84.51 kg.). ^
!

Length of complete round
v
(with fuze) : 38.58

inches.
\

-. i fr .

pounds

J f
1

p

Head:
Weight of filled head (without fuze): 8fi.42

pounds. •

'Weight of filling (cast TNT) : 35.71 pounds
'

(16.2 kg.).

Length of head (without fuze): 17.52' inches.

Diameter of head: 7.87 inches (20 cm.).

371'
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCt

lective r.
•

;
'

. .

- if.,

Filling: Cast TNT, 35.71 pounds (Jd.^kg.)-

Fuzing: Army type y)0 mortar fuze:

inetanUneous, short *Jtlay. .?

Motor: \
; " «V

!
' - * *V > -

:

Weight of 1pBd'mp%pr:,99.89-pound8. '/../..
'

Weight of propeilant; 20.9VL pounds (9,52

.

k*).'
..

. \ - v '<*v
Length of motor: J[9:W inches. >

f

Diameter of* bearing surface': 7.99-..jnches

; (30.3 cm).
r

•— *>•

Propeilant: ..

1

-i

Type;

;,: Weight: 20,99 pounds (9.52 kg.),
'

Number of sticks: 6 long, 2 short.'
: h

/ Smokeless powder B by analysis is a mixture

of 27.71 percent N: G., 63.50 percent hitro-

0.45 percent graphite, 0.34 per-

k ash, 3.8J percent ethylcentralite, 3.68

percent diphenyl formainide, And 1 .30 per-

cent yoiatiles. Six long sticks (34.0 cm.

5.8 cm. by 1,05 cm. perf:). and two
same diameter and perforation

and K length, In so
d-

."J
1

a cases, one of both

of the short grains have been omitted in

, assembly/ * ,'

' Ignition mechanism

:

Igniter : Pull friction .igniter ' > .

Ignitioft charge (B, P. in two blue lacquered

* sflk bags). 7
Weigh'ivof ignition charge: 0.09 ifcund (0.04

'

fat.).
1 - .J

.

Color and joiarkulg^: Blacjk oyer all. $*Heau car- \

ries-single yellow band at its junction* with
^

..
rocket motor. Weight of head and moto*

\ stenciled on each component.- . !
, / /

Launcher.: The only launcher recovered for use

with: this round is a single barrel-type launcher. •

'
V>

;,; ^-'^
''

:r

-.^n
:

Remarks: A newer model of this round has been 1 -
' fe,

recovered, similar to the first but wtth the rocket-

motor wall diametrically reduced to 18.9 cm:

(7.44 inches), giving a bourrelet ^effect at each

end of the iiotor. The motor weight is corre-

spondingly reduced to 42.43 kg. ^either- 'the

head nor the motor is> interchangea'fcie with its

respective component ,in' the older round.

..— j_

T -- 1

4"

<<* Si.--.;

l'H
r

h F 1
L \

1* h

' t r"

*• L

- L*

1 - r*.

I
1 "

- > - Y

- F

- ^

J H

'A. _

it - V

1 AJ

^̂

r - ?

L

-jnm H. B Mortal
1 J J

Axv 1

CO
J-
M6

Weight main charge: 5.4 ouqc^s.

^7
.- :.

-

X -

Main charge: TNT.

1*

1^

flakfed powder-
- r

diphenylara

4.33 mctfea.

Maximum ^diameter : 1.97 inches (50 mm).

me

v.-

. r

1. Black over all With?^eJ band at nose, and
' ^ YeUow band bcl^w the bourrelet and

I -v.

Weapon in which used: Type 89 grenade dis-

. charger. '»"> v

oia: The body of this shell is made of

The propeilant base housing houses

ropellant container and . the percussion primer.

ain shell base cover is thread eci to - the top

section- on fone end' and to th'e propeUant housing

oh the other. The tp)) section has an opening in

the top to receive the fuze.

the gases generated biow;4-hrough the

ports in the base housing, expanding the copper

rotating, band into the rifling of the discharger

giving a gas seal and imparting rotation to t'he

ftemmrks : The
:
Navy version of this shell is

£ i
>'

b. Or,- yellow band midway on the shell.

2. Maroon color over all for Navy use. exactly the^fame in construction as the Army
a. Green nose,; black Jwdy with yeUow" and version; the only variation* being in the color

myior variations of^ construction
^

1
^ Fuzing': Type $8 small instantaneous fUMiia fitWk WaitA

*
.

*

^1

.r

>!

.- K. . 1 - V -/ -- -
*

V
*

j

^1

^1

rt
-

V

' * ! -
i

- .- - .' - V .
" * - - .! :

. . . i

^ r

v-
;

' j

-

.-

"J
"

r _

f -.

' r #
x 1



RMY MORTARS

- -type \ib

P. ^-

r >

COPPER .CUP

GA i NE

— MAIN OiAPGE TK1

COPPER ROT AT itiG

frcpellant

Exhaust hole -

j r - "

figure 296—Type 89 58-mm High-Expfofivt Mortar,

1. The nose portion screws on (LH) the body

directly "below the bourrelet? The base' is solid

instead of being closed with a base plate.

2. Similar to the' first variation except the

ythreads' arei right hand.

1
1

}
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1-,

r"

Type 95 50-mm Smoke Mortar

Weight complete round: 1.9 pounds.

Weight smoke filling: 3.7 ounces.

filler;

Smoke compound: Hexachlorethane smoke

mixture.

Propellant: Nitrocellulose diphenylamine

flaked powder.

Over alljlMgth (without fuze): 4\33 inches. •

Maximmftdiameter: 1.97 inches (50 mm).

Color: Black over all with a refl bund at the nose

and two white hands, one immediately below

the bourrelet and the
1

other before the rotating
r

band.

Fuzing: Type 89 small. time fuze.

'Weapons in which used:' Type 89 grenade dis-

charger.
x

- T YK 89
SWtL T?« FUZE

c-1

i ? 2 til

r

NL'-

y, -

* PAPER ii/fWIGMTED #JTH

l&Ni IE* VIXTURE

FOIL 3f5C

r

PROPEL LAM

EXHAUST HOU

;

Figure 997—Type 95 50-mm Smofct Morfor.
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. "Description: The projectile casing is of forged

steel. The nose screws onto the main body^at a

point just' behind the bourrelefc. The main body
•

is joined to the base with a pfess-fit held by four

screw shear pins.
4 The propellant base housing

, which' screws onto the shell base ia similar in con-

struction and operation^ to^ that of the H. E.

ARMY MORTARS

shell- The smoke; mixture is held in a brass caa

inside the main body and has attached to it by a

short cord a steel retarder cup^to slow its descent.

Operation: Wben the fuze g&ine fifes, it "rup-

ture* the thin plate in the base 6{ the gaine,

ignites the smokp mixture, and expels the smoke

candle from the sliell casing. f

_ I

t.

I- ..

V,

J L

INCSNSjliRY
r

PORTS

FOIL COVER
- n

"j /

OELAY .

i

i

-.\-y -

'f-

GAS PORT

PROPELURf
J

PRIMER
V"

, L

H
" h - '_r '.-I*

i , 1

"1

29fr—Typ* 89 50-m* InettJiary Mortar
^ -

i

ft

\
J.

Type 89 5b-mm Incendiary Mortar

Weight complete .found : 1 .25 pouhSs.

Weight incendiary mixture: 10.7 ounce.

Filling: Incendiary mixture:

potassium nitrate : 47wf • percent.

Aluminum: 21.7 percent.

Sulphur: 19.9 percent/ '
"

Antimony trisulphide': 6,1 percent.

Wax: 2:8 percent.

. Propellant: Nitrocellulose powder.

Over all length: 6.25 inches.' ? -

Length propellant containers: 1-25 inches.

Diameter propellant^Gontainer'. 1.02 incliea.

Maximum diameter;' 1 -97^ inches (50 mm)-

•Color: Natural brass body with black propellant

container. -

Fuzing: Powder delay train.
.

Weapon in which used: Type . 89 " grenade

charter;

*
Description: The shell is, a cylindrical sh,eeU

metal tube with a hemispherical nose and is cov-

*. ered with clear lacquer. Around the side of the

casing are four silver-foil disks, each disc covering

;

seven ports in the shell casing. The casing is

crimped over the base, which contains two black-

powder, delay trains and is-threaded toj. receive the

propellant housing. The propellant housing is of

, steel, with si? gas-escape ports in the sides and a

percussion cap se t in the screwed -in base .
The

.

- propellant is contained in a copper cup inside the

- propellant housing. « ,
f -

'

Operation: The flash lom the propellant ignites

*
the delay Irains- in the Dase of the shell, which in

'turn ignite the incendiary filling.
:

• #

Remarks: Another incendiary \phell, the type

10-year, is similar in appearance and operation.

m 375
v
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

:1

J.

11
I

I

iix the type 89 shell. It is 5 I£ inches in length;

the. color of the body is natural brass; and the

propellant assembly is black. There "'are.|j eight

sets of perforations covered with silver-foil, disks.

The type 10-year shell is fired from the t^pe 10-

year grenade discharger, an obsolete weapon that

w*s the forerunner of the type 89 grenadp dis-

charger. .
*

'

1- ,

2s

"7r

r h

a

(

1̂

j i

|

-

f

'0

\

A

L r-

w t

F

ftgur* S9i^—5Q-JnjnTifNi«tf Ba/ifoJor* Farptdo.

507mm Finntd Bangalore Torpedo
'

! L_

I

r
h

Weight complet^ round: 17.89 pounds.

Weight main charge: 6.34 pounds. -

Maih charge: Picric. -

*

Over-all length (without fuze) : 78.37 inches.

.
Base, section length:. 33.2figuiche8.

Length from after end of bill to forward bearing

surface of base-section: 12.75 inches.

* Maximum diameter ot explosion tube: 1.97 inches

(50 mm). "• K .

Fins: .

' '

1
*
" '

Length: 14.75 inches.

Maximum width: 3.5 inches.
.1 ^

Minimum width: 2.5 inches.
f

Color: Fins abd bangalore section are painted

tan with a red. band at the top of each sections

JThe modified po^^^^^^asfe^' sect

»

011 is

painted black..

Fuzing: Instantaneous delay fuze for bangalore

mortat. .

Weapon in which used: Type 98 discharger.'
^ ¥

ft

Description;* The projectile 'is constructed- in

' two sections. Trie nose section is a standard

bangalore length, while the. base section is a

' bangalore length cut off- and modified -to fit into the

barrel of/ the discharger. » This section also has

three spot-welded brackets tq which the sheet

me.tal.rins areJilted. A cap, having two circum-

. fcrential grooves cut into it to divide the surface

into three after bearing surfaces, is welded around

the after end of the base section. A length of

50-mm tubing is Welded; to the base section" and

serves as a forward bearing surface, for the pro-

jectile. A plate is welded to the bangalore base-

section -to prevent" the bangalore.from sliding too

far down into the launcher tube: V
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4RMY MORTAk r
r

.J

Weight -complete round

Weight main charge „

Explosive componentB:

Main charge

Propeliant,

Over-all lengtl:

Length explosive container

Width explosivl container.

Height explosive container

Wall thickness:

\ 7

50-mm Sticlt'fharges

Small ~ Urge

!. _.. 1 5.62 pounds _ . -. 17 pounds.

7.0 pounds.- '- 10 pounds.

H ~~

Picric , * Picric. ,

Black powder Black powder.

. 27.35 inches 25.5 inches.
(

. 6.75 inches. _______ 4.5 inches,

_ 4.5 inches i-'- 6.25 inches.

.„ 4.5 inches 6.25 inches.

. /0.05 inch - : 0.25 inch.

Diameter of stick 1-97 inches (50 mm) .1... 1.97 inches (50 mm).

Color: The metal explosive container is painted black, while the wooden "etjsck" is leTt unpainterj. The

large model Has a white stripe fore and aft around the explosive box.

1
~

t

t

V

>
.4

r 1

figure 300—50-mm Stick Charges.

> -
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

Weapon in which used: Type 98 discharger. *
,

Fuzing 1 Two pull igniters. *

Description : The projectile consists of a cast-iron box containing blocks of picric acid mounted

on a wooden pole 50 mm in diameter. Two pirll igniters are inserted 1 in the bursting charge and are-

tied to metal 'loops on each side of the launcher tube collar. When the projectile is .fired these pull

igniters are initiated and will in turn set off the bursting charge after a short delay. The blae%)Owder

propellunt in silk bags is placed in the launcher tube below and independently of the projectile The

propellant is fired by a pull igniter inserted in the ignition apeVUire in the side of the launcher tube.

=— YP£ 93 IfiSTAfcTANECUS -

Type 11 ^Yr, IQ^nm Hi9h-Expl6sive Mortdr

Weighi\omplete round : 4.28 pounds.

Weight main charge: 15.2 ounces.

Weight booster: 1.6 ounces.
ShORr decay MORTAR ru?E

% Explosive components:

MA IK -CHARGE TNT

PRIMER

PROPELLANT
,

EXHAUST HOLE

F}gvrt 30l—Type 77-Yeor 70-mm WigA-

Expiosive Mortar.

Mam charged TNT.
Booster: Picric.

Propellant: Nitrocellulose diphenylamine
flaked powder. *

Over-all length (without fuze): 7.12 inches.
' r.

Maximum diameter: 2.75 inches«(69.8 mm).

Color: Black over-all with a red band around the

nose. A yellow band is painted below the

bourrelet and a white band forward of Che

rotating band. w^"""
Fuzing: Type 93 instantaneous short delay mortar

fu&e. .

Weapon in which used; Type 11 -year 70-mm

rifled mortar.

Description: This projectile is similar in con-

struction and Operation to the type 89 50 -nun

H! E. mortar shell.
'

70-mm Hish-Explosjvc-Antiaircrart Barrage

* * Mortar
i

Weight complete round: 5.19 pounds. «

Weight main charge (H. E.
.

cylinders) :
12.84

J

grams.

Explosive components:

Main charge: RDX.
, Booster: L^ad azide.

Over-all-length ofWll : 11.38 inches.

Maximum diameter shell : 2.76 inches (70 mm).

Length of canisters: 6\5 inches.

Diameter of canisters: 0.75 inch.
^

Length Of H. E. cylinders: 3.12 inches.

Diameter of H. E. cylinders: 0.69 inches.
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Figure 302—70-mm High-Enphiivt Antiaircraft Barrage (Aoriar.

Color: Shell, black over-all with s. % inch red band

at nose. - Canisters, zinc coated (grey).

H. E'.^cylinders: Black over-all with a & inch red

band at forward end.

Weapon in which used: 70-mm ; A. A. barrage

mortar.

Description: This mortar shell consists of an

outer shell containing seven canisters in each of

which is an H. K cylinder and parachute. A
turned steel base is welded to the outer shell, and

provision is made for reception of a delay train

Ijplder, a shell propellant container, and,an end

• coyer. The delay train leads to a black-powder

charge which ejects the canisters from the shell.

The end cover is fitted over the propellant cou-

. tainer and is sealed against moisture and held in

position by adhesive tape. A wooden plug in a

pressed steel cap closes the forward end of the

shell. < .
.

"

„

' The canisters contain a wooden plug in the

base bored to receive a delay eleme t and a

-small black powder' charge to*. eject the H E.

cylinder from the canister. The steel H E.

cylinders 'are closed at the base and threaded at

'4
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r

1

the forward, end* to receive ft plug into which is

screwed a iriction cap. The explosive content* is

in three flocks' each wrapped in a waterproof

paper carton. -

i Parachutes are attached to the outer shell, nose

c&ji, and each of the seven canisters and H. E.

cylinders. The length of the parachute cords

varies from 19 inches (canisters) Jo 66 inches

Cylinders). The H. E. cylinder parachute lines

£re attached to a friction cord which passes

through the friction cap. Thus, this 'shell, when

fired, puts sixteen separate objects suspended by

parachutes in the way of low-flying aircratffc seven

of which will.explode if hit.

.->

4"

TYPE 93 -INSTANTANEOUS -

SHORT DELAY MORTAR FUZE

SET SCREW

SEAL ING CUP

GA I N£

600STER WEIL

-BOOSTER PICRIC
*

-MA IN CHARGE TNT

FLASH HOLE

h +

^ v.

;

303r-TyP11?7 Bhmm Hiwk Explaitv* Mortar.

nation: The delaylrlm to the first ejection
7 * *

charge is ignited by the shell propellant charge,

and the first charge fix turn ignites the delay

trains to the second ejection charges in each of the

canisters.' The parachuted attached to/ the nose

cap, outer shell, and canisters all open when the

canisters are„ ejected and the H. E. cylinder

parachutes open when they are, ejected from the

canisters. A plane hitting the parachute cord. of

any of the H. E. cylinders would cause the friction

wire to be pulled through the friction cap initiat-
i

ing the explosive train.

r

*
1

. Typ« 97 81 -mm High-Explotive Mortor K

r

Weight complete round: 7.35 pounds.

Weight main charge: 1.19 pounds.

Explosive components:

Main charge: TNT.
Booster: Picric.

Propellant: -
*" /'

Nitrocellulose and graphite: 58.0 per-

cent.
r

r"

Nitroglycerine: 7.1 percent.

Dinit.rotoluene: 25.7 percent.

Diphenylamine: 0.5 percent.

pQtassium nitrate: 8.7 percent.

Over-all length (without fuze): 11.5 inches.

Length fin *assembly: 3-.19 inches. c

.Maximum diameter at bourrelet: 3.19 inches (81

mm).

,
Maximum dfemeter tail fins: 3.19 inches.

Color: Black over-all with a red tip. A yellow

band is painted before the bourrelet.

Fuzing: Type 93 instantaneous short delay mor-

tar fuze- -
.

%

Wea$§*ns in which used

:

Type 97 81-mm mortar.

Type 99 81-mm mortar.

Ascription: Thd body is of
,

one-piece stream-

line* construction having a threaded opening in

the nose to receive the fuze-adapter ring. A steel

booster cup screws (L. H.) into the lower end of

the adapter ring. The booster cup is closed by a

shaped aluminum container which receives the

gaine of the fuze. -The bourrelet is well machined

and has four grooves cut in it.

The fin assembly screws into ft female_ threaded

m TT Y*irtMiincr in the base of the oody. It con-

380
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sists of a male plug welded Io n cylindrical steel

tube. Welded to this tube ''are six fins shaped to

receive the six silk bags containing the propellant

increments. Between each set of fins are three

gas escape ports for the propellant gases from the

cartridge which fits inside the tube. The car-

tridge is held in place by a countersunk ring

screwed into the end of the tube. The cartridge

resembles a shotgun shell, a

r

Type 100 81 -mm High-Explosive Mortar

Weight*compIete round: 7.52 pounds.

Weight main charge: 1.18 pounds.

TYPE 100 INSTANTANEOUS

SHORT DELAY MORTAR FU2E.

set screw

sealing cup

GAINE

boosts hell

booster picrk:

main charge tnt

V

'
I

FUSH hole

-f
1

1^*

F/ffur* 304—Type 100 8 7-mm High-Explosive Mortar.

L

Explosive components:

Main charge: TNT.
Booster: Picric.

Propellant:

Nitrocellulose and graphite: 58.0 "per-

'cent.

Nitroglycerine: 7.1 percent.

Dinitrotoluene: 25.7 percent.

*" Diphenylamine: 0.5 percent.

.Potassium Nitrate: 8.7 percent'.

Over-all length (without fuze) : 11.78 inches.

Length fin assembly: 3.31 inches.-

Maximum diameter at bourrelet: 3.19 inches (81

mm) . /

Maximum diameter tail fins: 3.19 inches.

Color: Black over all wrth a red tip. A yellow

band is painted before the bounfelet.

Fuzing: Type 1.00 instantaneous short-delay

mortar fuze.

Weapons in which used:

Type 97: 81-mm mortar.

Type 99; 81-mm mortar.
|

Description: Except for minor .details, this shell

is similar to the Type 97 81-mm H. E.- The cup

to receive the fuze gaine is held in place hi the

booster cup by being fitted into a brass ring which

screws into the fuze adapter ring above the buo&Utr

cup: There is no retaining ring 'to hold the -. art-

ridge m the tail fin section. Instead, the cartridge

is held by a friction fit.

81-mm Parachute H. E. Mortar

Weight complete round: 3.87 pounds.

Weight mam charge: 4 ounces.

Explosive components:.

Main charge:

RDX (1 block).

TNT (2 blocks).

Over-all -length : 21.25 inches.

Length of shell (less propellant container and nose

plug) . 18.5 inches. ,

• Diameter of shell body: 1.5 inches.

Diameter of fins: 3.19 inches (81 mm}.

Diameter of H. E. cylinder: 1.37 inches. •

Length of H.'E: cylinder : 7.0 inches.

Color: Black over all with an uil^auited wooden

plug in the nose. *

Weapon in which used: Standard 81-mm smooth-

bore, mortars.
1
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FLARE COMPOS IT I OM *

Ejection charge 1

delat

PROPEUMT

MS—81-mm Parachute High-Explosive Mortar.

Description: This mortar shell is a black steel

tube with an ogival wpoden block sealing the for-

ward en^. Six fins which give the shell an 81 mm
diameter are spot welded along the after part of

the tube. A steel disc drilled through the center

for the delay lead-in is welded to the tube % inch

.from the base. Forward of the disk is a 5-inch

wooden block through the center of which runs

the 12-second black piowder delay element. The

forward end of the wooden block contains the

ejection charge. The H. E. cylinder and para-

chutes are located forward of the ejection charge.

The cylinder consists of a steel case, a

containing the 45-second self-destruction delay

train, . a friction igniter, and three
0
•cyFmilrical

explosive blocks fitted around the central tube.

h i

The booster fits in the forward block. The para-

chute which supports the cylinder is secured to a

small fixed Unbolt, on the cylinder by nine short

(13-ihch) shrouds. A second parachute al>ove

the first is secured to the friction igniter by a line

32 feet 4 inches long. This line leads' through a
.

central hole in the lower parachute.

fee tinned steel pgrpellant container is 8 1 mm in
'

diameter and l.inch deep? A neck on the container

coW.fits into the base of the mortar shell and is

secured by three small screws passing through the

sides of the shell and the neck of the oerer.

Operation: When the sBfell is fired; the flash

from the black powder primer ignites the j$opel-

lant and the 12-second delay train. Setback shears

the small screw* securing the propellant container



* j

to the shell, and when the force of the propellant is

expended the uontainer fails free. Ty?,efv<; seconds
after firing, the del,ai train ignites the ejection
charge forcing the H/E. cyjuujer and parachutes
out the forward end/of the shell. *Hie 45-second
self-destroying delaV train is also ignited by the

r \

ARMY MORTARS

ejection charge. Planes, striking the W'L foot
_

r"

parachute cord which 1b attached to the igniter

will cause it to explode the 1I/E; cylinder. After

45 seconds/ the self-destroying element detonates

the cylinder. '

p.

r

/

t -

81-mm Parachute H. E.SrrroIce Mortar °

r

' Weight complete' round : No data.

Weight main charge: No data. $
Explosive components: Main charge: TetryK * ^

Over-all length: 21.87 inches.
#

Length of shell (less propellant container and nose
plug): 19.1 inches. -

,

KOGDEN NOSE PlJJG

PARACHUTES

FRICTI&M IGU I TER

BOOSTER

H.£. -E LOCKS

BLACK PtyQWq

EXPELLING CHARGE

DELAY

fins

SMOKE 6lOCk :

PRIMER"

PftOPELLAHT

J

6W
s 1

•v.V :

'
• • ' 1

*
'
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r h -

ft _
l

-

F

Figurt 30&~BUmm Panchuf High-Explosiv* Smoke Mortar.
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Diameter of s&ell body : 1-5 inches.. ^ '

Diameterof fins:'3.19 inches (8,1 mm).
Color: Unpainted galvanized iron with -a yellow

wooden nose and a,green band around the body.

Description: This shell is similar to the H. E.
i

r 1

round except, that there is a= smoke pellet in the

pottoru of the suspended cylinder. Above the

amoke pellet are two pellets of tetryl with a black

powder delay train running through the middle.

As with the H. E. round, *fcjie line to the upper

j

parachute is; attached to a pull igniter and ); if

pulled before the self-descroying feature operates,

will detonate the charge.

.
Operation : The operation is similar to the H . E.

round except that the expelling charge ignites thc-

smokeS^ftj^ffellet, which burns/about 53 seconds

and which then ignites the short delay train which

burns seven seconds before the self-destroying

element functions. 4

* -

4 J

J s

-
j
j

- f

j
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V
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81 -mm Paraclwt«-Flar« Mortar
r i

Weight complete round :\4.87 pounds.
:

Weight flare composition: 409 grams.

i
- £NUftG£0 UlEVOf

H,E. CYLINDER

ij 1

ft

-
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Explosive components: •

Flan- composition: No data.

Over-all length: 22.25 inches.

Length of shell (less propellent container- and nose

plug) : 18.75. inches.

Diameter of.shell body: 1.75 inches.

Diamu^r of (ins: 3.19 inches (81 mm}'.

Diameter of Jiare/ cylinder: 1.37 inches.

Length of Hare cylinder: 7.75 inches.

Color: Unpainted galvanized steel body with a

red wooden plug in the nose.

Weapon in which used: Standard 81-mm smooth-

bore mortars.

Description : This mortar shell resembles in con-

struction the 8 1-mm H. E. parachute mortar

shell; the only differences being in dimensions. A
thin sheet-metal tube containing the flare composi-

tion is locateaNbefore the ejection charge. Two

parachutes are packed in an inner sleeve 5.5

inches long made in two longitudinal half sections

and are attached by means of 14-inch and 15-foot

^3-inch cords, respectively, to 'an eyebolt threaded

into the forward end of the metallic flare composi-

tion. The; wooden nose plug is secured' to the

outer shell by. two small nails.

Operation: The operation of this shell is the

same as the 81-mra H. E. parachute mortar shell.

The ejection charge ignites the flare composition

as it ejects the flare cylinder from the shell.

Type 94 90-mm High-Explosive Mortar.

Weight complete round: 11.8 pounds.

Weight main charge: 2.35 pounds.

Explosive components:'"

Main charge: TNT.
Booster: Picric (presumed).

Over-all length (without fuze) : 15.83 inches.

Length fin assembly: 4.02 inches.

Maximum diameter at bourrelet: 3.54 inches

(90 mm). ,
^

Maximum diameter ttiftl fins: 3.54 inches.

Color: Black over all with a red tip and a yellow

band before the bourrelet.

ARMY MORTARS

4 -

_
1
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308— Typ

Hi x

Fuzing: Type 93 instantaneous short-delay mor-

tar fuze.

Weapons in which used

:

Type 94: 90-mm motar.

Type 97 : 90-mm mortar. -

Description: This shell is similar in construe

tion to the type 97 81-mm mortar shell.
.

"

,
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Fuzing: Type 93 instantaneous short-delay mortar

fuze.

Weapons in which used:

Type 94: 90-mm mortar.

Type 97: 90-mm moctarS.
t

Description : This shell is similar in design to

the type 94- 90-mm H. E. shell, except that it is

made of low-grade or semisteel instead of high-

grade steel.

Type 94 90-mm incendiary Mortar

\

FLASH HOLE

J?

< 7
*

Figure 309—Typt 94 90-mm Sem/-Sree* High-ixph-

^ wye Mortar.
^

1
i

Type 94 90-mrn Semi$teel r£ £/ Mortar
r"

Weight complete round : 11.5 pounds.

Weight main charge: No data.

' Explosive components: •

•''Main- Charge: TNT. .

:

.

Booster: No data.

,

Propellant: No data.

Over-all length (without fuze): 14,25 inches.

- Length-fin assembly: 4.0 inches.
"

Maxinrom diameter at bourrelet; 3.54 inches (90-

mrrih. '.
'

. \
Maxirfrum diameter of fins: 3.54 inches..

n0lor: Black over. all with' aW tip and a green

band before, the bou

Weight complete round: 11.6 pounds.

Weight incendiary mixture: 2.2 pounds.

Weight burster charge: 2.75 ounces.
F

Explosive components:

Burster Charge: Ho data.

Propellant: No data. ^
Incendiary filling: Phosphorus, carbon disulphide,

and 40 cylindrical rubber pellets

Over-all length (without fuze): 15.9 inches.

Length fin assembly : 4.0 inches.

Maximum diameter at bourrelet: 3.54 inches (90-

mm) .

•

'

Maximum diameter of tail fins: 3.54 inches. •

<3|lor: Black body with blue bands around the

t
nose' a yellow t>and half way between the bour-

relet and tad and white band at junction of body,

and- tail ™ -
" * ' ^

Fuzing: Type' 93 instantaneous short-delay mortar

fuze .(presumed). -

Weapons in which used

:

Type 94: 90 mm mortar.

Type 97 : 90 mm mortar.

Description: This shell is ^similar in design to

the type 94 90-mm H. E. mortar shell, with the"

following exceptions:
tojtei

:*

"
1. An enlarged booster cup^Pf&ads into the

nose of the projectile. It contains a well for the

lower fuze body and, detonator, a burster charge,

and a wooden block.

2. A fuze adapter threads into the forward

end of the booster cup.

Remarks: A shell otJsnnilar construction,

weight, and measurements contains .a filling of

aiphenylcyanarsine (DC). ' The ^ell is punted

black over-all and has a red band around the nose

with a blue band adjacent to it. There is^ yellow

386 \
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AOOGEN PUS

{

FLASH HOLE

3io—rvp

Over-all length (without fuze); 22,5 inches/

Length fin usseiri^y: 6.2 inches. A

Maximum diameter at bourrelet; 4.7 inches {120

mm).
Maximum diameter of tail fins; 4/7 inches.

Color: Black over all with a red tip and a yellow

band forward 1 of the bourrelet,

Fuzing : Type 100 in^antafflfeous short delay

- mortar fuze. *
' ** ^

Weapons in which usetl: Type 2, 120-mm mortar.
i

f
description: The body section of this shell is

Similar to that of^ie standard Army finned mortar

types but the t£i fin section resembles that of the

Navy 81-mm H. E. /The 12 fins are welded tolhe

r u

hand aft of the- bourrelet and a red band half way
between the bourrelet and the tail. 'There is a

white band at the*juriction of thejshell body and

tail. ' • - • * •

Type 2 120-mm Hijh-Exploiive Mortar

Weight complete rauAKh26.5' pou

Weight main charge: 6-0 pounds.

Explosive components;

Main charge: TNT;
r \

Booster: RDX and wax.

0l

p 4

*

Figure 311—Type 2 120-mm rtigh-Explosivt Morfar.

387
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propellant tube ,whicl*na wjjlded to the base of the

body. The forward imd of the tube has 42 escape

porta arranged in u rows to allow the flash to pass

from the' primary, cartridge to the propellant

iacrenie-tiU. The initial, change is contained in a

cardboard case which fits inside the propellant tube

and is held "in place by a'steel plug firtted with the

primer* qap. The main, propelling charge is eon- -

tained in 6 doughnut shaped silk ba£s which are

split so that they can be slipped around the

propellant tube above the tail fins and over the

flash ports. '

»

Remarks; A variation of this shell has been

found with the tail section threaded into, the body

arid' "secured by a* pin instead of being welded to

the body.

Type 96 1 50-mm Htgh-Explosiv« Mortar

Weight complete round: 58.06 pounds.

Weight inam charge: 12.9 pounds.

Explosive components :

*

t

Main charge: TNT. '

. Booster: Picric. ,

'

Propellant:
\

-i p

Nitrocellulose and graphite: 58.0 per-

-* cent.

Nitroglycerine: 7.1 percent. ,
*

Dinitro toluene: 25.7 percent. i

r

Diphenyl
s
amine: 0.5 percent. ,

-

' Potassium nitrate: 8.7 percent.

Over-all length (without fuze) : 28.75 inches.*

Length fin assembly: 7.81 inches.

Maximum diameter- at bourrelet; 5.9 inches (150

mm)

.

1

Maximum diameter of tail fins: 5.87' inches.

Color: Black; over all with a red tip," a yellow

band below the -bourrelet,
-and a white band

. before the tail-fin assembly.

Fuzing: Type 93 instantaneous shor^delay mor-

tar fuze. / .1
Weapon in which used: Type 96 '50-mm smooth-

bore mortar.

Description: The construction , of this shell is

similar to that of, the type 97 81-mm H. E. mortar

shell.
'

388
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Jigun 3T2—Typt 96 150-mm High-Explosivt Mortar.

Type 97 1 50-mm Hjgh-Explotive Mortar
h r

r

Weight complete round: 43.5 pounds.

Weight main charge: 8.98 pounds.

Explosive components:

Main charge: TNT. /
- BoosUr : RDX and wax,

V
\
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-4 str &jjew

Change ''tij

1

.
Fuzing: Type 100 instantaneous short-delay mqr%

, tar fuze, /'* '
"

.

"Vyeipon in which used.: Type 97 150-mm smooth-
bore mortar.

description; Except for its^hprter size, this ,

projectile is'shnilar in construction to the type
96 H. E. long round.

*

r i _

-*
w »

I

.

32*cm Spigot-Type M - 4

- f"

Weight .complete round : 73V pounds.

> nose section loaded: 172 pounds.
.

t center section loaded : 215 pounds.

tau\ section loaded : 350. pounds. 0

mjain charge : 103 pounds. *

bei^cpmponenta: . ,
',•

:

"

-

-
:
, Main charge : Picric. ' r> •

Booster; V. E, T> N.
T

Bropeljant : Black powder and nitrocellulose.

er^all length (without fuze) : §1 inches. '

i nose section (less threaded portion) : 13.75

inches. '
- *. -

^ L

371-7yp* 97 f50-m» Hlgh-Explotivt Morfo*

tngth center, section (less threaded portion)

:

TO32 inehes. . >. f
"

igth tail .section : 36.3 1 -inches.

"\ Body diameter: 12.62 4nche| (320 mm)^ -

^
' '• -Inside -diameW^'of. tall- section.: -10J2 inches.

' Maxim ma' diameter of tail fins: 25.25 inches.

Length tail Ens : 2 1 .4 inches. 1 /-

/ Color ; The projectile .is painted black over-all

'.with 'a red nose tip and ff yellow band around

the rear of the nose section. .

-

rt- : ---
: Type 98 fnterior •Fuze.

, \ .
.

ns in which' used: Special, "spigot-type
L"

V..-:.

r - *

Jl. - r
v

r

11 % >

il' ,

/ Propellant : ' ^

^

° T Nitrocellulose and era

cent./" -
' >'.":

• Nitroglycerine: 7.1 percent^

- Dinitrdtolu^ie 25.7 percent.

Diphenylamine;

rotassiunir nitra

Over-all length (without fuze)

Length fin.as8embly: 6.7 inches. v

diameter at bourrelet: 5.9 inc&ei

0-

Maximum diameter tail fins: $.87 inch

Color: Blarik over all with V red nos«

yellow band before the boorrdiet.

per

h
-

_

r /

r

- t

» F

Mill

L -

.7

A-

^3

7 Description: The projectile, which; resembles a

bomb, ia made in three parts: T^e nose section,

ogival in shape, ie externally threaded at its- base

to screw into the center section and is internally

to receive a steel base pUte.° It has a

booster cup fitted with a fuze adapter screwed

Intb the nose.

tie center/section "is a short cylinder, solid on

base an« threaded externally to . screw into

tail section. It is cioseid at the forward end,
F

» steel plate having Na fuze-adapter ring,

d with a- booster cup, welded in its center,

tie/ tail se<6ti6n. screws onto the center section

has a gradual taper toward the rear from a

F '

i
-

r.<
T

1 '

- •
„.,.

" >F

J
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IGlllTEP

HASH TU8L

SOUI

8

PftOPttUNT

- PftOP£LLA«T

" CCNTA f NfcR

3TRIKER-

BLACK FO*0£fi

SPIGOT

IGNITER

fiffure 314—32-cm Spigot-Type Mortar.

point 14.5 inches below the forward end. It is

hollowed out to fit over the projector tube. Four

sheet-steel tail fins, each' braced by two stabilizing
i

wires, are welded to the tail section.

For convenience in. haridling and assembling,

steel bands, each fitted with two double handles,

are provided. Before the firing of the projectile,

the carrying bands are removed.
' The propellant charge is placed in a brass pot

which fits into the recessed portion of the pro-

jector tube. The charge is contained-in a card-

board container having a brass flash, tube passing

through its vertical axis, through the brass pot,

and being screwed into the spigot. There is a
1

drilled and tapped hole near the forward end of

the tail section of the projectile into which the

igniter tube screws. When in position, the

Of the igniter tube is in close proximity to

end of the brass flash tube which leads into

propellant charge.

4H

end

the

the
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Chapter 4—Section 4

ARMY PROJE&ILE FUZES

x

4*

DETENT bWWiG

uf TE"T

— PMUE*

i

- ' V "

Am ?f5-T]

FLASH GATE'

OtTCHATCift

800STER

DETENT
1

L 1

r.

* I
I 1 I L 1*

Small Insttmtaneo

k k

'J

Small Inrtdntaneou

se: -Ammunitipn for 20-mm ^aircr*

and antiaircraft guns; 37-mm tank

guna. n

ver-all length (with gaine) : 1% ine

Over-oil length (without gaine): VAt inches.

Maximum diameter: % inch.

Threaded length: K inch.

Number of threads: 5, right-hand.

Construction : The fuze is. of two-piece brass

construction with an aluminum striker head. The
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lower piece houses a centrifugal detent, a primer,

and a flash-hole,shutter. The gaine threads into

the lower piece.

Operation: The centrifugal deteni, which sup-

ports the striker, is held in place by the striker

and detent spring until the projectile decelerates.

T

Then th<£wtriker creeps forward and centrifugal

force causes the detent to move out. The flash
j

shutter is also moved out by centrifugal force and

the fuze is armed. On impact the striker is

driven into the primer.

•STRIKER

_ V

r "

5TfHK£fi H£M>

NT

OETOtiATOfi

BOOSTER

det*i1 Of Centrifugal

OETfNT .

.
.
.Li -

f

Figwt 316—Typ9 100 Small Instantaneous F\

i

Type 1 00 Small lnttantan*oys Fww
j

je : Ammunition for 20-mm aircraft, antiai

and antitank cannon, and 3?-mnt tank

tank, and aircraft guns.

Over-all length (with gaine) : Itfe i

Over-all length (without gaine) : 1

Maximum diameter: % inch.

Threaded length : K inch.

Number of threads: 5. right-hand
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Construction; The fu/.e U made of brass in one

piece. A centrifugal detent support* the striker.

Above the striker there is a wooden striker Ijead.

The fuze is threaded internally (L. H.) to take

the gaine.

Operation: The centrifugal detent, supporting

ARMY PROJECTILE FUZES

the Htriker, in held in place by the strike.)' and

-detent spring until the projectile decelerates.

Then the striker creeps forward and cent rifugul

force causes the detent to move out, arjning the

fuze." On impact the atriker ia driven into the

primer.
^rTr

^ J *

DE1EWT

PRIMER

LEAD ftZfDE

CTCLW1TE

I

"

. H ' F

I-

F/ffvr* 317—Typt 2 Small Instantaneous Fm.
\

Type 2 Small Instantaneous Fuze

Use : Ho-5 20- mil H. E. I. projectiles.

Over-all length with gaine

Threaded length

Number of threads

% inch

K'-inch

6
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

Construction: This fuze is identical to the type
100 small instantaneous fuze except that the body
of the type 100 is braes and the body of this fuze

is of light metal alloy. .A modification of this

^

fuze has the detent hole secured with a staked*

plug rather than a screw.

Operation: The operation ia the same as the

type 100 small instantaneous fuze.

Type 2 Modified Small Instantaneous Fuze

\

Use: 20-mm H. E. I. projectile.

Description:

Over-all length with gaine: *% t inch.

Threaded length: }{ inch. i

Number of threads: 6.
,

\

Construction: This is an air-column fuze with
a one-piece metal alloy body. Threaded injpjthe

\

base of the fuze ia a gaine above which is &n air

column sealed at the top by a closing disk.

Operation: There are no arming featurea in

this fuze. On impact, the closing disk is crushed

inward, compressing the air in the column and
firing the gaine.

CLOSiNG iJ%C

— Alfi C0UJW
0

1
'

f

-GAINE

I
-'

i

L
j

Figurt 318—Type 2 Modified Small Instantaneous fvze.
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^

I

J

i t

. " J- r \ *

- A (

- -J

I

1

\

f

Figure 319—Typ* 4 Super Detonating Fuze.

Type ,4 Super Detonating Fuze
L 1

Use: Ho-5 20-mm H. E. I. projectiles.

Description:
f

Over-all length with gaine: *%i inch.

Threaded length : % inch. *

Number of threads: 6.

Construction: This is an air-column fuze with
J

the gaine enclosed in the fuze body. The fuze is
i

of two-piece construction, with the upper part

containing the air column and primer and the

lbwer part containing the gaine. The inclusion

of the gaine in the fuze body leaves space for

more explosive in the projectile.

Operation: There are no arming features in

this fuze. On impact, the closing disk is crushed

inward, compressing the air in the column and

firing the gaine.
r

*
.
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Ho 301 Impact Fuxe

Use: 40-mm projectiles for the Ho 301 aircraft

cannon. \ ,

Description:

Over-all length (with gaine): 1% inches.

Over-all length (without gaine) : 1% inches.

Maximum diameter: \% inches.

•Threaded length": % inch.

Number of threads: 6.

.Construction: The fuze body js made of one
piece. The striker is supported by a centrifugal

detent which is held under a shoulder of the
striker by two locking centrifugal detents. The
gaine threads into the bottom of the fuze. 1

Operation: Centrifugal force causes the locking
L

detents to move out, thus freeing the striker

detent which moves out arming the fuze. On

impact the striker is driven into the primer.

* STALER

- s 7"

IGCKtttG DETENT

STRIKES 0ETE.RT

*1l

BGCftTER

w _ r V -

figure 320—HO 30 7 /mpocf Fuze.
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"So*

4?

4 L.

I- >

3

-
- -V--

- - .

* ^ "
i

_ I" r

4 .

f IttifcG PIN

LCHfh SHYING

FEftfcUlE

OETEKT

PfilWfc

GETCfeATCft

BOOSTER

Figure 32f—Type 88 Smo// Instantaneous Fvz*. t

Type S8 Small Instantaneous Fuze

Iflll grenadeUse: H. E. projectiles for the 50-

discharger.

Oescription:

Over-ali length (with gaine) ; 2$ inches.

Over-all length (without gaine) : \% inches.

Maximum diameter: 1 inch.

Threaded length: inch.

Number of threads: 5, right-hand.

Construction: The fuze body is of two-piece

brass construction. The upper part is threaded

(R. H.) into the lower part.-'with the striker head

protruding from the upper .fuze body. The

striker assembly is supported by s Lee] w edg es

which rest beneath the striker sleeve -and two

coiled springs. The steel wedges are held in

position by the lower portion of a circumferential

latch spring which is fitted around the sinker

sleeve. An arming collar surrounds a. portion

of the striker assembly and the upper puruon of

the latch spring. This collar is supported b_y the

lower of two striker supporting coiled- springs and

the latch spring.
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Operation: When ' the projectile is fired, Bet-

back forces the arming collar down until the notch

on the inner side of the collar engages the latch

springs. As the projectile decelerates-; the lower

spring forces the. arming collar up, thus pulling

the latch spring collar free of the wedges. Cen-

trifugal force moves the wedges out, leaving the

striker supported only by the coiled springs. On
imjfaet, the striker is driven down into the primer.

^ _

Remarks: Both brass and steel bodies have

been recovered.

Type 88 Short-Delay (Gun and Howitzer

Mortar) Fuze

Use:

(jun type: H. E. projectiles for 57-mm tank

. V ', V

1

f CRKo*SAf ETY

- PETEUT

UELfiT TRAIN

r-

f/ffvre 322—Type 88 Short-Delay (Gun and hkmitztr-Mortar) Fuze.
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guns, 70-mm tank guns, 75-mm guns, and springs are fastened around the circumference of

105-mmguns. & moT&fcblle primer-delay carrier.

Howitzer-mortar type: H. E. projectiles for .The 'nofritzer-morter -type fuze differs from the

70-mm, 120-mm, and 150-mm howlers, .
>n "^Pe fuze in thab °^ the 8fcnker Cftnr mov*>

..

" Uie primer carrier ttfiag threaded to the body.
Description: The howitzer-mortar fuze also has weaker latch

Over-all length (with gaine): 3 J{« inches. springs* allowing tne fuze to. functipn on a smaller

Over-all length (without,gaine): 2% inches. ,
amount of: set-back,

f
.

<*

*

Maximum diameter: finches. .

Operation: Set-backpauses the ^t-ba'ck collar

m ~

, . , 4
. • i . to move down Until it is engaged by; the latch

Threaded length: % mch.
, - ,

8prihg|. The wedges are held '-

in -place,by the
' ..Number of threads: 6, right-hand.

striker until deceleration sets in! At this point

Construction: The brass fuze body is made of fchey'move out, impelled by; centrifugal force, arm-

two major parte,nhreadted (L. H.) together, with ' ing the fuze. On impact (in the gun fuze only)

an aluminum striker head. The external striker both the striker and the primer-delay ^carrier are

is supported by a spring and four steel wedges. * free to faaove. This is to minimize the rJossi-

A setback collar which surrounds thff wedges is ~ bility of an unexploded projectile -due to£ very

heia in position by the latch springs. Jjg'he latch low angle of impact.
. \.'rj f

Type 88 Instantaneous (Gun and Howitxcr

Use-: '

•

• .

Gun type fuze: H. E. projectiles for the

47-mm antitank eun, 57-mm tank gun,

4-

I.-

^

1

1,

75-mm guns, and 105-mm guns, inis

fuze is aiso used in incendiarf and smoke

projectiles for 75-mm guns. . '
i

Howitzer-mortar type fuze: Used in?. H. *E.

projectiles for 70-mm howitzer, 105-mm

guns and howitzers, 120-mm howitzer, and

150-mm howitzers. It is also used in a*

smoke projectile for the 1^-mm howitzer.

Description; .'*_'.'••

*
Over-ail length (with gaine): %% inches.

Over-all length (without gaine): 2% inches.

Maximum diameter:, rinch.

Threaded length,: 0.5 infch.

Number of threads: 5, rurht-hand.

I rJ

Construction: The fuze body, of either black

< steel or brass," is made into two* parte fitted

* together" with threads (L. H.). The blead ,of the

aluminum striker protrudes from Ctie fuze and
'

is held in the unarmed position by .four wedges

which rest on a raised collar of the lower fuze

if and are held in place by an arming collar.

The arming collar is' supported by latch springB.

The striker in tta armed position is held from the

primer by a coiled spring. y -

IH

r
i

f
V

- A
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•v - 4
4
STfllXEfi

V

STEEL WEDGE

ARUtNG COLLAR

LASCH SP&ltfG

PRIMER

DETONATOR

booster J

r

^

323—-Type 88 Insttintantous (Gyn one/ Hawitztr-Mortar) Fuz<

r

Operation: Set-back causes the set-back or

arming collar to move down until the notch on

the inner side of the ; collar is engaged an.d held

down by the latch springs. Centrifugal force

moves the wedges out, arming the fuze. - On

impact the striker is forced dowrn* overcoming the

spring tension, to strike the primer..

Remarks: The >owitzer-mortar and the gun

type fuze are identical in construction except

that the howitzer-mortar fuze has a weaker latch

spring, which allows for arming with" a sn

amount of set-back force. ,

4
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Typ« 90 Irwtantaneou*—Short-Delay Fuie

Use: Long pointed 15-em projectile.

Description: *

Overfall length (with.gaine) : 4% inches.

Over-all length (without gains) : 3% inches.

Maximum diameter: \% inches.

Threaded length: %• inch.

Number of threads: 4, right-hand.

Construction: The fuze resembles in appearance

large-sized type
;

88 short-delay fuze. It has an
>sjfiumhium striker head, a brass three-piece body,

and a brass :gaine. It,, has tthe following safety

features: "a heavy creep spring, hourglass shaped,

centrifugal detente under the striker, a centrifugal

shutter, which is held in place until after set-back
* £

by an ayning collar-latch spring arrangement, and

a safety fork, which also prevents the arming

coliar from moving down until the fork has been

removed.

STRIKER HUD

STRIKER'

'.DETENT

PRIMER

DELAY

SETTING PIN

• D£UT CARRIE*

ARMING COLLAR

DETONATOR
'

-* UTCH SPR INS

§HUTTER

l ^
'

j

Figure 90 Instantaneous-ShorT-May Fvzt.
\
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Settings of instantaneous or short delay are

accomplished by means of a sliding delay carrier,

which has both an open channel and a po'wder

delay channel. This delay carrier can be moved

horizontally in its housing, so that either the in-

stantaneous or snort-delay channel is aligned with

the firing train, by pushing on the proper setting

pin with any' sharp instrument. The delay car-

rier is held in place by friction and by centrifugal

force after the projectile has been fired.

. Operation: Set-back forces th^jtriker down on

the hourglass detente, holding them, in place,-and

also forces the arming collar down, compressing

its spring, so that the latch springs are' engaged.

As set-back; decreases, the striker is forced up by
its spring, Releasing the detents, itfhich move out

against their springs because of centrifugal force.

The arming; collar spring also forces the arming

collar up, carrying the^latch springs with it. This

allows centrifugal force to move the shutter out,

thus clearing the flash channel. On impact, the

striker is driven into the primer, which flashes

either into the delay element or into the instan-

taneous channel, depending on. the setting, and

from there to the detonator. The detonator
'

' ' '

initiates jthe gaine.

i

- r

V * _ _ l -r'-iZ

r- _
v

mm win
r

istantancout—Short-D

t
-

-

MOVA0U HU^tiS

r >v'

^3

r» -
J ---

j

W.fl^'^•i' ,,

:

Use: H.flS. projeptiles for the 81-mm, 90-mm, and

150-mm mortars and incendiary projeclUes for the

&^mrn mortar.
;

Description : -

r h +

Over-all length (with gaine) : inches.

; Over-all length (without gaine) :" 2 'X« inches.

MaikuUm diameter: 1% inches.

Threaded length: K ihcH.

' Number of threa4s: 5, left-handr .

'

4j 4

Construction: The brass fuze body is made m
two 'major "parts joined together by (right-hand)

threads. A housing, containing the firihg , "pin and

a movable primer, is press-fitted/mto a recess in

the upper fuze body and supported by a shear pin.

The firing pin^and movable^primer are separated

by a coiled spring. The primer -is held from the

firing pin,'by a' metal dasher with two ears
1
180°-

apart. These ears fit into longitudinal slots^ in

the lower' part of the firing pin housing and rest

against the under aide of a shoulder in the upper

fuze body. "The gaine threads (left-hand) into the

lower fuze body.

Operation: On impact the shear wire is broken

and, the lower part of the firing pin housing is

driven do*n into a recess in the upper fuze body,

thus freeing the primer to move forward onto the

firing pin; The choice of instantaneous or short

delay is made by unacrewing the upper body and

inserting or removing a delay pellet.

four* 1*5—Typt 93 hutortaMou Short-May fast.

402
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****

J
\
J

I

* 4

-+

60C5TER

0

1 .
f

Figure 326—Typt* 100 tnspantantous-Short-Delay Fuze.

\
s

Type' 100 Instantaneous—Short-Delay Fuzes

Use: H, E. projectiles for 81-mm, 90-mm, and
150-mm mortars. -

'

.

,

Description:, * "

c
"

Over-all
:

length (with gaine)
:, 3%i inches/

Oyer-sjil length (without gaine): 2% 3 inches.

Maximum diameter: \% inches. -
t

Threaded length : # 6 inch.
, ;

,

Number of threads: 6, left-hjttnd. $

v . Construction : TJie fuze body is of two-piece

brass construction, -with the upper part threading

.(right-hand) into the lower. A housing, contain-

ing the, .firing .pin 'and a movable primer, is press-

fitted into a, recess in the upper fuze body and

supported by a, shear pin. The "firing pin and

movable primer, are separated by a coiled spring.

The primer is held from the firing pin by a me Lai

washer containing two ears 180° removed. These

ears fit into longitudinal slots in the lower part of
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the firing pin housing and rest against the under-

side of a shoulder in the upper fuze body. A
selector for short delay, or instantaneous -action is

.located and extends across the lower fuze body.

This selector consists of a solid brass cylinder, one

end of which is slotted for external control. Paa&r

ing through the cylinder is a hollow flash channel

for instantaneous action. Ninety degrees' re-

moved and in the same vertical plane is a delay

channel which intercepts the instantaneous chan-

nel. The gaine threads (left-hand; into the lower

fuze body.

Operation: On impact the shear wire is broken

and the lower part of the firing-pin housing is

driven down into a recess in the upper fuze body,

thus freeing the primer to move forward onto the

firing pin. The primer flashes through thd

selector switch to the explosive train.

1 -

Finned Bangalore Torpedo Fuze

Use: 50-mm finned bangalore torpedo.

Description

:

Over-all length (with gaine) : 3% inches,

Maximum diameter: 1% inches.

Threaded length : % inch.

Number of threads: 6.*

L
I J

f/ffvrt 327—f/o/Kflf BoHffo/orc Torptdo Fvxt.
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RESTRICTED

Construction: The fuze consists of n bru^H vane

cap and vanes, black steel two-pirn; body, brosK

keyed striker, steel creep spring, brass selector

delay, container, and a brass game. Either an

instantaneous or a short delay setting may be

made by inserting a screw driver into the slotted

end of the cylinder and rotating the cylinder in

the selector delay container so the instantaneous

Mash channel is either open for instantaneous

burst, or closed for a short delay burst. The

delay powder train is ignited in either case. A

ARMY PROJECTILE FUZES

wet-buck pin prevents the yaneB from rotating

until the projectile in fired.

Operation :
a
The arming fork in removed when

the finned bangalore is ready to he fired. When
it is fired j the set-back 'forces the Bet-back pin

down, allowing the vanes to rotate up and off,

leaving ^he strike/ "exposed and supported " only

by its crfeep spring. On impact
t
the striker com-

presses the creep spring and is driven into the

primer. The flash from the primer ignites the
F

delay train and, if the inBtantaneouB channel us

open, also flashes directly into the game-.

S Type 98 Interior Fuze

Use: 32-cm spigot mortar.

Description:

Over-all length (with gaine): 3 inches.

Maximum diameter: inches.

Threaded length: % inch.

Number of threads: 8.

SAFETY FORK

SETBACK STkJKEft

FLASH CAP

BLACK FOftOEK PLUG

SAFETY PLUNGEfi HOLDER

GAItfE

FIXED STRIKE*

SAFETY FQRK.

DETONATOR CARRIER

Figvrt 96 Interior Fuze.
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.
Construction: The fuze consists of two sections

housed in a one-piece body. The two flections are

separated by a fuzed striker housing. The upper

section consists of a flash, cap and a set-hack

striker and striker block separated by a safety

spring and upper safety fork. Below the flash

cap is a hard block of black^powder. The safety

plunger is spring-loaded upward against the block

by the safety plunger spring, which also .bears

against the fixed striker housing- Two safety

plungers which are fixed to the safety plunger

holder protrude through holes in the fixed firing

pin. The fixed firing pin and inertia primer houst

ing are separated by an anti-creep spring and

lower safety fork.

Operation: The upper safety fork is removed

from the fuze in the nose section, the other forks

haying been removed during assembly of the

round. Upon setback the setback striker hits the

flash cap. The flash from the cap burns the

black-powder plug and allows the safety plunger

holder to move forward * This raises the two
r

safety plungers, exposing the fixed striker to the

^ detonator carrier. On impact the detonator car-

rier moves forward against the anticre^p spring

and hite the fixed firing pin. .

v

Type 89 Small Time Fuze

u Use: Smoke projectiles for. the 50 mm grenade

discharger and ifluminating projectiles for the

70-mm Mortar and the 70-mm howitzer.

Description:

Over-all lerigih: 1% inches,

- Maximum Diameter: 1 %% inches.

Threaded Length: # inch.

Number of Threads: 4, left-hand.

r m

Construction: The fuze is made of brass, con-

sisting of the main body and a nose cap fitted

together, by L. H. threads. There are two ^rass

time rings, one.being fixed and the other movable.

The primer is located in the lower part of the fu^e

and is separated from the striker by a spring.

The striker is also supported by a safety wire

which passes through the nose of the fuze.

Operation: The- safety wire holding the striker

is removed before the projectile is fired. On set-

back the striker moves down against the spring

to hit the primer. The flash from tins ignites

the powder train, which burns through the two

time rings into the magazine at the base of tin

fuze. -

Remarks; This fuze has a time setting of 0. to

20 seconds in increments of K second.

"«5

ft

0. ..-

. r
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r
f

SAFETY PIN

j* 7

S.TRIKER

CREEP SPRING

FIXED TIME f#NG

MOVEABLE TIME RING

PRIMER

BLACK PCtfDEfi MAGAZINE

Figvn 329—Type 89 Small Time f«e.

J
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Type 89 Powder Time Fure

Use: H. E. projectiles for the 75-mm and 105-mm

antiaircraft guns.

Description*.

Over-all length: 3% inches.

Maximum diameter: 2% inches.

Threaded length: % inch.

Number of threads: 4, right-hand.

C„n8truc«0n : ThisW U T^Z^ —S^fioSh^r:

f

^1

nG5E CAP

/GVE46LE Tivt H'-GE

^—MOVEABLE PR I "EH

FtftMiC Ptf

6UO POfDER

408

figure ^O—Typt 89 Powder Tim*
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in (he base of the central spindle is a firing pin

which is separated from the movable primer by a

riiiiull coiled' spring. The base plate contains a

flash charge of black pow<ler,

Operation: This fuze may be set for any time

between 0 and 30 seconds in increments of %

second. On sel-baek the primer moves clown
n i"™

onto the fixed firing pin, sending a flash up through

tin: contra! spindle Lo the upper linn- i i \ -, M n

lu^t powder tune ring buni^
t
Mm* fUMi j.- t i n i<

milted to a black-powder niuguzh ie -and iJiMi"- ^
an auxiliary detonating fuze whu-li i-

conjunction with this fuze and- U thivanru

the fu/,c pocket separately.

Remarks: Thi3 fuze is also usetJ in \"a.\

antiaircraft projectiles.

Auxiliary Detonating Fuze

Use: In conjunction with the type 89 (powder

time), type 2 powder time and impact fuze and

type 100 mechanical time and impact fuze.

Description:

Over-all length: 1
1

K* inches.

/ Length (without gaine): \% inches.

Maximum diameter: 1% inches.

Threaded length: Kb inch..

Number of threads: 7, right-hand.

FUSrt HOLE

F/gvrc 331—Auxiliary Dttwniting fuze.

AfiVING COLLAR

latch sppihg

SETTER
r

BOOSTER'
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Construction: This* fuze irf made of two bra bo

sections. The top portion is threaded (K. H.)

externally to (it into the fuze pocket and internally

to receive the base portion. Centrally located in

the top plate is a flash hole leading U) a relay charge

and the gaine. The mechanism housed within

the fuze consists of an arming collar supported by

a coiled spring and the ears of a circumferential

latch spring. In the. unarmed position, a metal

Bhutter, held in place by the lower portion of the

la.tch spring, cWses a flash channel from the relay

charge to the gaine. The gaine threads into the

lower portion.

Operation: On set-back the arming collar moves

down, engaging the ears of the latch spring.

During deceleration, the coiled spring raises the

arming collar and latch spring, freeing the shutter,

which moves out with centrifugal force and leaves

the flash channel open.

Type 3rd-Yr. Combination Powder Time

and Impact Fuie

Use: 75-mm shrapnel "and old H. E. projectiles.

Description:

Over-all length: 2 7A t inches.

Maximum diameter: 2% inches.

Threaded length: % inch.

Number of threads: 4, right-hand.

Construction: This fuze is made of brass. A

central spindle and base section are made in one

piece. Two powder time rings (the upper fixed,

the lower movable) are fitted around the spindle

and held in place by a ndse cap, which threads

onto the top of the spindle. The time-ring

primer is housed in the nose cap and before firmg

is supported by a safety pin which passes through

1>

sun? f-(><

*

pi

- Of TFN'T

8L4CK KMDEfi

\
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RESTRICTED

it and Liu- nose cap. The primer is also supported

by an arming sleeve. A partition in the hollow

spindle has a tiring pin on both sides.
^
A second

movable primer (impact primer) is housed in the

base of the spindle. It is held in place by two

centrifugal detents and separated from the firing

pin by a coiled spring. A base plate threads into

the base section "and contains a black-powder-

magazine. The movable time ring graduated

from 0 to 22 seconds in increments of'K second,
^

Operation: Before firing, the safety pin is re-

moved and the time ring aei. On setback the

ARMY PROJECTILE .fUZES

tune ring primer muvt's down onto the hnuj/

The flash from the primer passes through u liadi

channel to the upper time ring. Thi-' pov* der

tram leads through the time, nti^ down 'U/ahe

black powder magazine.

Centrifugal force causes the detenu u> move o'U,

freeing the impact primer, and, if tin- pjoj.-Mde

hits before the time setting Ihlm rlup^od, t-hi?

primer' carrier moves against the spring onto the

firing pin, Th/fiash from the pnmer seta off the

.black-powder magazine.

Type 5th-Year Combination Powder Time

and Impact Fuze

.

V / ing projectiles, 105-mm shrapnel and incendiary

projectiles, and 150-mm shrapnel and illumi-

nating projectiles^.

4 -

I

SAFETY Mh -ClE

f IP tSw f i'«

f-RtUffi

RELAY

IMPACT. PRIMES: CAKS'ES

BUCK PCWOER UJ€AZ)^-

333—Typt Sth-ytar Combination
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Description:"

Over-all length: 2% inches. . v

Maximum ^liaraetet; inches.

> Thread Wgth:-K inch.

^ Number of threads: 3, right-hand. y
Construction':"This fuze is made' of+brrfss. . A

1

'

central spindle a/id base, section are of one piece.

Three powder time rings are fitted over the spindle

• and n'eld in jplace by ; a riose." cap which * threads

onto the 'top of 'the spindle. '

- Housed in the'nose'

cap is aii aerial-burst primer CArrie^ ^se&teil, in a

metsj cup: The hase of this cup has one cen-

trally located tioleT The top of the sides are

flanged ana rest' on a shoulder of the «€ntra]

spindle. -A safety -pin is fitted through tlte nose

^cap and the primer carrier. A partition "inNi

hollow " spindle contains a firing pin-pointed on

either end. Housed in the base 'of the spindle is

a deteht-heic^ movable impact primer * carrier

which% separated from the firing pin by a coiled

spnng. A j^aice plate threads' int^pie base auction

.

arid: conta^|s\ a^lack-powder magazine. The
Ibp and towerN^owder time rings are keyed to-

gether and^joovable; the center ring is'stationary.
'' The rpgs t^re graduated from 0 to 36:6 seconds

in. increments of }{ second.

Operation^ Before firing,, the> safety ,pin is re-

. moved and the time rings ^set, On tfetbatk, the,

.aerial bursal priijier moves down onto the sta-

tionary firing .pli?,' and. the resultbg^ash ignites,

through a flasrT phanhel^>h^nipp«^time
, ring.

The powder' train iea^through the/titae rings 1

dpwn t<> ti e blac^-jfowder magazine in- th\ base

of the fuse.

force, causes the detente to inove'

out/ free'mg the jjnipa'ct primer, and, if the prcjjec-
' tile hits before jthe time' setting has elapsed/ the

primer carrier moves agairfet the spring onto the

firing pin.
|

The flash fi^ta the primer sets off

tlie black-pWder magazine^ '< '
.

e

- - 1_
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Type 1 00 Mechanical Timt and Impact Fui*
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Use: Antiaircraft ammunition for type 14-year

105-mm A. A. gun and type 99 88-mm A. A', gun.

, -Description!
*

4
•.' Over-all lengt^; 4% inches. ,

: *
.

Maximum diameter: 2% inches.

. Threaded length : % , inch;

- Numl&fer of threads: No data.
* . * .

•

Construction : This is a 50-second cjpmHination

- mechanical, time and impact projectile fuae. The
clockwork mechanism is' essentially the same as

.

' that found in-the .Navy, type 91 fuze. TWe alirmi-

•V num1

alloy windshield adds form to' the*fuse and
houses the upper end of the setback Hammer.

'The time-setting fiijg, assembly ring, and lower1

. fuze body* are made of an alumiuum alloy\ 'fhe

- clockwork mechanism is housed in 'the time-seating

ri#ig and assembly ring. The time firing assembl

-consists, of a primer cap under which is a black-
" powder 'flash channel leading to a soaall black-

powder magazine in the base plug. '„The impact

. firing, assembly consists of a stationary firing pin

separated from a movable primer carrier by k

0
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^PTBACK hauwer

IMPACT FIRING PIH

TIU£ STRIKER

PRIMER

f LASH CK^fidE

MOVEABLE PR 1WER GARR 1 ER

RELAY

figure 334—Typ* TOO Mechanical Time and Impact Fuit.

Ik

spring. Two spring-loaded detents are engaged
in the slot of the primer carrier until the projectile

is rotating in flight. ' -

Operation :

'

••Time: See Navy type 91.

Impact: Centrifugal force moves the detents

from the slot in the primer carrier and the

primei\ carrier is then free to overcome the

spring and hit the fixed firing pin upon
: impact. A. small black powder charge

flashes^to the base magazine which in turn

fires the auxiliary detonating fuze. The
Army auxiliary detonating fuze is used in

conjunction with the type 100.

-1

1 Lt



JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

v.

STRIKER EXTENSION

STRIKER

NOSE PIECE

DETENT

IMPACT PRIMER

VENT CAP

VENT LOCKING RING

VENT POSITIONING SLEEVE

TIME STRIKER

UPPER TIME RJNG

. LOWER TIME RING

. FLASH CHANNEL—

7

it

TIME PRIMER -

BUCK POWDER

1

-

-y

t

'.V ^ .

-

figure 335^-Typt 2 Combination Powdtr Timt and Impact fuze,

Type 2 Combination Powder Time and Impact

fuze

Use: H. E. projectiles for the 75-mm and 105-mm
antiaircraft guns. >

'

.

-

Description:-

Over-all length: 2%% inches...

Maximum diameter: 3% inches.

Threaded lengttf: % inch. '

.

Number of threads: 4, right-hand.

414



ARMY PROJECTILE FUZtrS

Construction: This fuze is constructed of brass

and aluminum. The fuze hotly, time rings, vent

positioning sleeve, and vent locking ring are made
of brass; whil& the vent cap, nose piece, and base

plug are of aluminum. The striker extension is

wood.

The movable time train has setting markings

from 1 to 44 seconds, in half-second intervals.

The vent positioning sleeve separates the time

rings from the central fuze body, and vertical

grooves in this sleeve allow the gases from the

burning time rings to pass off. A key prevents

the sleeve Jrom turning, and the upper time ring

is also held stationary by a key which threads into

the central fuze body.; **
.

The Vent locking ring 'threads on the central

fuze
4 body and secures the time rings and the

sleeve. , It is held ofjf the upper ring by belleyille

springs^ The ring* is further secured by a grub

screw. <•

*

The' vent cap threads onto the Upper time ring

and contains holes for the escape of gases.

Contained in the nose cap is the complete im-

pact firing mechanism, consisting of 'a wooden
- -i L

Striker extension, striker, centrifugal ^detent, de-

tent spring, and primer cap.

The fuz^ body has two longitudinal flash chan-
nels through its central/part to allow the flash

Jrom Jhe impact primer to ignite the black-powder'
magazine in the base. The time, firing-pin safety
spring, and time primer cap are also housed" in the

eentral fufce body, A transverse hole in Lh& body
between the time firing mechanism and the upper
time ring allows the flash of the primer cap to

ignite the upper time ring:
*

The fuze is stored with a protective cap screwed
on the fuze body just below the lower time ring.

v
Operation

:

» ; '

.

•Time!
1

Set-back initiates the- time striker.

Because of four longitudinal-grooves in the

striker, the flash escapes to and through.the

transverse opening to the 'upper powder
ring. From the lower powder ring a black

powder
. flash 'channel ignites the black-

powder magazine in thVbase.

Impact: The detent -moves from under '-the.

striker with centrifugaKfor.ee. On impact

the nose is crushed, driving the striker onto

the primer cap.' The flash passes through

the flash channel in the central fuze body
to-the black-powder magazine in the base.

j

- w-

A '-

i -

Type 94 Small-Delay Base Fuz«

TJse: A.P.-H.E. projectiles for 37-mm tank and
antitank guns.

Description:

Over-all length: No data. .

-Maximum diameter: \%% inches.

Threaded length: % inch.

Number of threads: 8, right-hand,

i, Construction : The fuze is made of one piece of

black steel which1 houses the base plate, striker,

arming sleeve, creep spring and "firing traim TJhe*

after end of the striker fits into a recess in the

base plate and has an enlarged shoulder to engage

£he . ermiiig sleeve. A creep spring is housed in

the* arming sleeve resting between the primer

housing and . an inner shoulder of the arming
sleeve. The striker is held from the primer by a

shear wirA which' passes through the arming
sleeve and the striker.

4
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+

RESTRICTED
Security Information

L - 1

-STRIKES - .
,

; SH£Afi WIRE

base plate

O
33d

—

Type

Operation: On set-back'the shear wu-e is-broken.

The arming sleeve moves back and is wedged on

te after end of the striker, exposing the forward
d of the striker beyond the forward end of tne

arming sleeve. On impact the striker and arming
sleeve, which now act as one piece, move down
against the creep spring with the striker, piercing

the primer. c

416

Type' 92 Small Short-Delay Base Foie ,

Use: A.P. projectiles for 57-mm tank guns.

Description; -

Over-all length : 2K« inches.

Maximum diameter: 1 finches.

Threaded length: 'Clinch,

Number of threads: 9. *
-

Construction : Threaded o,nto the base of the

fuze body is a metal cap which serves only as a

cover 'for the centrifugal detents. Threaded into

the forward section is the explosive train carrier.
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ARMY PROJECTILE FUZES

BOOSTER

OELAf TRAIN

PftlLIER

ANT \ -CREEP SPft )N§

|j
—— F 1 ft 1 HG Pi

W

DETECTS

T

Figur* 337—Type 92 Smo// Short-Delay Bast fvzt.

r 1

The fuze body houses two centrifugal detents, a
striker and a creep spring. The^ detents, fitting

into a circular groove, hold the striker from the
primer. " ••• ,'

,

Operation: ,With centrifugal force the spring-
L

loaded detents move out, leaving the striker free

fo.move onto the primer on impact.

* 6 .

Small Mb S Base Detonating Fuze

User»A. P. projectiles for the. 47-mm antitank
gun.

Description: Maximum diameter: 1 ft, inches.
Over-all length (with gaine) : 2% inches. Threaded length : % inch.
Over-all length (without gaine): inches. Number of threads: 9 right-hand

#17
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

BOOSTER

DELAY

FIRING PIN

^7*

MOVEABLE PRIMER

1*5

TRACER CAVITY/

_- T.

1 - 338—M/r 2 Smal! Base-Detortah

made of black steel
in one piece. The rear end is drilled out to take
the tracer. Housed in the forward part of the
fuze and separated by a coiled spring, are a mov-
able primer and a fixed firing pin. The firing pin
contains a flash channel whicji leads to the explo-

it. V-

sive train. The gaine is threaded (R. H.) into
the front of the fuze. t ,

- Operation: There are no arming features uTt'Kis
fuze. On impact, the primer moves down 'onto
the firing pin. TJie resulting flash passes through
* am all hole beside the firing pin into the eainfe.

418
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ARMY PROJECTILE FUZES

Small Mk 1 Base 'Detonating Fiue
'V

r

-Use: Type i o7-mm A. 1\ projectiles.

Description: '

Over-all length (with gjune) : V/n inches

Muxiimim diameter: inches/

Threaded length: ^ inch.

Number of threads:. 7.

Construction: This fuze is identical to the small

Mk 2 except for size. -
,

Operation: The operation is the same as for the

. small Mk 2 fuze.

9

TRACER COMPOSITION

primer c*Rfi

i

er

CREEP SPfliNP

FIRING ptH

- .- *

- " J i; -.

- ;

figure 339—A4fc 7 Smo// &as*~b*tonatin$fvzt.
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St

5~ ?a i vyn

TftACftf CiVlTf

tCSISG PLUG

Flgur* 340—Mk 1 Milium Impact Bcs* fuze.

Medium MIc 1 Impact Bast Fuxt
4

Uset 75-mm A. P--H. E. projectiles for the type

41 and 94 mountain guns and the type 00 field

gun.
v

. r

Description:

Over-all length (with gaine): No data.
j

Over-all length (without gaine); 2 inches.

Maximum diameter: 2#t inches. /

Threaded length: % u».
Number of threads; IJff

Construction: This fuze is made of black steel

into tw£ separate parte, which are threaded sepa-

rately into the base of the projectile. The rear

part contains a tracer element which is separated

from the working mechanism of the fuze by a steel

partition. The working mechanism- consists of

two spring-loaded detente which fit into a circum-

ferential recess in the metal primer carrier and

when in the unarmed position,"hold the primer

carrier from the firing pin. There is a small

coiled spring located between the firing pin and

the primer carrier. The firing pin has two small

flash channels, leading down to the explosive

gaine. The gaine ^threads into the fuze pocket

with threads of the same diameter as the fuze

proper.

Operation: Centrifugal force moves the detents

out from the primer carrier, which is th«-n sepa-

rated from the stationary firing- pin by the spring

only. On impact, the primer moves down upoi;

firing pin, flft«Hing through the flash channels to

the gaine.

420



ARMY PROJECTILE FUZES

Typt 88 Small (Howitier-Mortar) Bd«« Fur.

Use: 12-cm A. P. projectile type 38 (howitzer)
and A. P, projectile for 150-mm howitzers.

Description:

Over-all length: 5# inches.

Maximum diameter: 1 finches.
Threaded length: % t inch, right-hand:

Construction: This fuze consists of an after extprnnllv th.^A t ^ -
»

tion which houses the striker centrifueal dint £ ,

7
'

mt^ the b^ fuze earner.

. *2frsLf*pmJ
** ii! ,1'-, - -!

-7

t
'

DETONATOR

D£uy

PRIMER 1

STRIKER

CENTfrlfuGU EXTENTS

fifurt 34T-ryp« 88 Smo// frWfa*r-A4ortor> 8a» Fm ,

r.
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pniner (vesting between the has** of the fuze

and the after end of the striker is a lead disc, the

purpose of which is to prevent freezing of the

sinker- to the fuze body on setback. 1 loused in

the center port urn of l lie fuze tire ( he primer", ii'-iuv

j*<*H<* u, and xletonutor.

Operation: Witfi centrifugal force t in* deU:n E
.-,

move out, fn-em^ 1 in* stnk'T, which mov*-;, down
against the creep spring on impact.

Type 88 Small (Gun) Base Fuze

Use; A. P.-H. K, for 15-om guns.

Description :

pver-till length: ti
1
^* inches.

Maximum diameter: \ji inches.

Threaded length; %,ineh.

Number of threads: 6.

CODHtrUciioB : ihis fuze has the same mtermd
construction as the type 88 small fuze

(howitzer-mortar type,), it differ ex t email v in

that it is slightly longer than the howitzer- moi lar

type and has a square top instead of a corneal lop

Operation: The" l

npe)"ation is the same as for the

howitzer-mortar type fuze.

GA1ME.

PR! WE ft

H
CENTft t FUGAL DETENT

5TRIKFR

1 *

Figure 342—Type 88 Small (Gun) Base Fuzt.
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i
i

SHUTTER P(H SFfilHU

SETfJACK P»*! *

CREEP PIH

SHUTTER PIH

SHUTTER -<•

0URI.NG SETBACK

4 *

OEUY TWIN

PR(M£R

OETENTS

7

SETTING DIAL

*1

FULLY AfcUED

BOOSTER r-^**

SETBACK PiV-x^.' «

SHUTTfR

CREEP SPRING

STRIKER
'

STRIKER SLEEVE

i-

V
_ f

Figun 343-rTyp* 95 Lorgc Mfc 2AW 7 0a» Fuzt.

ft

«

Type 95 LaraVMk 2 Mod 1 Past Fuze
,

Use: A. P.-H. E. projectile for 7th year type 30-cra

howitzer.

•Description:

Over-all length : 8 inches. ; .

- -
-

Length (without gainej : 5% inches.

n diameter: 2% inches.

Threaded length : 2 inches:

Number of threads: 12, riirht-hand.

Construction: The fuze body is threaded ext^-

nally to fit into the base plate and -internally to

receive the setting-dial piece in the' ba!»e and t)ie

gaine ih the forward, end. Within the fuze body

are housed the striker sleeve, centrifugal detents,

'Striker, creep spring, primer, delay train, and

shutter..

The. striker sleeve is operated externally from

the base of the fuze by the setting dj&l and controls

the position of a powder time ring which in -turn

determines the amount pf delay. The striker
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rests pn a creep spring and has a clr<

groove into.' which the" ;
centrifugal $etent« fit.

The shutter housing is held in the fu$e body by

the gaine. The /Bhutter>ilide is beM in pl*ce

(thus interrupting the firing train)' by two hon-,

xontal spring-loaded pins, one .-end
7

<# *which is

-threaded to the shutter slide and the other
^

fend

anchored to 'the shutter housing;. * There is a

spring-loaded set-back pin housed in

proper to provifte bore safety.

• Operation; When the prpjectile 'w&f&d, the set-

back phi housed in (he shutter/^noves down'

against its spring into the, shutter housing k>cking

the shutter to ^he housing./ As deceleration begins,

1

the, setback/pin moves into the shutter, and frees it

_to move out, With .centrifugal force,! the shutter

4i4e moves out, compressing' the springs of the

two horizontal pins, and -presents ,4 flash hole

whicji opens the tiring train. As creep sets in, two'

vertical pins move forward to- lock, the shutter

slide 'pins in -place and "hold
.
the, shutter slide in.

_-t.

J 1

r. l

1-

vThe centrifugal detents,, holding the striker

eing the strik '

J

onto the primer on impact,

Iue The setting ,di

epresenting Q.06

L""i-

4

h

r *

0

V

l*i L

* f

- f

1 V

1 £
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Typt 95 Medium Base Fuze

Use: Type 95, 15 cm. A. P.-H. E.

Description*
v

Over-all length: 5% inches.

Maximum diameter: 2a%4 inches*

Threaded length: *%t inch.

Number of threads: 6.

'
Construction: This fuze is similar to the type 95

large Mk 2 Mod 1 base fuze, but it is smaller in

length arid diameter, There is no threaded cap

over the base as in the large fuze, and the firing-

pin sleeve is of different construction.

The firing pin, detents, shutter, and setting

dial are of similar construction in both fuzes.

Operation: The operation of the fuze is identical

to that of the type 95 large Mk 2' Mod 1 fuze.

The fuze is armed by setback and centrifugal force,

and fires upon impact.

ft
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PROJECTILE DESIGN

BODY COLOR INDICATES

TYPE ; OF PROJECT HE

PROJECTILE DATA LABEL

DATA ON EXPLOSIVE

FILLING _

I

p.

BASE

ARSENAL

OWE OF ASSEMBLY

OF CHARGE

NOSE COLOR

GREEN -LXHt-OSiVE.

YELLOW-PRACTICE

PRGPELLANT DATA LABEL

PROJECT I LE BODY DATA

LOT NUMBER Of

EXPLOSIVE

DATE OF MANUFACTURE

OF EXPLOSIVE

DATE OF CASTING

OF EXPLOSIVE

Figure 345—Markings of Japanese Navy ProjtctiUs,
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Chapter 5
w

NAVY AMMUNITION

CQLOR SYSTEM FOR LARGE-CALIBER PROJECTILES

The Nayy system of marking projectiles for all

sizes over 40-mm 'is .relatively, simple and reason- \
iably consistent. Some discrepancies exist be-

, £ween the standard system and recovered speci-

mens. K
.

. The following system applies to projectiles of

•over 40-mm, but carries, over in part into the

marking of smaller-caliber ammunition.

V.

Body color; The main color of the projectile

body indicates the bas^ic type of shell. '

.
,

. Type of projectile V Body color

- Japanese "ordinary"*-- 'Maroon.

Armor-piercing. - - - - - - -'- White.

Illuminating (over Red.

14-cm). * \

Illumirlating. (under . Blue.

. 14-cm). . / ,

Shrapnel Gray.

V Target.:.^----- Green.

Smoke tracer. _•_ - Orange.

Practice. * ~u. Black.
"
/ Incendiary-shrapriel...: Red with identi-

. ^ fying characters.

•Japanese classification "Ordinary" included Common
and.capped .Common projectiles as well as various de-

feigns of H.-E. projectiles.

- Color of nose: Certain additional information

is indicated by the painting of the nose of tlte

projectile^ as follows:

1. Green Nqse—Indicates "explosive-filled."

Specific identity. of explosive is not made. Black

Towdwas. well as Hi E.:is marked in this way*

2. Red Tip on Green NoseV—Indicates "base-

fuzed;" but is not used when ammunition is of

the fixed type. "

'

3. Y&ixow Nose.—Indicates "practice use/'

This is applied to standard practice projectiles,

painted black, and may _also jbe used to indicate

projectiles converted from service types. Pro-

jectiles converted for practice retain their original

painting except for. the yellow nose. '

)

, The length of the green or yellow tip is 100 mm

for 12-cm gun and larger, 50 mm for 10- and 8-

cm guns, 15 mm for 6-cm and smaller.

The length of the red)ip is exactly Mlf that of

the green.

-Center of gravity: The center -of gravity of

larger projectiles is indicated by a color band

painted at the appropriate position near, the middle

of the body. The color of this band is varied to

contrast with thecolor of the projectile body.

Color of

.grojeeUIe .Color of

body band

tylaroon or Yellow. _

blue.

White--.- Red

White

Width of band

50 mm for projectiles 20-
4

cm and above.

20 mm for. 15.5 .* (and

under).

10 mm on all sizes.

The center of gravity is not required to be

marked on- projectiles* of,15-cm and under, but

where projectiles of- these sizes already bear the

color band at the point of balance (apparently

from earlier requirements) repainting is ,not

required.

Additional features of painting

:

1. A black baifd painted on the lower edge of a

projectile cap indicates a design of cap designated'

"type, 3 -year: cap." , -

2. Fuzes and-,rotating bands normally are not

painted. - The bourreiet is consistently paimeVJ..

3. The portion of the body between the rotating

baifd and the base is left unpainted in projectiles

, of fixed ammunition," but is painted on projectiles

of semi-fixed ammunition.

4 Dummy plugs resembling fuzes have the

tips painted with black lacquer to distinguish

them from fuzes; «

..
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Accessory markings: /Type numbers, or other

characters are sometimes stenciled on the ogival

portion* of the projectile as a further aid in identi-

fication. Some of these inarking&jare

;

a.

b . AA-
_ V

d. a-

6.

f.

ft

\

g-

r
j

"91" indicating type 91 pro-

jectile design.

"88" indicating type 88 pro-

jectile design.

<*Mk 5" indicating Mk 5 pro-

jectile desigii. *

"•

Modification 1" referring to

projectile design", but not a

complete identification.

,

^'Incendiary anraphel."

"B" (rare) indicatinj

tion in explosive

. presumably type

plosive.

"For practice use."

a vana>
a j

charge

—

"B" ex-

i " It

"For use with special reduced

charge."

Filling data: On Navy projectiles of the larger

sizes (8^m and above), the dates of manufacture

. and filling are painted or stencilled around the

body of the projectile just above the rote,ting

band, and again on the base of the projectile.

\This» marking usually consists of the folicwing

data in sequence aa given (beginning at the right

of the widest space- and re*dmg around the pro-

jectile to the right). «.

a.

b.

T
-

d:

4' *

"Lot" followed by an entry
'

like #72* M24, or 787 indi-

eating the lot of explosive s\s

manufactured, f .

"Manufactured"- with & date

like 17-3 (shows 17th year,

,

3d month or March 1642). /

'^Caat'j followed a date aa;

.
above, to indicate the date

the preformed block of ex-

plosiVe was cast. .; °-
.

* v.

'^Assembled" followed by a

date,' indicating the date the

. block was installed in the

projectile. This entry is

sometimes omitted V incor-

porated into the* 'Arsenal

identification. :•''<.''<, >:'
-\

J

O

l i

e. An: jA.rsenal Identification, This entry is

not well standardized.
r

5 "Yoko 5" a Yokosuka Arsenal.

9k l8~2i" Kure February 1943" The -

date of assembly at Kure.

"SA 4" a Sasebo Arsenal."

,Rotating band marking: Certain information

pertaining
|

to the manufacture of the projectile

body itself
j

ib stamped, into tba rotating band. A
typical 'example follows : .

*

18.500

- V

a. "Modification One" applies to the projec-*

tile design but is hot a complete desig-
.

.nation. This sometimes appears as -

b. & indicates 5th month, 16th year Showa
(May 1'94 1), the date of manufacture of

.

, the projectile body.

c. ^bt Symbol of the place of manufac-

ture; in this case Kure. The...
r

form of the anchor varies wit

d.

each factory. The place name

'or. its abbreviation (e. g-

Kure : or >;£, • Sa for Sasebo)
•

y
-

'

jmay also be' included.

18.500 is the weight oi the enrpty projectile
r

\body in kilograms..- This
;
may also 15e

written 18 K 500. Y'«

j ;

/ Paper labels: Typically, but-npt without excep-

tion, there are two paper labels appearing exter-

nally on Navy ammunition, an oval one giving

projectile data, and * square one giving prope'iant

data.~ Both carry valuable information, on the

. ammunition components; and may be read at least

, partiallytwithout knowledge of Japanese. \

In fixed- ammunition botb labels appear on the

projectile.
;

'^Jxi\8emi-nxad
? 'an^unition*the oval

label appears on the projectile and the square

propellant label is glued to the metal disc in the

top of the propellant case, fin both types, the
'

propellant label • is duplicated' by a cloth label

sewed to the bag ehekfling the ppwdef sticks.

1 ^

i
j _

,

"J

-.1 I

I ^
-. 1

-v.- j.

i
*

•4

*-.

•lit

4*

r->>

>. " 1

4 -1

* -

+ -

V



INTRODUCTION TO NAVY AMMUNITION

Projectile data label:

PROJECTILE BQfav- DATA

DATE OF ASSEMBLING ..

(SHOWA 18-9, SEPT. 1943)

WEIGHT FILLED

(20.340 KG.)™

WEIGHT VARIATION "..

SUPER-IMPOSED fNRED

POSITION VARIABLE

NORMAL CHANGE

, 4

LOT. NUMBER (99)

DATE OF ,

MANUFACTURE

.(SHOWA 13^12,

DEC. 1938),

CHARGE' ASSEMBLED

DATE - SHOWA 14-3,

MAR. 19*39

PLACE SA5EB0 COT
#572-- —

—

-I -

Propellant label:

FILLED PROJECTILE DATA
u1

DATE Of MANUFACTURE
( SHOWA 16-5, APR/L 1941 J

PROJECTILE BODY WEIGHT-

ri8.500.KGU -

r

PLACE OF WEIGHING

(YOKOSUKA)

V.

Occasionally the designation of the gun is

included on the cloth label which is sewed to the

pxopeUantrbag or may appear on a separate small

label sewed near thq propellant label.

KIND OF POWDER

(30 OG)

THIS "ENTRY NOT

UNDERSTOOD
'

WEIGHT OF POWDEK

(5.375 KG.)

29
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Examples:

.1,
L

V

\ '40 cal. 12.7 High-Angle Gun ft

"Short 5-cm Gun

L -1

h I

.n

'4

- ft

Bursting charge label: The bursting charge for
most Navy projectiles is cast in a"paper container
and inserted in the projectile as a separate unit
and is *.held in place by paraffin.

"A circular label on the bottom of the explosive
charge carries the following data:

1. Identification of the gun^ (type ^iumber,

,
etc.J. ' •

* 2. Identification -of the 'projectile (type num-
ber, etc.).

3.d2fiind of explosive:

Shimose (picric acid)

£

Type SU explosiv

A (farinitroanisble)..

Type 92 explosive
- (TNT)._.

> -

"t

number of explosive.

Date ofmanufacture of explosive.

Date of casting of the explosive Mock.



INTRODUCTION TO NAVY AMMUNITION

V

Cl3

I TC-l3**AME

:

SHORT £0 CW GUN BURSTING

CHARGE FOR MK I OROINARY

PROJECT I \.t

KlhD OF EXPLOSIVE
' TYPE 91 - '

i-TRINITROANtSQLE)

LOT NUMBER M 148

DATE OF MANUFACTURE V

16 -YRV 4 WO, . - v

(APRIL 194 0

DATE Of ;tASTlNG
18 YR. 10 UO.

(OCT. 1943) HO:' 3 NAVAL POWDER FACTORY

9 I

c

r j

i

_n 1

1
-

\
v

J.

_r

in"

f

"
J"
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

COLOR SYSTEM FOR SMALL-CAH£ER
PROJECTILES

* *

Certain features of marking of large-caliber

projectiles carry over into the marking of smaller,

sizes, but in .general, sizes of 40-mm and under

follow no single standard identification system and

are. best considered- as individual groups. ,

40-mm Automatic antiaircraft weapon: This

ammunition follow^}- the large-caliber system in

general. ^

Maroon with green tip^ High explosive.

White with green tip: Armor-piercing (H. JE.

filled).

Orange: Tracer (blind loaded).

" 30-mm—Aircraft cannon : fhis ammunition foi-

tt lows a system independent of the large-caliber

code, but common to 20rinm Navy ammunition,

which is' likewise for aircraft cannon. Color of

projectile body indicates type of projectile.

Maroon: High explosive.
r

Jted: H. E, tracer.

Yellow (greenish): H, E: I. (W. P.).

Black with red nose, fuzeless; Tracer.

White: Armour-pierfeing.

A new trend in the painting of 3G-mm projectiles

isr to leave the body unpainted except for an

identifying color band 'immediately r>ehind t|ie

nose fuze.

25-mm—Automatic 'antiaircraft weapon: This

ammunition follows the large-caliber system in

part. "Green tipping to indicate the presence of

*f '

. --explosive filling was followed in H. E. and H. E.-

tracer projectiles of earlier manufacture, T>ut

apparently has been abandoned in more recent

lotsJ f

'1

-Maroon (with or without green tip): High
.... ' • .

explosive.

Red (with^or without green tip): H. E.,

^'f '
>

' tracer, i ,Later lots only are self-destroying.

'A-L;-', Orange ^^th or witttout green tip): H. E.,

$ ', * traeer. ,Identical to red non-S. D. rounds.

. : f ^ - Orange (with red paint around the case

* ' ' primer): H: E., tracer. Constructipn of

, tracer differs* from above. /
'

~ * Green: H, E. I. (W. P.).

White (with black under coat): A. P.-T.

Projectiles sometimes appear bluish-white,

v
, white-tipped; or black due to loss of white

'-
.

paint. ' ,

«2 •

;

/

r' '
l<
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COLQI SYSTfiM FOR $MALL-CAUBER PROJECTILES
%U ' M l H i If ±n+W*m*m ,

yiWM PMMfc|.||i J i — '

p,.B—'m .—

m

*—

t 4

i

.1

V -

9 V

L _

.0.

^ '-.1*
*

4 >i

20-*«- Aircraft c*mo« Mk 1 ud M|c 2: Color

of body indicates type of projectile; White
bands indicate modification of- bapic design.

No bands; unmodified design.

One band: Modification one.
1

J
I

Two bands: Modification two.

Three bands: Modification three.

". One wide band : Modification four;

Upown: High explosive.

- Red (solid nose) : Tracer.

>Red (fuzed): H. E. tracer. :t

Yellow {greenish) : H. E. I. (W. P.).

White: A. P. I. (dry filling).
' *

-

Black; Practice, blind loaded.

,
13-mm—Type 2 aircraft machine gun (foxed

ammunition) : Color of body indicates type of pro-

jectile; follows aircraft cannon code.
1

m

Maroon (fuzed) : High explosive.

R«d (fuze5T brown band: H. e! T.
^

Red (fuzeless}: Tracer.

Yellow (fuzed) ; H. E. I. (W. P.)

.

J • White (fuzeless) : A. P.-T..
a.

^ J

Black (fuzeless) : Practice.

4 *

5

Small arms—7.7-mm, 7.9-mm. 13.2-] lllll Iden-

tifying color is applied around the primer in the

base of the case.

if

Black: Ball.

Red : Tracer/

White: Armor-Piercing.

Green; Incendiary Model 1 (W*~P,).

Purple: Incendiary Model f (H. E.).

i
•

-iiri H Lr

5
V

1&

an

.1^

I
p

ft

-n

-r

1 i

- 1

( -

•
-5 -.

t T

1
-

_ >

J .'

V

v

* -1

i h-
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

/

'<r

* i

\

4r

<

— ALUMINUM

LEAD

STEEL

LEAD

COPPER

TRACER

COMPQSUiON

ARHOR PIERCING TRACER

L

I

*

- r

\ -

V

BALL

— CUPRO-N ICKEL

P.t .T ,N.

COPPER SLEEVE

GRASS

WHITE PHOSPHORUS

LEAD

— I h

EXPLOSIVE - H

^ s Figvn 346—7.7-mm Aircraft Machine Gun Ammunition.

434
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"CHapto j—Section 1

I^VY PROJECTILES

Ahoyfe Machine Gun Am

n

v
_»

Type 97 fixed A'. C. M. G. (Vickers design).

B*U A. P. Incon"5Ury Tr-^er
OW-all length. _________ 3*/.^^..^ . 3*, mchee 3*. inchea 3*< ihche*Unghofc»e. .agnnche. 2y_ncbe6_,_. 2K, inchcn,,. _ 2^ inches,.Ung opro^ne---.,.^- *, mehe__ v ___ iX.ioiW.,... 1 inches. ... . finches.Weights projects _ 173.6 grama..,,../. , 133.2 grama Ingram..

t _ v
ProjcetUe

*^ Jacket ProjecUJe eore

Construction; ^

*
k -" %aU. -CuNi _ _ _ Lead. '

'

,

A". lP_ .-Brass,.: Steel.
" .*

.
Tracer CuNil... Lead. t

J_ftcendiary_ _ _ _ _ Brass.;,
,

" W. P. Wd lead
' H. • E. ^(blunt Copper.. PETN and lead

Weapons in which used:

Typc'92 A. A. M. G. (Lewis

(Le

J_

Primer color -

* -

\

Type

Color and markings?

i ..Ball_______ _____:_ Black.
A.,P T^liite.

Tracer-__.--_.A_j. Red.

Incendiary _____> Green.
H. E._.__- _.__^ Purple.

1

ammunition is used in Navy air-

craft. There is no seauence of loading.

All the "rounds are 'rimmed. - They are inter-

changeable with British caliber 303.

"

The type 92-A. A. M. G. and A. C. M. G. uses
a drum magazine, and the type 97 uses, a link belt
feed.

J ^

.7
.V

/

- J
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NAVY PROJECTILES—— —

13-mm Aircraft Machine Gun Ammunition 1

:\ V
' Tr«er A. E. T. Incendiary

Overall length\.„.;_ _____ 4X mches. 1...^ 4* inches... ...A.. 1 4*. inches.
Length of case. , ^ ... . _. 2^ ijjphes... -1 2% inched... ______ L ..,2m inches'.
Length of projectile (without frae,).,-.,.... 1% inches. 1% inches ..... 1%'jnahes.
Weight of projectile (empty). ... ____ ...... 27

:
2grams___,___-.„ 24.6 grams

y

_

—

- s
L

L

_ _H_r.

_r.
1

* -

——

*

- \

J

h

_J
-

i

i

- ~ T „

Construction:
1

Ball

A. P. T. _*.

Tracer (dummy
fuze plug).

' Project ire - <
.

jacket Projectile con
I

'
1

Copper. •<
i

Copper... Steel.

Copper. .

.

Lead. " .

Copper.'.. W.P. and lead.-

Copper.. _ PETN and lead.
1

H.K,;(fuzed).:

Weapon in which used: Tvpe 2 A. C. M, G. (copy
13-mm I^heinmetall-Borsig).

>r and markings:

Bau:,:„:;_,.^:_
A. P. Tl:_,___...i.^.,..:_...

yxoior

Black

.

White,— _ Red.
Incendiary. _ . _ _ . _'_, _ _ "Yellow.

H. E. T—
,—— _.^__ Red with

r - _. l

. ' . brow-n
J

A
'

^
band".

"

H. _3_ _„_._„ *— ... Maroon
.

(rust),

ammunition has a r^uced-rini
: brass case with a shoulder above the extractor

/groove.' All rounds have a nose fuze or a dummy
fuze plug. ,

'

The body of the projectiles are painted in dis-

tinctive Colors after the systehi used -in 20Vmm
\ aircraft cannon ammunition.

.—I

4 it

J

-£

-y.

t

T -

FN

6

- J

-
LH

i
-

•>
'-

M

ji
1

\y

s
I h

1

j.vtT ---

. r

.v
-

Fi y

t 4 11

h 1 ^

i
-

^
-

L V*

*1
\

1 1

- h
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JAPANESE EXFLOS1VE.ORDNANCE

/

L L A3

7,
<

» IHCf.NO f Aft Y COMPOS 1 1 1 ON

..J

'"J

LEAD

V

HIGH EXPLOSIVE INCEN0I4RY

/

LEAD

\

STEEL

4-

J.

i -

TRACER COMPOS I T i ON-

TRACER
K

^ L

F/fwre 34S--J3.2-m!m AircraftW Antiaircraft Machine Gun Ammunition,

438
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NAVY. PROJECTILES

Aircraft and Antiaircraft Macin

Trie*

Over/all length— 5ft inches^

Length of case. 1 - .-^ * 3% inches
T

Weight of projectile (etapty). ^. 44.8 grams__.
T -2,

Construetion:
-

l!

a Projectile

jacket

A. P. H, E, I.

5X inches-...._ J 5X inches,

3% inches,... 3% inches.

Sl.Rgrams-_
fr

44,3 'grams.

_ 4

Type

BalL.« ... Copper-... Lead.
Tracer.— Copper Lead

Steel

Projectile core
. 4 * -

A. P- Copper^.

.

H. E. Copper.-.,

: V

1

4b

1

Weapons which used:"

Type 93: A. A. M. G.

Type 3: Fixed/flexible A. C. M. G.

FEW /nd
inceNtfiary

composition.

J .

Color and markings:

* -

Type

1,

Color
around
primer

Black.

Red.

White.

i -

& -

• Ball,..

Tracer. _ •_ ...
A Pa. j. ... _ _ j. .— , _

H. E: I_. Yellow.
Remarks : This ammunition has a rimless brass

.case. It is yery similar in appearance but not
interchangeable with /U. S. cal. .50.

The standard Navy code for n
anna ammunition is use4. e v

1

1

, small

- h

c ^ - 1
1

- F.'

\

4

- -

J,~-

V -

/

1- y •

ne

P
1 '

L

V

.1

— *
1

'

.-V

r -

m. -

* _

- ^

*
.

' -k , r - ^ i

^ ^

"> L
L

. v i

V

' 1 ±f 439
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

t h

1.

1 /

TYPE 99 UK Z TYPE 99 MX )~

Figurt 349—Type 99 20-mm Ammunition.
j

r

Type 99 20-mm Ammunition

Naval* 20-mm ammunition is divided into two

classes: Type 99 Mk I aad type 99 Mk II. The

two are distinguishe*d by. the fact that the Mk I

uses a small-size cartridge case (3.79 in.), and the

Mk II uses a large-size cartridge case (3.98 in.).
,

Botl? sizes use the
a
same projectiles and fuzes,

but there are a
s

greater number of types and modi-

fications of rounds in the smaller size.

440

" " — T ~ iii^ c : :
j

1^- T -. - ^ ...^
r
_

.

1 r _- ^ L -

This ammunition is a Japanese copy of the

Swiss Oerlikon design. In addition to rounds of

Japanese make, some of Swiss origin have been

used by the Japanese.

Cme Mk I Mk II

Length 3.79 inch es-_ 3.98 inches.

Diameter at base 0.75 inch 0.75 inch.

Weight (empty) ___ ' 57.0 grams,, 71.0 grams.

Material Brass Brass.

The cases are of the rexlueed-rim type arid are

crisped to the -projectiles by either three or six

crimps at the cannelure, and sealed with a cleai

lacquer.
I-,

Propellant: The propellant from the Japanese-

manufactured rounds is graphited, single-base,

single perforated, cylindrical, nitrocellulose grains.

The propellant imm the Swiss rounds is single-

base, graphite-coat^Hsnitrocellulose grains, in the

form of flakes. The Mk I case contains 13.6

grams of propellant and the Mk II case contains

21.4 grams of propellant.

j

Projectiles: In the case of Japanese manufac-

tured ammunition, the type of projectile is indi-
1 X

cated by painting the projectile body a solid color.

Subsequent modifications of the original type are

indicated ! -by one or more white bands around the

projectile body, thus:

Original type: No bands.

Modification 1: One 5-mm white band.

Modification 2: Two 5-mm white bands.

Modification 3: Three 5-mm white bands.

Modification 4: One 10-mm white band.
r

All the Swiss projectiles are painted a solid color

without bands. . ,»

The following dimensions are common to all

projectiles:

Distancl^-I^om rotating band to bourrelet,

1.29 inches.

Distance from rotating band to base, 0.36

t inch.

Diameter of body, 0.77 inch.

Diameter at bourrelet, 0.79 inch. —
Diameter at base, 0.75 inch.

.' Diameter at rotating Dknd, 0.83 inch.
w

r

J

r

\

\

H
F

i
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350—20

.J

1

MAflOQN BODY

/

/

J"

f

20-mm High-Explosive Projectile

Fuzing:

Japanese: Mod 2.

^ Swiss: Mod 1.

Weight of projectile (fuzed): 4.50 ounces.
v

Length of projectile (fuzed): 3.23 inches.

Length of complete round: MK I, 5$P6 inches
MK II, 6.84 inches.

Filling: Pentolite (50 percent TNT, 50 percent
, PETN). "

Weight of filling: 0.35 ounces. ,

-

Color and markings:

Japanese: Rust brown over-all (modinca-
* tions indicated by

r
white bands).

Swiss; J. Yellow overall. 2. Dark brown
,

* over-all. ?

'
/

Remarks: Ammunition of Swiss manufacture
has been found to contain slightly more explosive

than the Japanese round.

+ H 441
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V

i

\

NCE^O I ART Ct-VfOSlTlCH

WHITE- PHCSPH(fiU5

\ -

V

-*HlT[

EXPLOSIVE CHARGE

Figure 351—20-mm HigkXxplosivv Inetndiary Projectile.

20-mm High-Explosive Incendiary Projectil®

Fuzing: ^

Basic projectile: Model 1.

Modification I; Model 1.

Modification II: Model 3.

Modification III: Model 2.
~

Modification IV: Model 3. ,-.

Weight of projectile (fuzed): 4.51 ounces. ^
'

Length of projectile (fuzed): 3.23 inches

Length of complete round: MK I, 5.66 inches;

, 'MK II, 6.84 inches.

Filling:

TNT: 0.18 ounces.

WP: 0.11 Ounces.
'

Incendiary mixture: 0.04 oun
r

Color an<l markings:'- Greenish-y

with one or more white bands to indicate

modifications

Remarks: The body
modifications) is trf st<

442

u

tiles (basic and

cavity. The

base of the cavity contains TNT, above which is

an aluminum cannister containing white phos-

phorus. The cannister is surrounded by a graph;

ited^ flake nitrocellulose incendiary mixture.

The Model 4 projectile eliminates the TNT and

has a longer white phosphorus cannister".

Differences between the basic- projectiles and

subsequent modifications are principally in the

fuzes and slight changes in the' shape of the

cavity. '
-

/

/



1 NAVY PROJECTILES

20-mm High-Explosive Tracer Projectile
+

j

' F

r

Fuzing:

> Bask projectile: Model 1.
,

Modification I: foodel 1.

Modification II: ..Model 1.

-Modification III: Model 2.

Modification IV: Model 3.

Modification V: Two-pie.ce fuze. (Japanese^

designation- unknown)

.

Weight of projectile (fuzed): 4.51 ounces.

Length of projectile (fuzed): 3.10 inches.

Length of complete round: Mk I, 5.70 inches*

Mk II, 6.88 inches.

Filling: Pcntolitc (50 percent TNT, 50 percent

PETN). ^
,

Weight of rilling: 0.18 ounce.

Color and markings*: Red, over all (modifications

<fhdicatecl by white bands).

Remarks: The body of all these, projectiles

1l

(basic and five modifications) contains two.cavi-

ties separated by a steel sej>tum. The upper

'cavity contains the H. E. filling, while the lower

contains the I tracer, same H. E. filling and

tracer mixture are use$ in all instances.
. Differ-

i

ences between the basic projectile and subsequent

modification^ are principally in the fuzes and

weigh^ol H . E. and tracer filling used.

"the No. Model and Model 1 projectiles are t). 16 inch
shorter than the pther rounds^

-ft-

r

r ..

' j

^ -

Explosive charge

WHITE

TRACER

- x-

4 _
Figure 3$%—.20-mm High-Explosivt Trocer Pnjtciil*
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4J

LOOSE BUCK PCWOEft

OlaCk PCKOtP CORE

PE«T0HTt

«to BODr .

TRACER COMPOSITION

lsniter composmat

Closing plug

Figure 353—20-mm High-Explosive Tracer

(Self-Destroyiri$ Projectile.

20-mm High-Explosive Tracer (Self-Destroying)

Fuzing: Model 1.

Weight of projectile (fuzed); &50 ounces.
Length of projectile (fuzed).f8.1^ inches.-

length of complete rpi^nd

:

v§lk}l, 5.58 inches;

M|c II, 6.76 inches.
\

' m
Filling: Pentolite (50 percent TNT, 50 percent

PEXN)... - g\" „

Weighfcof- filling: 0,15 ounce. ® \ 9
Color arid markings: Japanese, red over all; Swiss,

black over all.
"

\

Remark's: The projectiles are similar to the

H. E. tracer types except, for their self-destroykig
r

feature, which is accomplished by a holeVdrilled

through the septum of the projectile'. A\black-
powder train leads from the -tracer, through ^the

hole in the septum and the H. E. fillingi, tb\ the

base of the game. '
" V .

.
,

444
J '

20-mm Armor-Piercing Incendiary Projectile

Fuzing. None.

'

Weight of projectile: 4.64 ounces.
's

Length of projectile:. ,*M5 inches.

Length of complete round: Mk I,

Mk II, 0-76 inches.

Filling: Incendiary mixture:

1. Nitrocellulose: 77.5 percent.

2. Sodium 'nitrate: J 1.3 percent,

3- Aluminum: 11.2 percent.

Weight of filling: 0.12 ounce.

Cglor and markings: "White over-all.

Remarks: The projectile is unfuzed and has a

pointed steel body and a soft copper cap soldered

to the nose. The Incendiary filling loaded through
the base is sealed with a threaded base nlws

Upon impact, the rear end of the pi ojrrule

ruptures and the heat generated igtnu-h the in-

cendiary filling.

No modifications or similar Swiss ammunition
exist.

r

— SCfT mA

f

"A

!

1

1

#

1

+

a?

' r

si

VTAX DISC

J$ASE PtUG

Figure 3$4—.20rmm Armor-Piercing Incendiary

\
Projectiie.
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CLOSING PLUG
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Figure 355

—

20-mm Tracer Projectile.

20-mm Tracer Projectile
- j

fuzing: None.
,

.

"Weight of projectile: 4.44 ounces.

Length, of projectile: 3.23 inches.

Length of complete round: Mk. I, 5.66 inches;

Mk II, 6.84 inches. , „. /

Filling: Tracer mixture. -

,
-

Weight of filling': 0.31 ounce. .

Color and markings: Red over all, (modifications

indicated-by white. band).

Remarks: The projectile/is unfuz'ed; has a

blunt nose and a long cavifey containing the tracer

element. It is loaded so /as to "be the first round

fired to break the muzzle cover. It is, therefore,,
J"

often referred to as a "bag-buster." .,
'

In addition to the basic Japanese type, Modi-

fications II and -III exist, as well as a similar

round of Swiss make. The weight of tracer conr

stitutes the difference in the Japanese modi-

ficaticvns.

NAVY PROJECTILES

J"

20-mm Practice Projectile
J*

Fuze: None. •

Weight of projectile: 4.45 ounces.

Length of. projectile: 3.23 inches. ' *;

Length of complete round: Mk I, 5.6.6 inches;

Mk II, 6.84 inches. .

'

Killing: None.

Color and markipgs, blacipJver all.

Remarks: The orojecule is unfuzed and has a

blunt nose. , It has an empty cavity which is

f closed at the base with & c°rimped steel plug. No
^ modifications ppcist.

.

- CA^jrr

3AS£ PLUG

- r
i

' Figure 356—20-mm Practice Projectile.

- -Y
i :

\
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE
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- *rrcfi rotating bAio

PROPELUMT

Figure 357~25-mm Ammunition.

25-mm Ammunition ..

The only 25-mm gun in use by the Japanese was
the type 96 -Model 2 antiaircraft/antitank gun.
This is a multiple-barreled/ air-cooled, magazine- -

fed, automatic weapon.
Case: The case is rimless; has a slight taper and

a pronounced neck, which is crimped over the
after rotating band of the projectiles.

Length: 6.46 inches. . ,

'

Diameter of base: 1.65 inches.

Material: Brass.

.
Weight (empty); 333.5' grams. .

*

Propellant: The propellant is single-perforated,
graphited grains of nitrocellulose. The grains
are 2 mm in diameter and from 2.5 mm to 4.5 mm
in length. The propellant weight is 102 grams.

Projettiles: The type of projectile *is indicated
by painting the projectile body a solid color.

L

The following dimei>siorts are common to

projectiles: ,

*

Projectile diameter: 0.96 inch (24.5 mm).
Width of rotating bands:

Forward: 0.71 inch.
,

:

Aft: 0.24 inch.

446
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2 5-mm Hi?h-Explosiv« PtfbjWif?

'K
rFuzing: Model 1 or Mattel 4.

.

Weight of pro^'ctik^ filled (withpiit |uze): 7.04

ounces.
;

Weight of projectile filling: 54 ounces.

Fillings:

Standard;; TNT; (j6 percent; aluminum, 3

percent.
/

Alternates: }. Cast TNT; 2. Tetryl. ' /
Color ancl markings: Maroon aveV all.

Dimensions:

Length of projectile- (witnout fuze/: 3.58

inches.

Length of assembled round: 8.27 inches.

MAROON -fSCDY

X c '7-

T.W'.T. AUD ALUMINUM

I
L r -

r j

Fi>ur« 358—25-mm High-Explosive ProjectJt.

0

KAV.Y .PROJECTILES

WHITE PHrSPHCRU",

f/ffi/re 359—2$-mfn High-Explosive Incendiary

Projectile.

\

25-mm High-Explosive Incendiary Projectile
w

fuzing:,Model I or Model 4.

Weight 'of *projecAile, filled (wjthout fuze): 7.17

ounces.

Length of projectile (without fuze): 3.58 inches.
~ ength of complete round: 8.27 inches,

billing: ,

' ~

TNT and aluminum: 0.20 ounce.

White phosphorous: 0.47 ounce.

' Weight of projectile filling: 0 67 ounce- '
'

•Color and markings: Green over all.

447
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

25-mm High-Exploiive Tracer Projectile

\

Fuzing; Model 1 or Model 4.

height of projectile (approximately) filled (with-

out fuze); 4.16 ounces.

Length of projectile (without fuze): 3.43 ilichea.

Length of assembled round: 8.24 ihches.

Weight of proje*ctile£lling (including -tracer) : 0.72

ounce.

Fillings : H. E. T. > .

Standard: Three pellets of TNT and alumi-

num
Alternates: 1. Three pellets of TNT. 2,

Cast or pressed tetryl.

polor and markings: Orange or red-over all.

Remarks: Th& only discernible difference be-

tween the orange and redgrounds is a slight dis-

agreement in weight.

[,-

I-

14

. ;. ' * /"'.rv ir>?;\\F*- 7*/-
: :'

f

Hi

- L
1

TRACER £C-«PCSiTlOli

- /:

-
: 33

-

- -
. *r - if*

--

r-_

Figvrt 36T—25-mm 1 WgA-Exp/oi/ye tracer

, rib

?0

\

r J

25-mm High-Explosive Tracer (Stlf-De*troying)

* Projtctilt

Fusing: M6del 1 or Model 4. „

Weight of projectile, filled (without fuze): 4.1j6

ounces .

1

" " V
Length of projectile "(without fuze): 3.43 inches.

Length of complete round: 8.24 inches.

Filling: TNT and aluminum with a black powder

core in the lower pellet. ^

Weight of projectile fillinjg (including* tracer) : 0.72

ounce. , ,

Color and markings: Ked over all/'
- • . .

.
^ *

. Remarks: Thefe is no external marking to dis-

tinguish the self-destroying rounds from those

that; at« not seif-destroying.
*

.
^ -
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NAVY PROJECTILES

!<

/ V

liiCLGljHfi (POOEftto cur;

fRAGEfi CCVPC'StTlOh

Figure 362—25-mm Armor-Piercing Projectile,

V 25-mm Armor-Piercing Projectile

Fuzing: None.
, |

r

Weight of projectile, filled: 8.88#unces.

Length of projectile: 3.93 inches.

Length of assembled round: 8.74 inches.

Filling: „

Tracer: Sodium nitrate, magnesium and

barium peroxide.

Inert material: Kieselguhr (chiefly dry clay).

Weight of projectile fillings: /

Inert material: 1.25 ounces (3.53 grams).

Tracer: 3.05 ounces (8.64 grams).
F

Color and markings: Black, white, or smoky blue

over all. , f

Remarks: This projectile is listed in Japanese

documents as armor-piercing,- although the metal

is softer than that used in smaller A. P. rounds.

#
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TTP£ 5
TV PC 2

r/gw« 363—SO-mm Ammunit
V.

30-mm Ammunition
a

.

Two 30-mm aircraft cannon, the type 2 and the
type 5, were in use by the Japanese.* These guns
are of Oerlikon design and use similar ammunition.
The type 5 gun uses a longer case and a shehtlv

Case: The case for the type 2 gun is of typical
Oeriikon ^design. It is a comparatively short
brass reduced-rim case slightly necked. ' '

The case for -the type 5 gun is longer, has a
more pronounced neck, and is of the rimless type.

.
Type 2 Type 5

Length of case___ 3.58inches_ 4.81 inches.
F

J

Projectiles: Like the 20-mm ammunition, the
type of projectile is indicated by painting the

nan the type 2 gun.

projectile body a solid color. However, ^me of the
type 5 projectiles were Unpainted except for a
narrow hand behind the nose fuze.

The following dimensions are' common to aU
projectiles:

Type 2 Type 5

Diameter at bourrelet.l. 18 inches. 1.18 inches.
Width of rotating ,

'

band 0.24 inch. f. 0.31 inch.

450
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NftVY PROJECTILES

ROTOR TYPE fijli

PENTOUT-E

MAROON BODY

L 1

L *

p
~ "

I

Figurt 364—30-mm Typt 5 High-Explosive Projtctil*.

30-mm Type 5 High-Explosive ProjtcKl
r.

Fuzing: Rotor type fuze.

Length of projectile (without fuze): 3.53 inches.

Length of complete round: 8.31 inches.

Filling: Pentolite/ -

Color and markings: Maroon over all.

Remarks: T^e pentohte is in a precast block

surrounfied \>y cardboard.
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PENTOLITE

O

-WHITE PHOSPHORUS

; -

ft

>

J .-

*

1

4

TYPE 5 ROUND

TYPE 2 ROUND

figure 365—Type 2 onrf Type 5 30-mffl High-Explosivt Ittttndiary Projtctilt.

30-mm Type 2 and Type. 5 Hi$h-Explosive

Incendiary Projectiles
L.

|4

J
*"

* " r

Fuzing: Rotor type fuze.

Length of projectile, Tjpe 2 ^ Type 6

(without fuze) 2.83 inchesv3.53 inches.

Length of assembled

round (fuzed) 6.67 inches. 8.31 inches.

Weight of filling (type 2).: .

Pentolite: 3.56 grama. i
.

White phosphorus: 19.94 grams.

Filling: Pentolite and white phosphorus.

Color and markings: Greenish-yellow over all.

The type 5 projectile is sometimes unpainted

except for a greenish-yellow band at the nose.

*

Remarks:- The one-piece projectile contains

Only one cavity, „The H\ E. is surrounded by

cardboard below which is contained the W. P. ir

a metal canister.
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NAVY 'PROJECTILES

ROTOR TVPE FUZE

PENTOUTE

RED BODY

ft
4*

TRACER COMPOSITION

Figvrt 366—Type 5 JO-m» High-Explosivt Tracer ProjtcfiU,

Typ« 5 30-mm High-Exploit Twfctr Projectifc

Fuzing: Rotor type fuze.
i

h.

Length of projectile (without fuze): 3.53 inches.

Length of complete round: 8.31 inches. ,

Filling: Pentolite.

Color and markings: Red over all or a red band
at the nose:

Remarks: The body of the projectile contains
two cavities separated by a steel septum.' The
upper cavity contains the H. E. filling, while the
lower contains the tracer.
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*

j

RED BODY

CAV ITY
/I

- 1

TRACER COMPOSITION

—

i

Figure 367—Type 5 30-mm J\ Projectile.

Type 5 30-mm Tracer Projectile

Fuzing: Nose plug.

Length of projectile (without fuze): 3.53 inches.
i1

length of complete round: 8^1 inches.,
r

Filling: None.

Color and markings: Red overall or a, red band

at the nose. . .
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NAVY PROJECTILE
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1 L

- 1 >.

fi»ur. 36*^7** 2 oW fype S 30l«« Ave*
.1

Fuzing

r
|

and Type 5 30-mm Practice Projectiles

iy fuie

Type *of projectile^ , Type 2 '

.

ithout fuze) ___ .2.83 inches:;., 3.53 inches
Lengthofassembled

round (fuzed)_.._.6.57 inches: ^8.28 inches
• Blind Wed. " .

I
rJ -

J *

J

h

-V

Color and markings;
! Type 2 : Black over all with red dummy
Type 5: Not painted.

1 "l

Remarks: The projectile body and case an
me in appearanceas-tfce-HdE: I round*

i -i r T
i
-

.tI h

This is used as the first round in the j

dear the gun bore.

Lagazine,

_ G
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— BA.SC FUZE

PROPEL (.ANT

FfilUER

figure 369—40•mm Armor-Piercing ProjtcfiU

'5*'-

\ -P

Length of as^nbled round: 10.33 inches.
Length of propeilant case: 6.18 inches. . '

Width of rotating band: 0. 63 inch.

Diameter of base of propeilant case; 1 JB9 inches.
Fuzing

: Small A/P base fuze.

456

'40-mm Armor-Piercing Projectile

Weight of complete round (without fuze) : 1.1?
kg, (2.07 pounds).

'

Weight of projectile, filled (without fuze): 0.78-
kg. (1.82 pounds). '

"".
•

Weigfct'of filling: 0.023 kg.

Filling: Cast TNT. ,
°

: ,

I}iameter at bourrelet: 1.57 inches.

Length of projectile (without fuze) : 5.24 inches.
J"

,

Propeilant: Cylindrical lengths of smokeless pow-
der, 95,9 grams.

Color and markings: W^ite, green tip.

Remarks: ThiB round indicates use of the
40-mm Vickers-Armstrong as a dual-purpose g-un.

' r



40-mm High-Expio*iv« Antiaircraft ProjtctiU

Weight of complete round (without iuxe) :
1.18 kg.

(2.50 pounds).
,

Weight of projectile, filled, (without fuze): 0.79

kg. (L74 pounds). . .

'

Wright of filling of projectile: 0.07 kg.

Filling: Cast TNT.
Diameter at bourrelet: i .57 inches.

'

Length of projectile (without fuze) : 5.01 incjies.

Length of assembled round (without' fuze): 10.40

inches-

Length of propeliaat case: 6.18 inches-

NAVY PROJECTILES
.

———
Width of rotating hand: 0.03 inch.

Diameter of base of pro pell ant cane: 1.89 mebes.

Fuzing: A. A. powder time fuze.

Propellunt: Cylindrical lengt^m of smokeleHH pow-

der, 95.9 grams.
_ ,

Color and markings : Maroon with 12-rnin green

band around ogive.
^

Remark**: Thip round was evidently designed

only for antiaircraft work, having im. impact. < JI
"

tracer element. It ia uBed in the Njtvy'a Vicker»-

Armstrong guns, which are belt-fed with autoiuauu

£uze cutters attached.

- TIME FUZL

SET SCRE*

wil^ CHARGE

V
OA WE

PROPKUWT

I:

/iftwt J7O-$0J"» Hlgh-Exptosiv* fattiircraft Pnjtctiit.
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TRACfR COMPOSITION
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PRfMER

Figure i/f-^O-mm frocef Projectile.

40-mm Tracer Projectile

. L

Weight of complete round (witH nose' cap) : 1.28

iWeight of projectile (with tracer arid nose cap) :

0.90 kg. .

• •

'"
. V ;;

Weight of tracer with charge: 0S07 kg. V.
Filling; None. .

'

Diameter at bourrelet: ;i,57 inches, -

Length of, projectile (with nose cap) : 6.61 inches.

Length of assembled round (with nose cap):

.1 1 .30 inches. 5
.

*

j - -

J

1 «

'Length ofjpropeUant.-case: 6.18 inches.
' Width .of! rotating 'band :.0.^J inch."

Diameter pi base of propellant case: 1.89 inches.
Fuzing: None. • ...

'*•,'•

Propeilant: Cylindrical lengths; of smokeless
powder/95.9 grams. , .

'

(

Color anjimarkingr Orange over all!' . /
Bemarks: mis round is similar in. shape tp the

A. A', type. /Ijhjp nose, of solid construction, with'
two large IwrehJi flats, screws into'the projectile

tody justj.ibefor^f the bourrelet/wtth righi-hand
threads,

j

Tjhevinside is -lacquered. • The 'tracer-

element ijsr screwed « into the ljase with left-hand
threadsT-i,- '

T'« .
....

.
It 4s usftd ii£ the Vickers-Armstrong guns.

V

2.4

5-cm (47)*mm) Complete Round and Commoti

Projectile % .

, r

Assembled rpiijjd

:

Weight of jpomplete round: 3.2 pounds.
Length of."complete round: 9.25 inches.

Projectile:

* ' Weight
t
of filled projectile (with fuze

pounds. "
'

'.

'--Weight of projectile (empty) ";" 2.
l'
pound's.

. Dimensions : .
'

• * *

^Length of projectile (without fuze): 5.31

inches. '

Diameter at bourreletj 1.84 inches (46,7-mm);
Distance from base to ' rotating- baud: J .25

inches. - *
.

.

Width of rotating band: 1.69 Lnchj&s.

* Filling: Loose 'granular black powder: -1:8. ounces

:(50 grams), ... ,

-

Fuzing: Hofcchkiss patent tfuze, screyed&R. H.)

mto ba,se; a" simple setback -armi^g.-.b.asy fuze

?
•

u .presumably ol^Wi fcis'h manufacture, ThVbuie
of the fuze is stamped "Hotekkiss : Patent

* DOC."~ Weight of fuze, 2. ounces: .

-

* Case :
. " ' :

4
"

' V .

.
-Length: 5.19 inches/ 1

- • j.
<--

• Diameter at base: 2.38 inches.
*

Material :' Brass (recovered) ; steel (documen-
• tary).

Weight (.empty) :'^o data'.

*. The case is crimped into. a groove' in the

base of,the projectile by several short crimps.

Propellant: 5 C2 (type 2-year propeilant) 2.4

. ounces (0.067 kg.).- " - r

4\



NAVY PROJECTILES

a-

1*

03

Weapon in

This

wheels

which

gun,

as a

Imperforated .Cylindrical/ sticks, approxi-

amber-colored double-base foowder
The propeUant sticks ate enclosed iri a"^Wraented bag o( healy brownish silk,

used: Shon^t ^^.^f^o^.
mounted on wooden-spoked "

ian
,

dm
l.g

un8 "^ is probahly a

field piece, corresponds to ola

of fn obsolete British gun. The breech
is the, vertical sliding ^pe .

copy

block

l"
1

\
F "i 459
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ASE AND PROPEUAWT

0

Figurt 373—8-cm Compltte Round (Semifixed)*.

8-cm (76.2-mm) (3-Inch) Complete Round

(Semifixed)
r

Case?
• Length: "15.06 inches.

Dilmeter at base f 4.13 inches.

Material : Brass (recovered) ; steel (docu-

mentary) .

'

-

t
'

,

Weight (empty) : 4.97 pounds.

.Propellant: * -

' 20 3C (type 89 propellant) 1.98 pounds

(0.800 kg.). - '

' *

Unperforated cylindrical sticks, approxi-

- mately 2-mm (K«—%* inch) by 12.75 inches,

amber-colored double-base powder.

460
V

. \

The propellant sticks are enclosed in a bag

of heavy brownish silk.

Primer: Mk I case percussion primer, Model 4.

Weapon in which used: "AN" (Armstrong) type

8-cm/40 gun (low angle)

.

Except for minor changes, this is an exact

copy of a British naval gun, and guns of both

British and Japanese manufacture have been

found ashore in Japanese, emplacements for

coastal defense.

The gun is pedestal-mounted. The breech

*

is closed by a two-step interrupted-thread.

block.



NAVY PROJECTILES

3-cm (76,2-mm) (3-inch) (Ordinary Mk 2

Mod 2) High-Explosive Projectile

Weight of tilled projectile (without fu/,e)
:

11.46

pounds. .

Weight Of projectile, (empty): 10.75 pounds.

Weight stamped on rotating band (sample): 4.860

kg. (varies witbandividual projectiles).

Length of projectile (without fuze) :
9.49 inches.

Diameter at bourrelet: 3.0 inehes.

Distance from base to rotating band: 0.44 inch.

Width of rotating band: 1.0 inch.;

Radius of ogive : 0 cal.

Filling: Oast picric acid (shimose)
:
.71 pound.

The charge consists of a single block of

explosive cant and sealed in a waxwl paper

container, encased in a heavy eoltoir flannel

bag and sealed in the projectile, with paraffin.
r

Fuzing: Type 5-year. point detonating fuse

Weapon in which used: "AN" (Armstrong) type

8-cm/40 gun (low angle).

1

/

•r

— TYPE 5 YR /-FUZE
J

SET SCREW

- *

Gft££H

MARQ0H
'

-GAINE

MAIN CHARGE

( PICRIC ACID)

WOOD DISC

STEEL PLUG

BASE PLATE

LEAD WASHER

GAS SEAL R1HG

Figytrfr+-B-cm lOriirtary Mk 2 /A<xJ 2) High-Explosiv

461

ft

J



JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

"*

0

LEAD BAWS.

BUCK POWDER

375—'8:cm SAropnef.

4

ft

Weight ^famped on rotating band (sample):

,2.86 kjj H
(Varies with individual projectiles)

F

dimensions:

.

/ Length 'of
- projectile (Without fuze): 8.38

inches, ''.,«-"

-.. Diameter atbourrelet: 2.97 inches .<75.5-mm).

Distance from base to rotating "hand: p-75

inch.

,
Width of rotating band: 1.0 inch,

" Radius of ogive: 4 cal.

Filling: Blajik powder and shrapnel balls. /

Fuzing: 30-^econid time fuze.

Weapons in |
which used; •

Type 3-year 8-cm/40 dual-purpose gun.

" Type 88 8-cm/40 dual-purpose gun.

Type 98 8-cm/60 dual-purpose gun.

8^m (76.2-mm) (3-ln<jh) Shropn.l

"Assembled round; /- l
*

:
, Q

Weight of complete round (without fuse). 19

pounds. v , .

Length of complete round (without fuze):

.... 23.75 inches.
J

?
r°JW&t of .filled projectUe (^ fuze):

10.8 pounds. ^ -
,

Weight of projectile (empty): No data

462

. ft

J
8-cm (76.2-mm) (3-Inch> Complete Round

(Fixed)
-

Case: .

*

. Lesgth: 16.06 inches.*
, ,

'
.

Diameter of base: 4.13 inches.

Material: Brass.

Weight (empty): 6.25 pounds. .

The case. is crimped tightly into a groove,

in the base of the projectile by a single con-

tinuous crimp.

Propellant: " •

*
20 C3 (type 89 propellant): 2.039 pounds

(0.927 kg.).

Unperforated cylindrical sticks, approxi-

mately 2 mm (0.078 inch) by \2% inches,

>ftrnber-colored double-base powder.

•fhe propellant sticks are enclosed in a bag

of^heavy brownish %ilk. Primer Mk 2 case

percussion primer, Model 4.

Weapons in which used: Type 88 8-cm/40 dual-:

. purpose gun; fccm/40 type 3-year-^purpose

gun.
•

;

, The*far gun> a^edestal-mounted gun

.

with.a breech bli>ck sliding diagonally down

,;, to the right. Mough designed as a ahip-

'

board mount, it> commonly found mounted

in fixed Wkements ashore for ankaircraft

and coastal defense. -

t _



NAVY PROJFCTI

I
1

CiSE-BRAS5

SPACER

V

1

:fiSE tNO PROPEL LANT

PROPEL LA NT

PRIMEf?

4-1/8'

Figvrt 376—8-cm Complete Round (fixe</),

0*
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

AfiWT TTPt 80 FUZE
F r

TYPE 5 YH. FUZE

SET SCREW

ADAPTER —

GREEK

'"MODIFICATION OKE'

MAROON BOO'f

TYPE 96

MAIN CHARGE

( PICRIC. ACID)

*

- ?

1 _

HOOD OISCS

BASE PLATE

GAS SEAt ff'lUS

r

Figure 377—8-cm (Ontftory Mfc 3 AW 7) High-Explosive.

j

8-cm (76.2-mm) (3-lnch) (Ordinary MIc 3

ModDHisri-Explosive

Assembled Round:

Weight of complete rounji: 19.25 pounds.

Length of complete round, with type 89 fuze:

28.25 inches. .

Projectile:

Weight of filled projectile (without fuze)

9.5 pound?.

Weight, empty: 8.6 pounds.

464

' Weight stamped on rotating band (sample)

4.865 kg. (varies with individual projec

tiles).

Dimensions

:

Length of projectile (without fuze Or adapter,

9.25 Inches. J
DiametenttJMTurrelet: 2$7 inches (75.5-mrn

Distance from base to rotating band: 0.7

inch.

Width of rotating band: 1.0 inch.

Radius of ogive: 4 cal. v



NAVY PROJECTILES

foiling: Cast picric acid (shimose): 0.9 pound.

The charge consists of a .single block of ex-

plosive east and sealed in a waxed paper container,

encased in a heavy cotton flannel bag and sealed

in the projectile with paraffin.

Weapon in which used:

Type 3-year, 8-cm/40 dual purpose gun:

Type 88 8-cm/4G dual purpose gun.

Ku/.ing: /

a. Army type. 89 powder time fuze (30 bee-
L

onds).

b. Type 5 yr. point detonating fuze (iiiBLun

taneous) with adapter.

J"TXj a
_h-

t
u

8-cm (76.2-mm) (3-Inch) (Armor-Piercing

Type 1 ) Special Common

Assembled

Weight of complete round: 21.04 pounds.

Length of complete round: 25.31 inches.

L

Projectile:

Weight of filled projectile (with fuze): 12.70

pounds.

Weight, empty: 11.72 pounds.

Weight Stamped on.Rotating Band (sample):

5.31 kg. (varies with individual projectiles).

Dimensions:

Length of projectile: 9.875 inches.

Diameter at bourrelet: 2.98 inches (76.0

mm).

Distance from base to rotating fraud: 0.75

inch.

.

.Width of rotating band: 1.0 inch.

Radius of ogive: 4 cal.

Filling: Trinitroanisole (type 91 explosive): 0.41

pound.

The charge consists of a single block of .ex-

plosive cast and sealed in a waxed, paper con-

tainer, encased in a heavy cotton flannel bag and

nn^^A i« tVio T^riWtilft with Daraffin-
4

Fuzing: Type 1 fuze.

Weapon in which used:
4

lual-purpose gun

purpose gun.

KjiT i i \i xi'J

-Li

U ;
hi

main ->tRGt

HOOD At u

figure 37fr—8-cm (Armor-Piercing Type 7) Spec/o/

Common,
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

LJPitfi BODY

SET

ICtttP BODY

V
Figure 37P—8-cm Time Practice,

8-crn (76.2-mm) (3-lftch) Time Practice

Projectile „

• Assembled round :
'

:

'

Weight of complete gound: No data.

'Length of complete round: '28.06 inches.
I

j

Projectile;

Weight of filled projectile: No data. ^

Weight of projectile, empty: 12.30 pounds.

Weight stamped on rotating band (sample) *

s

5.200 kg. (varies with individual projec-

tiles).

Dimensions:

Length of projectile: 12..69 inches.

Diameter at bourrelet: 2.98 inches (76.0 mm)

.

4

Distance from base to rotating band: .69 inch.

Width of rotating, band: 1.0 inch.

Radius of ogive: 4 cal.

Filling: No data. Possibly smoke compound or

spotting dye.

Fuzing: Type 98 time fuze.

Weapon in which used

:

'Type 98 8-cm/60 dual-purpose gun.

8-cm short dual-purpose gun.
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10-cm (100-mm) (3.9-inch) Complete Round

(Fixed)

Case :
-

Length: 32.25 inches.

Diameter of base: ti.Sl inches.

Material: Brass.

Weight (empty): No data.

The ease is crimped tightly into a groove m the

base of the projectile by a single continuous crimp.

/ NAVY PROJECTILE
-i j

i

] pellanl: 20 IM.2 'ivpV >'i Mk 2 pp.p« IV Jl

]->.7 pounds fo.7!0 kg.,.

Documentary evidenre my^n.-hitioir-.hip to other

known propellanls indicates thai the-- pn.prlhmt

is a double base powder in the form. of flat. :An\>:,.

Primer: Mk 2 case peicussion primer, Model 4.

Weapon in which used
: „

. Type 98 l0-cin/50.duul-piirpos<- gun.

Type S)8 I0-cm/65 dual-purpose gun, twin.

32-
1
H'

- [

DUMMY CASt

i ^
i

«v-i3M6*

— CASE -STEEL

SET SCREW

figure 380-^TO.cm Complttt Ro«nc/ (r~ixe<0-



JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

The hitler is a modern gun, paired m a

twin power-driven mount designed especially

for antiaircraft aboard ships. It has hern

found ashore, unaltered in the characteristic

gun-house mount used aboard ship.

Special feature of this gun and mount arc

horizontally opposed sliding breech blocks,

full power drive, and automatic fuze selling

accomplished as the loading tray move the

round into position to be rammed The.

arrangement for loading and fuze, setting, and

the general plan of the. mount .corresponds

closely to that- of the type 89 12.7-em/40

twin motfnt.

6 ~

s»ir

n

TYPE 98 f U2E

SET SCRE*

GREEN

fAAROON BODY

TY'PE 91 GA1KE

WAIN CHARGE (T.N.I.)

-^CARDBOARD DISCS

*000 ' HfcAL DtSC

it
•s.

COPPER WASHER f

BASE PLATE

GAS SEAL RING

98

Figm 38T— 70-cm High-Explosive

-10-cm (100-mm) (3.9-Inch) High-Exploitve

Projectile

Assembled round:

Weight of complete round: 62.75 pounds.

Length of complete round, with type

, fuze: 46.0 inches.

r

Projectile:
-

Weight of filled pj-ojectile {without fuze):

28.19 pounds.

Weight of projectile, empty: 25.06 pounds:

Weight stamped on rotating band (sample):

10.880 kg. (varies with^ino^r^ual pro-

jectiles).

Length of projectile (-without fuze): 12.63

inches.

Diameter at bourrelet: 3.& inches (99 mm).

Distance from base to -rotating band: 2.69

inches.

Width of rotating 'band: 1.75 inches.

Radius of ogive: No data.
L

Filling:

TNT (type 92 explosive) : 3.13 pounds.

" The charge consists of a single block of

explosive cast and sealed in a waxed paper

container, enca&ed in a heavy cotton flannel

bag and sealed in the projectile with paraffin.

r

Fusing:

Type 98 mechanical time fuze (45 seconds).

r Type 88 point detonating fuzes.

Weapon in which used

;

Type 98 10 cm/65 dual-purpose gun.

Typna 98 10 cm/50 dual-purpose gun.
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NAVY PROJECTILES

i

1 .

PROPEL UHT

r
1 w #

r"

f/gure 382— 12-cm SAoW Comp/efe Round (Fixec/),

1 2-cm/SKort (1 20-mm) (4.7-lnek) Complete

Round (Fixed)

Case: ,
'

»

Length: 11.19 inches. ' '

.

_

Diameter of base: 5.81 inches.

Material: Brass or steel-

Weight (empty) : No data. ,

,

s The case is crimped tightly into a groove in

the base of the projectile by a single continu-
^ • ''it '

ous cnmp. •
.

Propellant: '

, 9 C3 (type 89 propellant): 1.1 pound (0.5.kg.).

Unperforated cylindrical sticks, approxi-

mately 0.9 mm W. juich) by 6-7 inches,

amber-colored double-base powder.
;

The propellant sticks are enclosed in a

r

compartmented bag of heavy 'brownish silk.

Primer: Mk 1 case percussion primer, Model 4.

Weapon in which used: Short 12 cm gun.

This is a short-barreled (12 caliber) gun of

low muzzle velocity and light construction on

"

a pedestal mount designed originally for^e

on the light decks of merchant ships. The

purpose of this weapon is to deliver u relatively

heavy projectile at a limited range for anti-

submarine attack and to throw up low level

anti-aircraft barrage.

This gun fires . fixed ammunition; the

- breech block is of the interrupted Lhread

type. This gun is the lighter-caliber counter-

part of the short 20-cm-gun, which ha^ been

found mounted ashore.

.
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

i

is

-7

r i"

•
i

4'

St

Figure 383—72-em S/iorf High-Explosivt.
+

1 2-fcm/Short <1 2tf-mm) (4.7-lnch) High-

Exploshe

Assembled round: <

K
.

Weight of complete round: No data.

Length of complete round (with type 0

fuze): 24.8 inches."

Projectile:
'

Weight of filled projectile (without fuze)': 26.0

pounds. ' j

Weight of projectile, empty: 20.5 pounds.

Weight stamped on rotating band (sample):

9.340 kg. (varies wit|h individual projectiles).

Dimensions: ,

'

Length, of projectile (without fuze): 12.6

inches. '

(

Diameter at bourrelet: 4.7 inches. (119. 5 mm.)

Distance -from base to rotating band:, 1.5

inches. -
,

"

Width of rotating band: 1.0 inches.

Radius of ogive : No. daba.

Filling:

(
roanisole ^ (type 91 explosive)

:
5.5

mds.

Large consists of a single^ block of

explosive cast and sealed in a waxed paper con-

tainer^ encased in
' a heavy cotton flannel

bag and sealecTin\he projectile with paraffin.

Fuzing: „ .
*

'

Type 0 mechanical fime fuze (red-nosed;

for A. A. use.

Type 88. Model 4 point detonating fuze.

Weapon in whicn used; Short 12 cm gun.
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NAVY PROJECTILES

Remarks: The. extremely thin wall of this pro-

jectile is possible only bv virtue of tin- low muzzle

velocity of the howitzfiftiike weapon. The high
H

charge/weight ratio ib intended for effectiveness

ih use as uii under-water charge against sub-

marines, though the projectile may ako thhe-

fuzed for antiaircraft use.

j -

12-cm (120-mm) (4.7-Inch) Complete Round

* . (Semifixed)
*

;

Case:

Length: 21.63 inches.

Diameter <5f base: 6.38 inches.

Material: Brass.

Weight (empty) : 11,13 pounds;

v[JAi. 0

-ft

< CASE. PROft tlA'JT

f'RfTt J.l AM

Figure 384—72-cm Complete Round {Serpifixecf)
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L L

Propellant: 30 DC (type 13 propeUa'nt): .11.88

pounds (5,40, kg.).
|

j:

. Imperforated cylindrical sticks, approxi-

*: mately 3.0 mm (K inch) by 19.4 inchee (long

' sticks) or 6.4 inches (short* sticky), amber-

colored double-base powder.

The propellant sticks are enclosed in a bag

v of heavy brownish silk..

Primer: Mk 1 ase percussion primer, Model 4.

Weapons in which used:

Type 3-year 12-cm/45 gun (low angle).

.

This is a pedestal-mounted deck guii

characterized \>y having three recoil cylinders^

>11 mounted below the tube. v An interrupted

thread breech block is hinged to swing

horizontally to the right. This gun has been

found both with and without a|t attached

splinter shield.

British type l2^cm/40 gun flow angle).

This gun is characterized by having no

6il cylinders above the tube. An inter-

jted thread* breech 'block is hinged to.

swing horizontally to the right. Guns of

|
' .

original! British manufacture as well as Japa-

nese-made copies have been found in Japanese

island* defenses. .

The following gun is known to use semi-

fixed, ajnmunition strongly resembling that

for the two guns listed "above, but exact size

and description of propellant case is not

available. -
I \ F

Type 11-year l2-cm^45 gun (low angle).

This gun is unique in having two recoil

cylinders above the tube *and one below.

The breech block is the horizontal sliding

type. -
'<

i .

1 «

i

h
-

J

t

- >

H

-r

i
-

472 T

\

12<m (120-mm) (4.7-Inch) Hisli-Exp!o$iv«

V (Ordinary Mk 3)

Wteight of filled projectile (without fuze): 4£.75

„ pounds. -M •

Weight of projectile, empty: 41.14 pounds.

Weight stamped on rotating bano\. (sample) :.

18.520 kg. (varies with individual projectiles) %

Length of projectile (without fuze): 15.95 inches.

Diameter at bpurrelet: 4.6 inches (119.0 mm).

.

Distance from base to Rotating band: 0.78 inch.

Width of rotating band: 1:95 inches.

Radius of ogive: 4 cal. » ' ^

Filling: Cast picric acid (shimose): 3.61 pounds,

The
f
charge consists of two blocks of ex-

plosive oast and sealed in a waxed paper con-

tainer, encased in a heavy .cotton-flannel bag

and sealed in the prpj ectile with paraffin.

Fuzing: Type 5-year point detonating fuze.

Weapon in which used: .>,.

. British type 12~cm/40. gun (low angle)

.

\ * Type 3-year l2-*jm/45*gun (low angle).

Type 1 1-year 12-cm/45 gun (low angle).



NAVY PROJECTILES

A

rm & rR. FUZE

MODI F iCAT ION* ONE
1

WOOD rJ _

- GA I ME

. _
r

IN 'CHARGE

> (IMCRIC AGIO)

GREEN

I

a
-

It f

^V 1

w, *
p

J

J

J 1

ye i cow band

(optional)

maroon Body

*ooo oise

BASE- PUTE

GAS -SEAL R!NG

Figur* 385-^7 2-e«* {Ordinary Mk 3) High-Exphsivt.

1

. 1
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1

I

-J ._

i fm:h r: aclq

j

Y E l. . Off bA\G

; OPTICAL ;

*50D 3 JSC

F/gt/re 386—72-cm High-Expi
*

12-cm (120-mm) (4.7-Inch) High-Explosive

(Ordinary Mk 3 Mod 1)
1

1
p

Weight of filled projectile (without Juze): 44-75

pounds. -

Weight of projectile, empty: 41.14 pounds.- ,

Weight stamped on rotating, band (sample):

18*520 kg. (varies with individual projectiles).

Length of projectile (withoVtr-ftrae^or adapter):

14.1 inches. ( \

Diameter at bourrclet: 4.7 inches \U l£.5 mm).. -

Distance from base to rotating bantff 0.78 inch.

Width of rotating band: 1-95 inches. ,

Radius of ogive: 4 cal. .

Filling: Cast picric acid (shimose) 3.61 pounds.

The charge consists of two blocks of .explo-

- "sive cast and sealed in a waxed paper con-

tainer, leased in a heavy cotton flannel bag

• and sealed in the projectile with paraffin.

Fuzing: '

.

a. With adapter: Type 5-year point detonat-

ing fuze. .

b. Without adapter: Type 88 point detonat-
r"

ing fuze.

. . This projectile cannot be fuzed with stand-

ard mechanical time fuzes for A. A: use he-

cause it- will not accommodate the auxiliary

gainc used with these fuzes.

Weapons in which used-

British type 12-cm/40 gun (low angle

Type 3-year 12-cm/45 gun (low angle).

' Type 11 -year 12-cm/45 gun (low angle).
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- 12-cm (120-mm) (4.7-Inch) High-Explosive*

(Ordinary Mk 4)

Weight of projectile filled (without (iw) : No data.

Weight of projectile, empty: 39.06 pounds.

Weight stamped on rotating band (wimple): 17,62

kg. (varies with individual projectile).

Length of projectile (without fuze): 13.94 inches. Fuzing:

Diameter at bourrelet: 4.7 inches (119.5 mm).

Distance from base to rotating band: 1.19 inches.

Width of rotating band: 1.25 inches.

Radius of ogive: No data.

Filling:, Picric acid (shimose) : No. data.

NAVY PROJECTILES
i -.-r- r t^"*

Type 91 mechanical time fuze.
.

'Type 88 point detonating fuzes.

Weapon in which used:

British type. I2-crn. gtm (low uaglej.

Type 3-year. 12-crn/45 gun (low angle).

ft

Type ^ toll

SET *Cfi£*

TrPE Si iAinfc

MAI!* CHAftGt

(PiCfflC ACtOJ

" CAR080ARO dis'c

- WOOD CIISC

- BASE PUTl

-GAS SEAL RING

Figvre 387—12-cm (Ordinary Mk 4) High-Explosivt.
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3r

^

1

f j

HID

MAROON 800

r

•

YELLOW

MAJrt CHARGE t

(PICRIC AC 10)

GA1HE

TYPE 3 YR . BASE FUZE,

5

*000 RING

BASE PlME. '#

.-6

Figure 388

—

4

1 2-cnv (1 20-mm) (4.7-Inch) Common Projectile
i

t

Vfeight of filled projectile (with fuze):

'^poundB. '

t

Weight of empty projectile: 40.56 pounds.

Length ^projectile: 16.39 inches. $

4

Diameter at bourrelet; 4.7 inches (11U.5 mm>.

Distance from base to rotating band: 1.19inches

Width of rotating band: 1.25^nches.

Radius of ogive: No data. % v
'

Filling: Picric acid (shimose): No dafL
I.

Fuzing: Type 3-year Mk 1 base tuze.

Weapons in whic^ used:

British type
J

l2-cm. gtin (low angle).

Type 3-year l2-cm/45 gun (low angle)
.

•

Type 1.1-year. 12-cm/45 gun (low angle)

4 4 1 >
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NAVY PROJECTILES

12-cm (120-mm) (4.7-Inch) Illuminating

Projectile

Weight of filled projectile: 44 pounds.

Weight of empty projectile: No data.

Weight stamped on rotating band: No data.

Length of projectile (without fuze): 13% inches

Diameter at bourrelet: 4% inches (119 mm).
4

Distance from base to rotating band: No data.

Width of rotating band: 1% inches. •

L

Radius^bf ogive: No data.

HOSE PIECE .:

30 SEC. PQKDER

TIME FUtE

SET SJREW

.

- -FLASH CHARGE

j

QUICK WATCH

SET SCREW

SPACER

STEEL FRAM£*0RK

BLUE BODY

YELLOW BAND

(OPTIONAL!

-CANDLE (ONE- OF TEN)

EJECT tOM CHARGE

figvn 369—12-em Illuminating.
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_ i

r
r P

I

. T

1

Fining;: Expelling charge (black jipdwUeir):. 0.5

ounce. ;

;

! . .

Iiluminant; These arc 10
,

pyrotetlljmic cylinders

arranged iy two layers, of 5 cylinders each.

* A cylinder is "formed of a tougH waxed card-

board tube containing a silver pyrotechnic

mixture in the center and a reddish-brown

pyrotechnic mixture in either end^

Weight (each cylinder): 5.4 ounce.

Analysis of iiluminant:

* Barium nitrate: 35.6 percent.'

--Potassium nitrate: - 10.4 percent.

Magnesium: 38.0 percent; *.

Wax: 13.9 percent.

Carbon: 0.8 percent.

Sulphur: 1.3 percent.

Analysis of first fire compound: ^

Potassium nitrate: 6312 percent.

Iron oxide: 3.8 percent.

Aluminum oxide: 1.1 percent.

Sulphur: 8.2 percent.

Wax: 5.5 percent. ' *

Glass:. 6.1.percpit.

. Carbon: 12.1 percent. *

Cylinder, metal frame;

This frame fills the cavity of the. projectile

and is positioned by studs. There are three
" metal discs attached to a central spindle

which provides a method df functioning and

serves to support the pyrotechnic increments.

,

Arranged about the circumference of this*

' frame are two layers of :five steel 'wedges

which position the pyrotechnic increments

> within the frame,

/Fuzing: 30-second" time fuze.

Weapons in which used:
.

^v
Type 11-year. 12-cm/45 gun. ^

"
' Type 3-year. 12-cm/45 gun. •

Operation : When the fuze functions, the flash;

* from the black powder magazine ignites a small

. black powder charge in the nose of the projectile,

w,hich in turn ignites the powder trains in the

/
.

.• ;
';" * central spindle. The flash from this train ignites

the powder trains in the three discs and thus the

.. ten increments and the ejecting charge. As the

cylinder is blown from the case, it shears the

studs and forces the nose and body of the pro-

.

jectile apart/

5

_ _ r . _
"

1
' 3-

r



NAVY PROJECTILES

•h

F/ffi/re 390— J2-cm target.

/ r
1

h

;

t

.

v

5

12-cm (120-mm) (4.7-Inch) Target Projectile

Weight of filled projectile (without fuze): 43.27

pounds.

Weight of empty proj ectile : No data.

Weight stamped on rotating band (sample):
v 19.02 kg (varies with individual projectiles).

Length of projectile (without fuze): 15.56 inches. Filling: No dSta"

Diameter at bourrelet: 4.70 inches (119.5 mm). Fuzing: 30-second time fuze.

Distance from base to rotating band: 1.56 inches. ' Weapon in which used

:

Width of rotating band: 2.00 inches. Type 11-year. . l2-cm/45 gun
Radius of ogive: 4 caL • Type-3-year. 12-cm/45 gun.
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i
-

,

ASSEMBLED ROUND

F ^

PROPELLAW

PRINK

I.

A LTERftA TE PROPELLAHT

CHiRGt IH SI IK BAG

1=* e

figure 391 i—12'cm Complete Round (Fixed).

2

1 2-cm ?i 20-mm) (4.7-Inch) Complete Round
(Fixed)

Case:
F

Length: 27.63 inches.

Diameter of base: 6.2&anches.

Material: Brass.

Weight (empty) : 18.59 pounds,
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^

12-cm (120-mm) (4;$lnch) High-Explosive

(Ordinary Mod 1)

Assembled round : -
;

4

Weight of complete 'round : 74.03 pounds.

Length of ' complete round (with type 91

fuze)^ 41.75?inche8, (approximately).

Projectile:

Weight of filled projectile (without fuze)

43.34 pounds. %*

Weight of- empty projectile: 39.3S pounds.

Weight stamped orf rotating band .(sample):

17.9 kg. (varies with individual projectiles).

Dimensions :
' • „

"

- Length of projectile (without fuze) : 13.95

inches'
r

.

Diameter at bourrelet- : 4.6 inches (119.0 nam,).

NAVY PROJECTILES

The east? - is crimped* tightly into a groove,

in the base of the projectile by a single Con-

tinuous crimp. : .

'

Propellant, 30 DC (type 1'4 propellant): 12.0

pound (5.50 kg)."

Imperforated cylitulrical sticks, approxi-

mately 3.0 mm (^-ineh-X-inch) by 19.8 inches,

graphited double-base powder.

In the H. E. rounds recovered, the pro-

pellant sticks are enclosed in a bag of heavy

brownish silk. '
.

[

In the incendiary shrapnel round the sticks

of propellant were tied together and placed

in the case without, being enclosed in • the

customary coarse silk tag. The. latter ar-^

rangement may be -a new trend not neces-

sarily limited to the round in which* it was

first found.

Primer: Mk 2 case percussion primer, Model 4.

Weapon in which used; Type 10th year l2-cm/45

dual-purpose gun.

This weapon is a pedestal-mounted gun

designed for antiaircraft use aboard ship

which has been fo^^^^n*ore either with or

without a distinctive^ gun-hpuse *Xype of

shield. The gun is manually controlled.

The breech-block is the horizontal type,

sliding to the right. . This has been one of

the most common and most effective Japanese

land-based A. A. guns.

Vrf£ fji full

h

Trij
[ y\ GtUit

MA in LHAfi X

STEEL DISC

STEEL KING

Figure 392—*72-cm (Ordinary Mod 1) High-Explosive,

Distance from base to rotating band: 1.56

inches. '

4

Width of rotating band: 1.9 inches.

Radius of ogive: 4 cal.

Filling:

Trinitroanisole (type 91 explosive): 3.96

pounds. .

The explosive is cast directly in the projectile

boa'y.

Fuzing: . *

Type 91 mechanical time fuze.

Type 88 point detonating fuzes.

Weapon in which used

:

Type 10-year 12-cm/45 dual-purpose gun.
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

Remarks: Yhe basti of the projectile; is. slightly

recessed to receive a ste«^plate which k locked in-

by a steel ring. This arrangement is presumed .to*

-be a ' seal to prevent the propeilanfc gases entering

possible flaws in the solid base of the projectile.

A similar feature is common in U. S. Army*pro- :

,
jectiles.' " 1

J

12-cm (120-mm) (4.7-Inch) Hish-Explosive

(Ordinary Mod 2)
r

Assembled round: - ' .

.Weight of complete ro^ind: 72.53 pounds'.

TYPE 9i FUZE

— GREEN

fMROQ'fi BOOY

TYPE 9I.GAIN1
.

UAIN CHARGE*

(PICRIC ACIO)

r

""I

-

I

2

figure
h

cm (Orc/irtOfyAH 2) H/gkfxptfwV*

Lengthof complete round (with type 91 fuze):

41,75 inches (approximately).

Projectile: ,*
'

- . r
Weight of filled projectile- (without fuze):

4 J .84 .pounds. '
1

Weight of empty projeetile: 38.41 pounds.

,
Weight stamped on rotating band (sample):

17.46 kg. (Varies with individual pro-

* jectiles).

Dimensions:

Length" of projectile (without fuze): 13.95

. inchesf :

r

Diameter at bourrelet: 4,6 inches (119 mm).

Distance from base to rotating band: 1.56

inches.
f

Width of rotating band:- 1.9 inches.

Radius of ogive: 4 .cal.

Filliag: Cast picric acid (shimosti) : 3.43 pounds.

.' Trie charge consists of a. single block of explosive

cast and sealed in a waxed-paper container^' en-

cased in a* heavy cotton-flannel bag and sualed^n

the projectile with paraffin.

Fuzing:
,

Type Ql mechatiical time fuze.

Type 88 point detonating fuzes.

Weapon in which used: Type 10th year 12-crh/45

dual-purpose gun. - * -
.

1 2^cm (1 20-mmV(4.7-lncfi) Incendiary

> SjiFapnel

Assembled round:. ^
-

Weight of complete round: 75.66 pounds.

'Length of 'complete round
;

(with. type^jLL

^
fuze^: ¥l&5 inches (approximate).

Projectile:',
~ Weight of. fined* projectile (without fuze):

• 44.97 pounds, .'
>



NAVY PROJECTILES
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fiiO SEA

Figuft Incendiary ShrapnrL

Weight of empty projectile: 33.13 pounds.

Weight stamped on'rotating band (sample):

15.06 kg. (varies with individual pro-

jectiles).

Dimensions:

Length of projectile (without fuze): 13.95

inches.
'

- ^Diameter at bourrelet: 4.6 inohes (119.0 mm).

Distance from base .to rotating band: 1;56

- inches.

Width of rotating band: 1.9 inches.

Radius of ogive: 4 cal. , .

Filling: -

' " Cast picric acid (shimose): 1.19 pounds.

Incendiary charge (W. P. and 48 steel - pel-

lets): 8.55 pounds.

' The explosive charge consists of a block
L

of explosive past and sealed in a waxed-

; paper container, encased in a heavy cotton-

^flannel bag and sealed in the nose of the

projectile with paraffin.

Fuzing: -

~* Type &i mechanical time fuze.

Type 88 point
a
detonaling fuzes.

Weapon iri,
;

which used: Type, 10 year 12 cm/45

dual-purpose gun.
'
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* 1
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i -*>
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— PS . ft k

Figure 39S—12.7-cm Complttt Round (Fixed).

•A

r B

12.7-cm (127-mm) (5-!nch) Complete Round

(Fixed)

Case:

. Length: 22.88 inches.

* Diameter of base: 6.66 inches. >

Material: Brass. _
Weight (empty): 16 28 pounds.

The case is crimped tightly ^into a groove

in the base of the' projectile by a single

continuous crimp.

Propellant:
•

21 DC (type 13 propellant): 8.87 pounds

(4.03 kg.). .

'

- Uhperforated cylindrical' sticks, approxi-

mately^. 1 mm (.07? in.) by. 15.75 in,, graph-

ited double-base powder.

The propellant sticks are enclosed in a

compartmented bag of heavy, brownish silk.

484

Primer: Mk 2 case percussion primer Model 4.

Weapons in which used: '

" „

Type 88. 12.7-cm/40 dual-purpose gun.-

"

Type 89 l2.7-cm/40 dual-purpose gun (twin).

This latter is a modern gun, paired in a

.'twin power-driven mount designed especially

for antiaircraft aboard .ships. It has been

/ fourfd ashore, unaltered, in the characteristic

gun-house mount use
f

d aboard ship. .

'Special features of this gun and mount'
'

are horizontal opposed 'sliding breech blocks,

full power drive, and'automatic fuze-sating

accomplished, as the loading tray imkes the

round into position to be rammed. The

arrangement for loading and fuze-setting and

the general plan of the' mount corresponds

closely to that O
of *e Type 98 lO-cm/65

twin mount.

7%
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NAVY PROJECTILES

ft

1 2.7-cm (1 27-mm) (5-Inch) High-Exploiiv«

Assembled round:

Weight of complete rounds 73.57 pounds.

Length of complete round (with type 91 fuze)

:

30.0 inches (approximately).

Projectile:

Weight of filled projectile (without fuze):

48.42 pounds. '
-

Weight of empty projectile: 44.48 pounds.

Weight stamped on 1 rotating band (sample):

20.170 kg., (varies with individual projec-

tiles).
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Figure 396—T2.7-cnT High-Exphuv*

r^

DinuytiHiouB

:

length of projectile (without fuxit; : 14 ,!J

Oiaiueter at bourrelet: 4 .90 inches ( 1 20 0

mm).
Distance from base to rotating band: l.l'J

inches.

Width of >obating band: 1.95 inches.

Radius of ogive: 6 cal.

Filling

:

Cast picric acid (shimose) : 3.94 pounds.

The charge consists of a single block of

explosive cast and sealed in a waxed-paper

container, encased in a heavy -cotton-flannel

bag and sealed in the projectile' with paraJhn.

Fuzing:

Type 91 mechanical time fuze.

Type 88 point detonating fuze.

Weapon in which used

:

pe 89 12.7-cm/40 dual-purpose gun.

pe 8842.7-cm/40 dual-purpose gun.

(Type 3 Ordinary) 12.7-cm (1 27-mm) (5-Inch)

Incendiary Shrapnel

Assembled round:

Weight of complete round : 78.36 pounds.

Length of complete round (without, fuze):

36.43 inches.

Projectile:

Weight of filled projectile (without fuze):

53.21 pounds.

Weight of empty projectile: No data.

Weight stamped on rotating band (sample):

17.17 kg. (varies with individual projec-

tile).
1

'

Dimensions

:

Length of projectile (without fuze): HS
inches

.

Diameter at bourrelet: 4.97 inches (12u 3

mrn).

^Distance from base to rotating band: 1.25

inches.

Width of rotating band; 2/0 inches.

iu.B of ogive: 6 cal.
'

ting:

Cast picric acid (shimose): 162 grams.

Tetryl^.3 grams.

Lestd Azide: 0.13 grams.

' 485
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fL*SH CM»HG£

SHEAR BOLTS

Set' SCRE.«

&
MAROW &COf

SPACER .

O

[MCENOiWt 'PELLETS

RASH CHANNEL

J1

.f

\

S

till

£Kf£LLlNG CHARGE

A J- ME

BOOSTER

SELf-DESTROYING CHARGE

BASE PLATE
"

|

GAS SEAL RtNG '

c

/
r

RgUre 3?7-r2.7.cm /ncenJiory-Sfcrapn*' (Ofrfmory Type 3).

Black powder: 35 grams. .

'

*

'

Incendiary charge (43 steel pellets 50 mmm
length and 20 mm in diameter filled with

a^ry incendiary mix of the following com-

position: ,

Magnesium: 54 percent.

Barium dioxide : 26 percent. „

• Rubber: 15 percent.

Iron oxide: 1.5 percent. •

,

J"
,

Sulphur: 3 percent.

486

+

Fuzing: Type 91 mechanical time fuze,
_

Weapon in which used: Type 89 12.7-cm/40.h*h-

^ReJarks: The black powder charge in the nose

ignites the incendiary pellets and flashes down the
_

central tube igniting relay disks and' the expelling

^The' expelling charge ejects the incendiary jiel-

'

lets add ignites 'a primer in the base sect.on which

detonates the gaine and bursting, charge.

'1?
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1

'CAVITY

BtfSE PtliG

398—72.

1 2.7-cm (127-mm) (5-incli) Practice

Assembled round: '
.

'
. -. >

Weight of complete round: 75.84 pounds.
' Length of complete round : 40.20 inches.

Projectile

:

Weight of filled projectile: 50.69 pounds.
.

^-^"^eight of empty projectile: 48.10 pounds.

Weight stamped on rotating band (sample)

:

, 21.80 kg. (varies with .individual projectile).

- J

F i

Dimensions:

Length of projectile: 17.32 inches.

Diameter at bourrelet: 4.97 inches (126.3 mm).

Distance from base to rotating band; 1.61

inches. -

;- Width of rotating band: 1.95 inches.

Radius of ogive : 6 cal.
f

Filling: Sand.

Fuzing: None.

Weapon in which used:Type 89 l2.7-cm/40 dual-

purpose gun.

.
'

*".
• • 487
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••- ** - w*i>^r";^^^ TANK SUffI STEEt

F/oure 399—14-cm Pnptllant and Tanks.

4-cm (1 40-mm)<5.5-!nch) Propellant and lank*

3owder tanks

:

For storage purposes, the propellant charges

are sealed in waterproof containers commonly,

known as "powder tanks." l*wo types, of the

tanks have been recovered: one is a Ifeavy

tank (26.4 pounds) of cast steel and -bronze;

the other is, sheet steel and aluminum and

weighs 15.4 pounds. Both are well lacquered

inside and have the same internal dimensions,

6.2 inches by 3£.4 inches.

Propellant: 37 C: 24.51 pounds (11.14 kg.).

Unperforated cylindrical Bticks approxi-

mately 3.7 mm (0.15 inch) ,by^28' inches

graphited double-base powder.

* The propellant sticks are enclosed in a bag

of heavy brownish silk.
r

488

An ignition pad containing 17.2 grams of

granular -black powder is laced onto the base

i.of the charge.

Erimer: Mk 2 lock percussion primer.

Weapon in which^sed: Type 3d year l4-cm/50 gun.

(low angle)

.

This is a pedestal-mounted deck £un em-

ploying bag ammunition. It is commonly

found in shore emplacements for coastal de-

fense and limited antiaircraft use. SLrongly

resembling the type 3d year l-2-cm/45 gun in

design, this weapon also has three recoil cylin-

ders alt mounted ahoveUhe tube and an inter-

rupted* t^ead^reech block' hinged on the

jfgim, has been found both with a

5d attached, and without.



NAVY PROJECTILES

'14-cm (140-mm) (5.5-Inch) High-Exploiive

Projectile

Weight of filled projectile (without fuze): 82.7

pounds.

Weight of empty projeotde: 74.43 pounds.

Weight stamped on rotating band (sample)
:
No

data (varies with individual projectile).

Length of projectile (without fuze, with adapter):

21.02 inches.;,

-•Uagth of projectile (without fuze or adapter):

19.75 inches. .,

Diameter at bourreletf 5.49 inches (139.5 mm).

Distance from base to routing band: 0.60 inch.

Width of rotating band: 1.60 inches. •

Radius of ogive: 5 cal. ,

Filling: Cast picrb-acuL^iirnose) : 7.9 pounds.

The cha/ge cqnsists\of a single block of ex-

plosivexast and sealedin a waxed container,

encased in a heavy cotton-flannel bag and

sealed in the projectile with paraffin.

Fuzing: Type 5th year point detonating fuze.

' Removal of the' adapter does not permit

alternate fuzing, because the lower threaded

portion of the adapter is larger than any

known fuze.

Weapon in which used : Type 3d year 14-cm/50 gun

(low angle).

u
-

I

J -

J

^ -.

I

r . Jd

(OPTIONAL >
-

TrK 5 rfc. FUZE

S£T SCft£f

walk OUftGi

^ICfi^C ACID*

-P»l4fi OiSCS
r

h™ -
r

j ,
iV -v »S£ HAH

.

^4

Fi*x* 400—14-cm Hlgh-Explosiv*.
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type 91 GA1WE

*

WkfiOCN BODI

X1

1

>

YELLOW BAND

Of T I ONA I

J

UA l H CHARGE

(PICRIC

J-

&-BASE PLATE

GAS SEAL RING

f^ure 407—U-cm (Ordinary Type 0) High-Explosive.
1

Ordinary) 14-cm
Hish-Explosiyi Projectile

Weight of filled projectile (without fuze): 88.22

pounds. /
Weight of empty projectile: 81.62' pounds

Weight stamped on rotating band (sample):

34.100 kg. ' (varies with individual projectiles).

Length of projectile (without fuze): 21*55 inches.

Diameter at Wwelet: 5.49 inches (139.5\mm),

Pistance from /basfe. to rotating band: 0.59 inch.

Width of rotating band:

J Forward: 1.11 inches;

: Space/ fl.?8, inch.

Aft /l.09 inches.

Radius of ogive: No data. /

Filling: Cast picric acid (shimose) : 6.60 pounds.

The charge consists of a single block^of.

explosive cast and sealed in a ,
waxed-gaper

\

co^iner, encased in a heavy cotton-flannel

. bag and sealed in the projectile with paraffin.

Fuzing:

Type 91 mechanical time fuze.

Type 88 point detonating fuze.

Weapon in which' used > Type 3d year. 14~cm/50

gun (low angle). *

Remarksi.This projectile permits the 14 cm/50

gun to be used for antiaircraft fire, butHhe angle

"
of "'elevation of the weapon definitely limits its

effectiveness.
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NAVY PROJECTILES

(Ordinary Mk 1) 1 4-cm (140-mm) (5.5-Inch)

Common Projectile

We.sght of tilUy projectile (with fuze)
:

83.82

pounds.

Weight of empty projectile: 77.88 potman.

Weight stamped on rotating bund (sample)

:

34.300 kg. (varies with individual projectiles).

Length of 'projectile : 21 .70 incljes.

Diameter at bourrelet: 6,49 inches (139.5 mm).

"Distance from base to $iteftirijj < baud : 0.59 idfch.

Width of rotating -band: //

Forward: 1.11 inches.
1

Spun: 1
: ()MH mci):

Aft. 1 .01) inchest ^s^t^^geg^^
KtuiniH of o^ivc: No <laU,

Killing : Cast picric af;i<l (shimos*'v : .

r
*.

fJ4 pwuurih.

The charge consists of two hlu* \.:-. of cx-

ploKivc cast and Health! in waxnl -pup'-i run-

tainers encased in a heavy cuiton lUniK-i

bag anil wealed in the pyojecitlr v> 1 1 h paitdlin.

Fuzing: Type 13th year Mk i Mod 1 Imse
r

fuse:

Weapon in which used: Type 3d year. 14-cm/5G

- - Rib

GREEK

MAIN CKARG^ ,

(PICRIC ^DC)

CiR080AHU DISC

UkRGOtt BCOY
c-

YEUC* BAND
{ OPTIONAL

)

G4INE

TYPE (3 »
BASE FUZE

F

HOOOEK DISC

BASE PLATE

GAS SEAL SING

Figvr* 402—74-cm (Ordinary Mk 1) Common.
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GA l

TYPE 13 WK 1

BASE FUZE
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BASE Fl,*TE
-

GAS SEAHW

9

1
Q fc

+ -

Figure 40$— f4-cm (Ord/n

(Ordinary Mod 1) 14-cm (140-mmj (5.5-inch)

Common Capped

Weight of filled projectile (with fuze): _84^94

pounds.

Weight of empty projectile: 80; 14 pounds.

Weight . stamped on
,
rotating band (sample)

:

35.800 kg. (varies with individual" projectiles).

'

Length of projectile: 21.63 inehesV ^
"Diameter it bourrelet: 5,49 inches (139.5 torn):

Distance from base to. rotating band: 0.593 inch.

Width of rotating band^ '

Forward: 1.11 inches:

Space: 0.38 inches.

Aft: 1.09 inches!
j

I- x J -

Radius of ogive: Not determined. -

Filling: Cast picric, acid (shimose): 4.80 pounds.

The charge consists of a single block of

„ explosive cast and sealed in a waxed-paper

container, encased in a heavy coAtoiyiannel

bag and sealed in' the projectile whUfiaramn.

Fuzing: Type'.13tfc year MkT Mod lXase deto-

nating.

Wmuwhi in which used : Type 3d ye#- l4-cm/50.gun.
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1-4-cm y 40-mm) (5.5-inch) Illuminating

Projectile

Weight of filled projectile (without fuze): 87.5

pounds. '
&

Weight of emptyy prbjoctilfl: 67.46 pounds (up-,
F

proximate).

Weight .stampei/on rotating bahd (sample)
:
No

data (varies -vtith individual projectiles)..

Length of projectile (without fuze): 20.3 inches.

Diameter at baurrelet: 5.49 inches (139:5 nun).

Distance from base to rotating band: 0.59 inch.

Width of rotating band:
r

Forward: 1 . 1.1 inches

Space: 0.38 inch.

. Aft: 1.09 inches. -

Radius of ogiye: No data.,
c . \;

Filling: / / .

•'

Primary ejection charge (black powder) :
10C

grams;

Secondary ejection charge (black powder) : 41

n grams. •

'

•

^ Initiating pellet, relay train, and delay are

^ black powder.
' Tne ignition compound for the illuminant

is a mixture of potassium nitrate, iron oxide,

aluminum, sulphur, and wax.

The illuminant is a mixture of barium nitrate,

^ magnesium, and wax.

'. Weight; 31 pounds.

Fuzing: Type 91 mechanical time fuze. <*

\Weapon in which^sed: Type 3d year l4-cm/50

£un. \
.

Operation: At tl|e end of the time set, the me*

chanical time fuz/nres the initiating pellet.
.
The

relay train transmits the flash to the base of the

primary ejection charge container and ignites the

charge. The primary ejection charge expels the

canister containing the illuminating^ charge ant^

its parachute, and also ignites the delay element"..

A short time after the canister is ejected from the

projectile body, the delay element fires the sec-

ondary ejection charge which expels, the illumi-

nating charge and parachutes and ignites the

illuminant. Two parachutes, a large one above a

arnall one, suspend the acuminating unit.

Burning time, cot determined.

NAVY, PFtoJECTILfcS

- \ I >f

f . *

JO**!
'

0*

RED BOD*

PARACHUTES

SHEAR PIKS

BASE PULTE

(- 404—14

SO

I

Eft
'

j

4

to

\
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* Figurt 40$— 14-cm*Smoke.

14-cm (140-jnm) (5.5-Inch) Smoke Projectile

Weight of filled projectile (without fuze): 68.80

*• pounds.

Weight of empty projectile: No data.
1 " *

Weight stamped khi rotating hand (sample) : No
data (varies with individual projectiles).

Length of projectile (without fuze) : 20.63 inches.

Diameter at bourrelet: 5.49 inches: (139.5 mm).

Distance from base to rotating band: 0.65 inch.
F

494

Width'of rotating band: 1.56 inches.

Filling: Presumably white phosphorus.

Fuzing^Probably type 98 mechanical time fuze.

Weapon in which useS: Type 3d year 14-cm/50

gun.

ft



NAVY PROJ6CT1LES
T

1 4-cm (140-mm) (5.^-lnch) Cartridge Case

(Semifixed)
'

Case: .
'

i

length : 21.67 inches.

Diameter of base: 7.00 inches. / -

_

Material: Brass. /
w

Weight (empty): ^.0 pounds. ' y'

Ptopellant: ' The propellant sticks are enclosed in ;&

30 DC {type 13 propellant) : 6.800 kg. '
' 0f heavy brownish silk.

Unperforated iiylindrical sticks approxi-

mately 3 mm (% inch) by 501 mm (19# inch)

of graphited double-base powder.

bag

Primer: No data.
r

Weapon in which us^d: Not known.

0

F/ffi/r« 406-rJ4-cm Cartridg* Cast (S*m/ftx*<0-
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PRIMER
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:6-i 1/16*

1 5-cm (1 52-mm) (6-Inch) Complete Round

(Semifixed)

Case: •

Length: 29.25 inches.

;> Diameter of baser: 6.69 inches,

• Material: Brass. •

-

*; Weight (empty): 27.0 pounds.

Propellant:
*

37 DC 18.94 pounds (8.140 kg.).

Imperforated cylindrical Bticks approxi-

mately -in. by 26 in,, of graphited double-

base, powder I

The propellant sticks are enclosed in a bag

Figurt 407— 75-cm Complete Round (Semifixed}/

_r

A.

of heavy brownish silk.

Primer:' Mk 1 case" percussion primer Mod*

Weapon in which' used:. Type 41 (Meiji) 15 cm/40

gun (low angle).
"

This, like many other Japans- Navy, pins,

is a -copy of a British design, ami pii.^ manu-

factured by*Armstrong-Whit* orih !iu\<- In-en

foun4 emplaced together with pii-ee* »>f -lapa-

nese manufacture. ,lt*is a pi-de&taKmijun'ted

' deck gun, commonly found with a penally

- enclosing splinter shield aUarhed.^ The

breech block is an interrupted thread plug,

mounted to Swing to the right.

496 51
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NAVY PROJECTILES

14-cm (152-mn
( (Oidint

i.

Weight of filled projectile: No data

Weight of empty projectile: N/o data.

Weight stamped on rotating 'band (sample):

39.62 kg. (varies with individual projectiles).

Length of projectile: 22.50 inches.

a Diameter at bonrrelet: 5.9S inches (152.0 mm).

Distance from base U rotating band: 0.66 inches / cast and sealed i

Width of rotating i>an*l: 1.75 inches.

Radius of ogive: 2 cal.

Filling:

Cast picric acid (shimose) : No data.

Thp charge consists of a block of explosive/

ft

i2.0 mm).

in a waxed-paper container,

encased in a heavy cotton-flannel bag and

sealed in the projectile with .paraffin.

Fuzing: 'Type 13th-year Mk 1 base fuze.

Weapon in which used: Type 41 (Meiji) 15K>m/40

gun or the' British prototype.

tf1

1

MARCCH flOOY

YEUC# 8AHD

(OPTIONAL) "

VAIN CHARGE

tPlCfiiC'ACW)
r

TYPE f3 W< 1

BASE fUI£
'

f

PAPER RIHGS
'

FEtT RtHG
'

\

\

hood r(«g

HUG <•

SE PUTE ,,

r 1

i

fiffurt 408—75-cm (Ordinary Mod 1) Common.

4$7

.
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

r

TYPE. 91 FUZE

GfifcTN

UAlM CHARGE

^( PICft ^ ACID)"

-

1

&»X PLUG
'

r

<kk$ SEAL SING
iT

BASE PLATE-

[1-

5

Rffiire ^OP^TS-cm (Ordinary Type 0) High-txpiosivt,

k.

(Ordinary Type <f) 15-cm (152-mm) (6-Inch)

High-Explosiv« \ ,
,

Weight of filled vprojectil'e (without fh^g) ; 97.59

« - .
' pounds.

, t

Weightof empty projectile; 90.82 poundB.
."

* W^ht, stamped on rotating band (sample): 41.28

• \ - !jtg. (varies with individual projectiles).

^Length of projeetileX^thouOfazeh 20.0 inches. Filling

n "

f- &

Diameter at bourrelet: 6.0 inches (152 mm).

Dipance from base to rotating band i 0.7 inch.

Width of rotating band

:

Forward: 1.2 inches. ' r

; Space: No data. " •

Alt: 1 .% inches. • :

Radius of ogive: 4 caL

4

^ The charge is made into a waxed-paper-

wrapped preformed block with a well in tie

nose to receive the game. ^
Fuzing: Type 88 nose fuzes..

.

Weapons in which used: \
15cnr/40 gun (bag). ^

'

15, cm/45 gun (bag)..

15 cm/50 gun (bag).
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NAVY PROJECTILES
I

4..

Width of rotating band:
^

Forward: 1.2 laches,
r

Space: No dataii

% Aft: 1.2 inches, »

Radius of ogive: 4 cal.

Filling: Ca^t picric acid (shimose): 5.9, pounds.

The charge is made in two waxed-paper-

(Ordinary Mk 4) 1 5-cm (152-mm) (6-Inch)

Common
r

Weight of filled projectile (without fuze): 97.8

pounda.

Weight of empty projectile: 91.9. pounds.

Weight stamped on rotating bund: 41.78 kg.

(varies with individual projectiles).'

Length of projectile: 22.5 inche*

Diameter at bourrelet: 6.0 inches (152 mm).

Distance from base to rotating band: 0.7 inch.

wrapped preformed blocks enclosed in a cot-

ton-flannei bag.

Fuzing:*iType 13 Mk 1 Mod. 1 base fuze.

Weapon in which used:

15 cm/40 gun (bag).

15 cm/45 gun (bag).

15 cm/50 gun (bag).

GBEB^

BODY

YELLOW
.

L

MA IN CHARGE

(-PlCfifC AC 10)

GAIWE ,

TTPE 13 y> ' 8AS£ FUZE'

-PLUG

B*SE PLATE
4

r-ftft S£M 'RING

r

figure 410— 15-cm (Ordinary Mk 4) Common.
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

/

-r

- ^

\

tiCSf PLUi

RIO 600*
'

V

V3

BAStPUIt

Figure 477

—

15-cmJnctndiary Shrapnel

1 5-*m (1 54-mm (6-ineh) Incendia.ry-Shwpnel Width of rotating band: 2.703 inehes.

Weight of filled projectile (without fuze): 98-75

pounds.

Weight of empty projectile:. No data.

Weight stamped on routing band (sample): 41.32

kg. (varies with individual projectiles).

Length of projectile (without fuze): 21.90 inches.

Diameter at bourreleU 6.00 inches (152 mm).

Distance from base to rotating band: 0.687 inch.

Fuzing

Type 91 mechanical time fuze.

Type 88 mechanical point de

ng:
/

Nax|ata. "

tpon in which used:

15 cm/40 gun (bag).

15 cm/45 gun (bag).

15 cm/50 gun (bag).

X
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NAVY PROJECTILES
r

15-tm (152-mm) (6-inch) Practice Projectile

Weight of projectile, empty: No dtitu.

Weight stamped on rotating band: 100 pounds
(varies with individual projectiles).

Length of projectile: 22.47 inches.

Diameter at bourreiet: t>0 inches (152 mm).
Distance from base to rotating band: 0.7 inch.

Width of rotating band:

Forward: I finches. .

"

Space: No data.

Aft: 1.2 inches.

Radius of ogive: 4 caJ.

V
V

Killing:

The projectile from which this information
wa» obtained wan recovered em-pty

.

Japanese Navy practice rounds have been
recovered filled with Band and iron filings.

Weapons*' in which used:

1*5 cm/40 gun (bag).'

1,5 cm/45 gun (bag).

15 cm/50 gun (bag).

Remarks: This projectile has the same external

appearance and dimensions' aa the Mk 4 common
projectile. It differs in- that the cavity is smaller
and the walls' are thicker.

i

L

BlkZy BODY

/

/

WHITE

\ \

J- T_.r

I

HP

-BASf.PUTE

^ — — —
:

_ ^ y

Figurr 412—75-cm Practice.
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE

- 1 ^, f

S4SE PLATE

(r

Figure 413— 15*5-crn (Ordinary Type 0) High-Explosive,

(Ordinary Type 0) 1 5.5-cm (1 55-mm)
(6.1 -Inch) High-Explosive

Weight, of
,
filled projectile (without fuze) ; 419.3

pounds. ' \ -
-

Weight of empty projectiIe<3>12.8 pounds.

Weight stamped on rotating band (sample): 51.28

kg. {varies with individual projectile). „

/Length of projectile (without fuze) : 23.31 inches.

Diameter at bourrelefc; 6.09" inches (154.5 mm):
Distance from base to rotating band: 2.36 inches.

Width of.rotating band:

Forward: 1.26 inches.

502 *• L

Space: 0.24 inch.

;Aft: 1.26 inches.
w

Radius of ogive: 4 cal.
1

Filling:

e Cast picric acid (shimose): 7.5 pounds.

The charge consists of two waxed,' paper-

wrapped preformed blocks 'with, a
r
w.ell m

the upper block' to receive the gaine. The
r two blocks are enclosed in a cotton-flannel

Fuzing: Type'88 point detonating fuzes.

Weapon in which used 15.5 cm. gun (bag).
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NAVY PROJECTILES

*
. Type 91 1 5.5-cm (1 55-mm).(^1-lnch)

Armor-Piercing •
r

Fr 4

•Weight .of .filled pr&jectile: No data. •

it of empty, projeqtile: 1V5.92 lb
:

Weight stamped on- rotating band 52.69 kg.

(varies/with individual projectiles).

Length of projectile: 27.09 inches. .
v *

-Diameter. at bourrelet: 6.08 mches"(lf)4.5 mm).'*

Distance from base*to"rotating band; 2.36 inches.

Width of rotating band! .

Forward: 1'.26 inches.
' Space: No data. ,

Aft: 1.26 inches.

'Radius of «give> No da$a-.

Killing

:

Trinitroanisole : 6.84*aounds. * .

- The charge i^ha^pWnto one paper-wrapped

preformed, blopk with a well in the base to

receive the fuze gaine.- The charge* is aur-"

rouflcjcfr by -inYw in', layer of cork-like alas tic.

material^hich serves as a shock absorber.

<
Fuzing: Type 13-year Mk 1 'Mo'd - 1.

Weapon ii> which*used : 15.5-cm. 'gun (bag).-

i
t

-y

T'

:^ -v

J -

&
4?'

y * n0$* I ?LD

,7

CAP

TAPERED THfffrCS

- €> /

r h

vi itj charge

PLUG

^(145 SEA I ftfWfi V

*
F

fifi** 75.5km Armor-Pfrrfins Tfpt 91.

* i $03
t £

F xri

_ ^

/

^ F-

F -



JAPANESE EXPLOSIVEl ORDNANCE

JIH 91 -FUZE ^

SET SCRE%

UECTICW CHARGE

uniting cbtorajND

!LUJMIW4Ti
xNG'WRG£.

UAROCtf BODY

V

, Radius of ogive: No data. *

Filling: - • _ . .

.

A flash charge, an ejection charge (80

grams) and a thin layer of igniting compoai-
,

tion are black powder.

The illuminating elem^ntfi^^esunW to be

the typical Jap«ffl»e ill(^ninantAcon6isting'
,

of

a mixture of barittm nitrate, maj&iesiufn, and

wax.
'

Fuzing: Type 91 t
mechanical time fu/e.

Weapon in which Used: .15.5-cm gun (bag).
,

- '
. ...

,
Operation: The functioning of the projectile is

as follows: ,

!

1 The timfe -fuze functions, igniting the flash

.
charge.

2. The flash charge, in turn, ignites the ejection

charge, which expels from the b^&of (he projectile

the upper and lower split caniMfe^ containing,

respectively,- the illuminating charge
s

&nd the sup-

porting parachute.

3. Simultaneously -the ejection\charg& ignites

the Ulufeinating charge. The burning tijne is 4.5

seconds. *
.

- -.

.

3-

it

i

15.5-cnf (1 55-mm) (6.1 -Inch) Hlyminofiiig

Weight of filled projectile (without fuze) : No
r J J

t

aata. ' ^ •

Weightof empty projectile: 111". 19 pounds. •

Weight stamped on rotating- band: 111.19 pounds

. (varies with individual projectiles). ^
Length-of projectile (without fuze) : 25.2$ inches,

diameter at bpurrelet: 6:08- inches (154.5 mm):*.

Distance from 'base- to rotating band: 2.36 inches.

Width of rotating band:
; t

Forward 126 inches. 1

Space: -No data.

Aft: 1.26 inches. / . ... . ;

•

20-cm/Short (202-mm) (8-lnch) Complete
*

' RoJnd (Semifixed)

Case: .

"

- *

Length: Ji.O inches.
!

. - ' ^ 'i

Diameter of base: 9-56 inches.
Il

Materia!: Brass. '.
\

Weight (empty); 18.49 pounds, .

"i

Propellant:

10 C3 (type 89 prbpellant): 4.4 pounds (2.Q£

i kg.).- *
. :

. 'imperforated cylindrical sticks, approxi-

mately 1 mm (Jfi inch) by 8J4-9 inches/ amber-

colored doubles-base powder.

The propella% sticks are er^losed in two

xiompartmented bags of heavy Irownish silk.

The inner bag contains 0.960 kg. (2. 1
pounds)

of propellant. The outer bag contains .1.040

'
; kg. (2.3 pounds) of propellant. .

Primer: Mk l case percussioifprimer Model 4.
- \



NAVY PROJECTILES

1

ft

•

4

}

1

i

ETU 5EAUMG COP

CASE -BRASS

J %

WGPEUANT

PR I M£fi

i
.

j

h

v

F/ffure 416—20-cm Short Complete Round (Semifixed)

Weapon on which used:

Short 20 cm gun.

This is a aWt-harreled (12 cal.) gun of low
muzzle velocity and light construction on a,

pedestal mount designed originally for use-on
the light decks of merchant ships. • The pur-
pose of this weapon is, to delivers relatively

\ Heavv projectile at. a limited range> for anti-
submarine attack and to throw up low-level
antiaircraft barrage.

. ,

This gun fires semifixed ammunition; the
breechblock is of the interrupted-thread type.
It has been found mounted in shore' emplace-
ments.' \

P i J r

4
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

(Ordinary Mk 1) 20-cm/Short (202-mm)

(8-Inch) Hish-Expiosive

Weight of filled projectile (without fuze): 11 1.0

pounds.

Weight of empty projectile: 72.50 pounds.

Weight stumped on routing band (sample)
:

32.42

k^. (varies with individual projectiles).

Length of projectile (wi

Diameter at bourrelet: 7.94 inches (201.5 mm).

Distance from base to rotating band: 1.0 inch.

r x

h

Width of rotating band: 1.0 inch.

Killing:

Trinitroamsole (lype Dl, explosi vbJ : 2*4.50

pounds. '

x

The. charge, consists of three blocks of

explosive east and sealed in. a waxed paper

container and sealed in the projectile with

parafiin. *

Fuzing

:

Type 0 rncchanical time fuze. *•

Type 88 Mod. 4 point detonating fuze.

—

,

-> r i

l r H x n I r

aC-u> VEJU 0f:>:

j

Figure 477—20-cm SAorf (Ordinary Mk 1) High-Explosive.
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NAVY PROJECTILES

Radius of ogive ; No data.

: 276.76

empty projectile ; 259.6 pounds.

Weight stamped on rotating band (sample)
;

" 118.8 kg. (y&ries with individual projectiles).

'Length of projectile: 35.86 inches. ^
Diameter at bourrelet : 7.95 inches (202 mm)

.

Distance from' base to rotating band : 3.1 1 inches.

Forward: 1.14 in

Space: D.26 inch. '.

Alt:1.14 inches.
- A

Trinifroanisple (type 91 explosive): 17.3$

pounds. j
•

The charge consis.ts of a preformed bjpck of

Type 91 explosive (trinitroanisole) with a,well

in the base to receive a gaine. The block.is

wrapped in waxed-paper, a Mi-inch layer of
(

a p
L

fibrous i cushioning material, and a cotton*

.
. : . -f

Fusing: Type 13-year MJk 4 base fuze. Weapon in

dual-purpose gun.

507
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

H >

WOOOEN. PLATE

BA'SE KATE

Figure 419—20-cm (Ordinary Type ,0)

High-Ex'piosivt.

t

(Ordinary Type 0) 20-cm (202-mm) (8-Inch)

Higb-Explosivc

.Weight of filled projectile
3 (without fuze): 383.14

pounds. ~y

Weight of emptyprojectile: 261.8 pounds..

Weight stamped on rotating band (sample)

:

119.0 kg. (varies with individual projectiles).

Length of projectife (without fuze): 36.61 inches.

Diameter at bourrelet; 7.95 inches (202 mm).

.

Distance from Uase to rotating band: 3.11 inches.
H J

508

Width of ruLutm^ hand:

Forward :
'1.14 Inches.

Space ; 0.20 inch.

Afi: 1.14 inches.

Radius of ogive: No data.

Filling;

Trinitroani8oie (type 9 1 explosive) : 2 1 Mi

pounds ^

The charge consists of two preformed

blocks of Type 91 explosive (trinitroarusolej

enclosed in a cloth bag.

Fuzing:
r —

"Type 91 mechanrcal time fuze.

Type 88 point detonating fuzes.

Weapon in which used: Mk 2 20-cm/50 cal. dual-

purpose gun.

20-cm (202-mm) (8-Inch) Cartridge Case

/Semifixed) '\
Case:

Length^! 5.25 inches.

Diameter of base: 9.58 inches.

M BteHal>-Brass

.

Weighs (empty) : 18.6 pounds.

Propellant

:

10 C3- (type 89 propellant): 4.4 pounds

(2.0 kg.)'

Imperforated cylindrical sticks "approxi-

mately 1 mm. %i inch by- 3% inches, 9

inches amber-colored double-base powder.

-.5 The propellant sticks are enclosed in two

compartmented bags of heavy brownish silk.

The inner bag contains 0.960 kg. (2.1 pounds)

of propellant. The outer bag contains 1.040

_ - kg. (2.3 pounds) of propellant.

Primer: Mk. I case percussion primer, Mod 4.

Weapon in which used: 20-cm. type 38 coast

defense gun.



NAVY PROJECTILES

j-

PCWDER BAG

Figure 420—20*cm Cartridge Cast (Semifixed).
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•JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE -ft.

RLO

RED

-J

Figure 457—36-eirf A-mor Piercing.

36rcm (36,5-mm) (14-Inch). Amor-Piercing

Weight of filled projectile (without fuze) :
No data.

Weight of empty projectile: No data. \

Weight stamped on -rotating band (sample):

656.00' kg. (varies with individual projectiles).

Length of projectile (without fuze): 56.^5 inches.

Diameter at bourrelet : 14.00. inches-.

Distance from bas© to rotating band: 5.75 inches.

Width of rotating band:

Forward: 2.00 inches, c *

Aft: 1.56 inches.

Filling: Probably trinitroanisole (type 91 ex-

plosive). " s

Fuzing: Type 13ryear Mk4
s
Mod 1 base fuze.

Weapon in which used : 36-cm/45 gun (bag). .

4

r#

510 \
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40-cm (406-mm) (16-Inch) Mk 5 Armor-
Piercing

i i ,

J
,

1

Weight of filled projectile (without fuze) : No data..

Weight of empty projectile: No data. .
•<

,

Weight stamped on rotating band, (sample):

975.00 kg. (varies with individual- projectiles).

Length o£ projectile*(without fuze): 56.50 mcheB.

Diameter at bourcelet: .16,00 inches.

NAVY PROJECJILES
IT

Distance ii'OJn base to rotating ImrftJ : 1,(J7 inrlie*.

WitltK o[j'otuting band :

r

Forward; 2. 6 5 inches. >

Aft: ,.2.0/j inches,
,

•.Killing: Probably trinitroanisole (type 01

,

.plosive). .

'

iEuzing: Type 1 3-year ;M"k 3 base fuze.

'Weapon in which used: 40-crh/45 gun (bag).

ex

c -

Z1
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EXPERIMENTAL

Weifkt
of charge

(«.)
Kind •fdunV

/I

Wftlfkl
tola!

(k«.)

Dlam. of
malar

Diun
ofhead
<«••>

&an«e
(».)

L*t*nU dieewkm Longitudinal di*-
rondon

Buraffeud A. A Incendiary bomb,
shr*pnd

88. g

ao^nt 8,C. B AntiUnk

18-cm 8; C. K. Antitank,

,

iH.IiW..... Depth ehtrtt)

Typ« W.

- r Type*.

Type 81

10

15

ao 3700

ao

10
-.1

IK MOO About 10 jwr-
w ami of rtnxc

Aboat 10 per-

cent of range.

12-em H. E. %. Bemte. 1. Type 91 IS 4800 Aboat 10 per-

.cent of ranca.

About lo per-

cent of r&age-

10-cto H. E. R Type*
* 1

22. fl 10 10 19

1
V

lOrom 8. C. R. ....... Antitank. 1.0*

j *

+

ft-anH. B...-i- B*m«e

"* 1 ^

frcm 8. eLi»;...>ti'.Antitank....—.. 0.B
f .

Typew

Type*.
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to 10
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Chapter 5—-Section 2

NAVY ROCKETS
\ r

Introduction

At the end of the war, the Japanese Navy l?ad

in production and use three rockets, a 12-cm

incendiary-shrapnel, a 20-cm H. B., and a 45-cm

i

H. E. "Drawings and data of these three rockets

are given in this section.

There were several other rockets in the experi-

mental stage, and a chart listing the salient,

features of these rockets is also given. <

ROCKET DATA

i

5.8

Nttu-
b*r
of

DOS-

Mini-
mum
ndxxle
di»m.

Igniter
black
powder
dm.)

6

6

*

j

50

6
r _

-

i

* ^ W W *

6

« ll.B

f

3D

S a. 5

15

J

s 6.5 8

8

Type fi combination,

Model 1. '

"

r

Type 5 percussion.

Model 3.

4 jI

Type 6 percussion,

Model!

Antisubmarine fine.

Model Z

Type 5 percussion.

Model 2.

Type 6 percussion,

* Model 1.
\

Type 6 ^ercoasfon,

Model 1.

. Type 5 percussion.

Model L

Type & percussion,

Model 1.

Percussion

Model 4

' Experimental

'Experimental

Experimental

Experimental

flettuple, mounted

on 2 wheels.

Iron pipe.

Iron pipe

Iron pipe.

Num-
ber or
grain*

Outer
dlam.
of (rain
(mm.)

Inner
dlam. of
train
(nun.)

Length
of ffrain

(mm.)
Wkea

developed

58

35

30

30

16

10-- November 1W4

prll Only experimental.

i&45 Only experimental.

April ifHfl Not used.

5 300 January 1945 Used oq the "Snlnxo."

5 and

10

5 and

10

* _ Only eiperlmentaJ.

Mircb

16 9 and

6

Pierced armor 10-

cm thici.

Only experimental.

9 and

5

September 1W4, Fterced &nuor 7-

cm ibiefc.
p

June 1944" , Oniy expenincnUil.

^

1

r

ft
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE
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* 1 I J
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f- i-,r
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'2K i
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Pr-^K L LAM GFA • N

PRIMER

f f Jcngtli.,o( :
- 10 indies.

Figure 423— T2-cm Incendiary Shrapntl

Spin-Sfabilized Rocket.
r

1 2-cm Incendiary-Shrapnel, Spin-Stabilized*

Rocket

Assembled round:

Weight of complete round: 51 pounds (23.18

kg.). ...
Length of complete round: 28Xe inche§.

Head: *

Weight of filled head: 17 pounds 9 ounces.

Weight of fiUingT^icric burster charge, 4%

ounces; incendiary^cylinder filled, 10 pounds

1 1% ounces.

514

J i*ngth of 'incendiary cylinder: 7
7/
16 in el ICS.

10

Diameter of head: 4*7 inches (12 cm.).

Killing:

Picric acid burster charge: '4% ounces.

Incendiary cylinder (W. P. pellets):

pounds I 1 % ounces.

Fuzing: Simple powder delay fuze: Powder

train type ignited by flash fron\ primer in base

of motor.

Motor:

Weight of 'filled motor: 13 pounds 11 ounces.

Weight of propellant: 7 pounds 5 ounces

(3.3 kg.).

Length of motor.: 17K* inches.

Diameter: 4.7 inches (12 cm).

. Six nozzles are offset 21° to the longitudinal

axis of the rocket.

Warhead^motor adapter;

Weight: 3 pounds 6% ounces.

Length: 2' ?(« inches.

Diameter: 4.7 inches (12 cm).
'

Propellant: s

6 long and 1 short grains of 150 special DT6
(60 percent nitrocellulose, 29.3 percent nitro-

glycerine,. 2.85 percent ethyl centralite and

6.14 percent mononitronaphthalene)

Long grains are 14 inches by 1.345 inches

(34 mm) single perforation %% inch in diameter.

The short grain is identical to the long grains,

but shorter (r0%inches).

Ignition mechanism :

Igniter: Percussion primer!
.

Ignition charge: 1 ounce black powder in

silk bag.

Color and markings:'

Black over all. - Three and one-half inches

aft of nose piece is a % inch yellow band. A

second X inch yellow band is located aft of

the flange on-d&e base plate. A -label, carry-

ing propellant data, is fixed in the motor.

Launcher:

The rocket, is launched from a wooden

trough mounted one. on each side of the cock-

^ pit of the Jap suicide boat.

Remarks: The powder delay train type fuze

used in the 12-cm. rocket allows the rocket to

travel about 2,000 to 3,000 yards before the main

charge is detonated.



mem (8-inch) High-Explo.iv* Spin-Stabiliitd

Rocktf

Assembled round

„ Weight of complete round (with fuze) : 199.95

pounds (90.7 kg.).

Length of complete round (without fuze):

.40.28 inches. '
"

,

k

Head:
*

- +
-

J i

Weight of filled head (without fuze) : * 110.01

7 pounds (49.9 kj£?T~
'

JWeight empty (body) : 57.32 pounds.

Length of .head (without fuze); 23.15 inches.

Diameter of head: 17.99 inches (203.0 mm).
Filling: Cast type 91- explosive (trinitrbauisole)

:

38.58 pounds (17.5 kg.).'
o

*
'

*

Kuzirig: Type 4 rocket fuze: 1,76 pounds.

Motor; *

Weight of filled motor: 88.18 pounds (40.0

Weight empty (body): 43.21 pounds, •'

Length of motor: 17.21 inches.

Diameter at bearing surfaces: 7.99 inches

. \ (203.0 mm). ^
Six nozzles are offset at 25° from the longi-

tudinal axis of the motor.

Propellant: < '
' "v -

7 grams (11.42- by 2.28- by 0.43-incnes

perforation) of double-base smokeless powder,
weighing a. fetal^f , 18.30 pounds (8.3 kg.); •

. code designation, 240 Special DT2. Do^cu-

ments state that 240 DT6. may also be usM. *

Ignition mechanism :

; Igniter: Percussion primer.

? \
' ^nitip'n charge (olac^: -powder iirsilk pad);

'- 50.6 grams. * " .

if

>'

PROJECT,! L£ fi;t5E PLiTt

fEARIfti SURFACE • ~"72^

MUG-'.PLATE '

ftiD. P-'4D£?r 1 (if i I Tf. ft

r-GG ID

. Figurt'424—20-cm High-Explosive Spin-Stabilized
& ' ft f

** ^

Rocket.
: 1

p r j

Launcher: .r
'

.» ' .

Three signal-round launchers, have .been >

• designed for this round. Two -of these are

trough-type, while the third is -a barrel-type
:

: laurfeherv
;
In addition a .triple-mount trough-

type launeher has been recovered: -*

Renuuiks: The heid of this rocket consists of a
(bearing explosive, dato)/'iiid' on the forward , slightly modified '20ucm projectile. •

end of the motor base plate, (bearing propel- . The rotating .band -is •removed, and the found .

Iant data). A «entt.jftfo1>er is stamped, - may be found with or without the rotating band;
"> the motor base. / 1 groove, <lependin% on- the method df conversion.

Color and markings:

/ Marbori Oyer all, with the hose *tip£ed with
.a 2.13rinch ^re.eri band; -A 0.35-inch yellow
band appears at the j unction of the motor and

*'
projectile: Labels are located7on the; body
(date unknown), in the nose fuze pocket

if
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was

MOTOR CLOSING PLATE .

-*ELD
.

BLACK POWDER IGNITER

PROPEL LANT GRAIN

MOT 03 BCOY

GRID

MOTOR BASE PLATE

mint

gure 425

—

45-cm High-Explosive Spin-Stabilin

Rocket
r *

45-cm (17.75-lhch) High-Expbsive Spin-

Stabiliicd Rocket

Assembled round:

•Weight of complete rountj (without fuze):

1,514 pounds (686.7 kg).
'

.

'

Length^ of complete round (without fuze):

67.5 inches.

Bead:
*

. Weight of filled head (without fuze): 942.7

pounds (427.6 kg).

516
'

ft

Weight i n p t y (with coupling): A^'-i.:, pounds.

Length" (if heud (without fuze); 40. .0 inches,

' Diameter of head: 17.75 inches (45 rjuj..

Killing:

Type \)H explosive (picric acid): 401. f,
1 pounds

(IK! .9 k^).

fuzing:

Type 4 rocket fuze.

Army type 1 00 ^elective instantaneous or

delay mortar fuze, with special adapter.

When the latter fuze is employed, the

Navy gaine well in the charge is filled with

a picric pellej^ recessed for an Army gaine.

Motor:

_
Weight of filled motor: 571.3 pounds. '

.

Weight empty: 269.0 pounds. %

Length of motor: 27.0 inches.

Diameter" at bearing surfaces: 17.75 inches

(45 cm). ' -

Six tapered nozzles are offset 18.5° from the

longitudinal axis of the motor.

Propellant: •

39 grains (15.25- by 2.31-"by 0.41-inch per-

foration) of a double-base smokeless powder,
r

weighing a total of 131.5 pounds and code

240 Special DT6. •

The grains are„ green and red in color.

Ignition mechanism;

Igniter: Percussion primer,

Igni'tion. charge (black powder in silk, fad):

83.0 grams.

Color and markings:

Maroon over all, with a green nose.

- An Arabic numeral is stenciled in white on
V-

the nosp- A "label, carrying propellant data,

is fixed to the base of the motor.

Launcher:

A crudely manufactured, wooden, trough-

type launcher has been recovered for use

with this ammunition.

Remarks: A variation of this round, incorpo-

rating modified coupling and base plug, has been

recovered. The nose of the modified round is

threaded to.jjteive the fuze -directly, whereas the

hose of the^&iginal model earned an adapter

welded into mice. Although, the internal dimen-

sions of the' modified round ure identical to the

first recovered specimen, the ^former weighs only

1,466 pounds.



CKapt«f 5—Section 3

VY MORTARS

\

Typ« 3 81 -mm HigK-Exploiiv. Mortar

Weight complete round; 7.23 pounds.
Weight main charge: 1.1 pounds.
Explosive components: Main charge:

F

' Picric 57 percent.
'

Alpha-nitronaphthalene 43 percent.'.

Over-all length (without fuze): 11.5 inchee.
Length fin assembly: 3.25 inches. .

NTitaum diameter at bourreleU 3.19 inches (8J
- mm).
Maximum diameter of tail fins: 3.18 inches.

-Color and markings:

Unpainted black steel body with a green
Band followed by a maroon band below the
fuze. This*is a simulation of standard Navy

^
marking of H. E. projectiles which typically
are painted maroon over all and tipped with
green. •

r

Fuzing: Type 3. combination fuze.

Weapon in which used: Navy type'3 8-cm ]

Description The body of this shell is one-piece -

cast-steel streamlined construction with a well
machined bourrelet having five bearing surfaces.
An,adapter ring screws (R. H.) in.to the nose, but
there is no booster cup as in Army types.
Screwed into the base of the shell body is the

tail-fin assembly consisting of a steel tube to
house the propeiant cartridge and having eighteen
flash ports in; six rows' to pass tfte flash from the
primary cartridge to the main pi-opelling charge.
Welded around the base of the tiube are a series
of twelve sUbilizing tail fins. Tie 'main propelr
ling charge is contained in. dougr^iut^haped silk
bags, which are split so that the^ can be slipped
around the propellant tube above the tail fins
and oyer the flash norte. u

lortar.

'TYPE 3 QQMbirailGU FUZf

JkJJ

fUSH HOLE

- F

Figun 426—Typ* 3'81-mm High-Explosive Moriar.
/

J

t i

0

\
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Chapter 5—Section 4

NAVY PROJECTILE FUZES

Figure 427—20Mm Model 1 Fuze.

\

20-mm 'ModeU Fuze

Use: 20-mm projectiles.

Over-all length (with gaine) : t%i inches.

Over-all length (without gaine) : % inch.

Maximum diameter: 2% t inch.

Threaded length : % % inch.

Number of threads: 5. .
• »

Construction : The £uze is of one-piece construc-

tion. The striker extends from the nose of the
r

j

5I8 . y

fuze into the lower fuze body and is supported

by a safety fork which is held in place by a Bet-

back pin. The gaine threads into the bottom of

the fuze body.

Operation; On firing, the force of set-back

c/tuses the set-back pin to move down against

.its spring, thus releasing the safety £<?rk. Cen-
trifugal force causes the safety fork to' move
outward, and, when the projectile clears the

bore of _ the gun, the safety fork is thrown. Aear

of the projectile. This releases the strike*- which

is driven down into the gaine on impact.

Remarks: .There is a smaller version of this

fuze that "was originally used in the .Swiss-made

projectiles. It differs from the Model 1 fuze

only in size.

20-mm Model 2 Impact Fuze
r"

Use: 20-mm projectiles.

Over-all length (with gaine) : 1 %i inches.

Over-all length (without gaine) : % inch.

Maximum diameter: 2% 2 inches.

Threaded length : ft* inch.

Number of threads: 5.

Construction: This is a rotor type fuze that is'

unique in that the firing pin instead of- the deto-

* hator, is housed in the rotor. The body is of two-

piece construction. In the upper part of the body-

is a firing-pin extension.- The rotor containing

the firing pin is in the lower partTblsthe body.

The rotor is held in place by two centrifugal

detents.

Operation: After firing, centrifugal force moves

the detents out and turns the rotor until the

firing pin is aligned with the firing-pin extension.

The rotor is held in this position by centrifugal

force, and on . impact the firing-pin extension

drives the firing pin into the gaine.

4t

0



NAVY. PROJECTILE FUZES

i .
ROTOR DETCNT*

'
Fi'fft/re 428—2(hmm AWe/ 2 fm.

20-mm Model 3 Impact Fuze
-

. Use
: .20-mm. projectiles.

"

Over-aU length (with gaine) : l%2 inches. :/

Over-all length (without gaine) : % inch.
Maximum diameter: inch. . ~

Threaded length: ft, inch. -

-

Number of threads: -5.
"

-

struction: There are two versions of this
fuzi| differing only in the fact that one is of one-
piece construction and the other is of two-piece
construction, having an inner metal collar threaded

'

to the body. Threaded into the base of the fuze
is a gaine, above which is an air column sealed at
the top by a closing disc. ,

^ Operation: There are no arming features inu
' this fuze. On impact, the closing disc is crushed

. inward, cdmpressing the air in the column and
.

firing the gaine. „ >
.

"V

429-^20

5(9
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figure 430—20-mm TVo-P/ec© Fuze,

iO-mm Two-Piec* Fuit

Use: 20-mm projectiles,

i
Over-all length (with gaine) : 1% inches.

Over-all length (without gaine) : inch.

Maximum diameter: J^ 8 inch. *,

Threaded length: X« inch,

s, Number of threads: 5.

Construction : A black steel nose section threads

onto the brass body. The top of the air column
is closed by a thin brass cap held between the nose

section and the fuze body. Two spanner holes

are present in the fuze body.

Operation: The fuze has no safety or arming

features. On impact, the nose is crushed and the
r

compression/of the air in the air column detonates

the gaine.

520



25-mm Model 1 Pure

I sr
;
'J.virim II. K. projrriilps, -.

Ovi-r-ali h*n^th (vvjlIi ^uinej : 1 mriics.

Over-fill length ( without gtiuw) ; 1 J; a ,mrhes^ .

Maxim tun diameter: % inch.

Threaded-length: % 6 inch.

Number of threads: 6 H. H.

Construction: The fuze is constructed of brass

in two pieces, the 'Upper or nosepieee threading
onto the'main body. The*trikjer extends from the

nosepieee into the lower fuze body and is supported

NAVY PkOJK-'V :
.

-

J- -Til - - - i^^^^^^L

^

-

1

."

Bl^l _ __ _

by u <vut i ilugal iJni-ni: A cc-ni i-if. !: ^, ] |,

sbisUrr si-purake.'s: the pinniT from (h-- fain. .M.d

the shutter housing has a shoulder on whirl, u,.-

primer cup reats. 'J'ho. gaine threads mio -the
bottom of the fuze and hoi da the shut-Let housing
in place.

^ _

V

Operation: After firing, centrifugal force mo vet*

the detent out and also" causes the fia.Mli hole hh ut-

ter to move, exposing the flash-hoW. - On impact,
the striker is driven into the primer, winch Mashes
into the gaine.

- SHUTT£ft Dt reM

- DETENT SPR^O

SHUTTEfl

v
w

i L -

i

II!

PIVOT PIN

1

1
;

J

STRIKER

PRIMER

<

<

CLOSING SCREW

DETENT SPAING

CENTRIFUGAL DETECT

SHUTTER

DETONATOR

i

Figure 431—2S-n,m AW*/ f>««.
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432—25-mm MoJe/ 4 Fuze

25-mm Model 4 Fuze
J

Use: 25-mm H. E. projectiles.

Over-all length (with gaine) : No data.

. }Over-all length (without gaine) : ltf« inches.

' 'Maximum diameter : % inch. .

. Threaded length: inch. ...
. r

Number of threads: 6 R. H. ,
-

Construction : ^The-fuze is 'constructed of brass

in two pieces, with the upper or nosepiece thread-
V

ing onto the main body. In some cases the nose-

"

piece "'has' been found to be made of steel. The
'

striker extends from the nosepiece into^he lower

fuze body and is supported by 'a centrifugal de-

tent.' The gaine. is threaded into the lower fuze

'522 '

.

body, with its uppermost part just befowthe*'

striker point. A lead azide pellet is embedded

directly below the primer in the gaine.
y

r

Operation: After firing, centrifugal force move&.

the detent out, arming the fuze. On impact, tfce-

striker is driven into the gaine, causing the fuze
^

to function.
, „ 1<t

Remarks: This fuze differs from the type 1 in

that its nose is more sharply pointed, the striker

is longer, and the flash-hole -shutter and housing

are eliminated.

The type 4 fuze fits into a smaller cavity, -and

thus there is a larger amojunl>f filling in the new

projectiles. -



NAVY PROJECTILE FUZES

30-mm Fuze

Use: 30-mm projectiles for aircraft cannon.
Over-all length (with game): inches.

-Over-hlljength (without game): I inch.

Maximum diameter: l% 2 inches.

Threaded length: % inch K. H.
Number of threads: 4.

Construction; the fuze consists of the main
body which houses the hammer, striker, rotor, and
lower fuze body.. The main body is made of
aluminum, the lower fuze body 'and gaine of brass-

the remaining parts of-aluniinum-magnVsnim mix-
ture. The striker is. carried in a rotor, which is

held in the unarmed position by two. centrifugal
dutenU.. The lower fuze body threads' (It. fl j in
the main body and is threaded (R. H ) .internally
to take the, gaine.

Operation: Centrifugal force causes the arming
detents to move out, freeing the rotor, which
then turns until the striker is in line with the ham-
mer. On impact, the hammer drives the -striker
into the primer, which sets off* the explosive train.

-Ccos i nc im;;

h AUMf ft

1
*

1

^

r

ARM
I No DUhWTS

Figurt 433—30-mm Fuze.
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434—Type

Type 1 Short-Delay Impact Fuze
r

Use: Type 1 ,A. P t projectiles for tne 8-cm/40 Mk
2 gun

Over-all length: 3% inches.

Length (without gaine): 1% inches.
.

Threaded length: % inch L. fj.

Number of threads: 6.

Construction : The forward end of the fuze is

externally threaded to fit into the base of the pro-

jectile riosepiece. The fixed" firing pin threads

into the firing pin holder, which threads into the

forward end of the fuze body. The primer carrier,

housed in the forward section of the fuze body, is
r

held in the unarmed position by five detents which

engage a shoulder on the primer carrier and are

surrounded by a thin, flat spring. The detent

holder threads into the fuze body from the after
r 1

524

end. A" flash channel is cut, longitudinally,

through the primer carrier and detent holder

leading to the delay pellet and explosive train.

A gaine adapter, threading into the base of the

fuze body, contains the delay pellet, secondary

primer, and sub-booster. The explosive gaine

threads onto the gaine adapter.

Operation: Centrifugal force causes the five

detents to' open against their spring, much like a

camera diaphragm, thus freeing the primer earner

to hit the fixed firing pin on impact. The Hash

from the primer passes through the channel in the

primer carrier and detent holder to the delay pel-

let and explosive train.

Remarks: This fuze is installed in the forward

end of the projectile at the junction of the nose

piece and the projectile body, so that no part of

the fuze is visible in the assembled projectile.



Type 88 N'oie Fuze

so:

l'2-cm ordinary projectiles (aemifixed).

1270m ordinary projectiles (fixed).

;2^cYn incendiary, shrapnel projectiles (fixed).

- 12, 7-cm ordinary projectiles (fixed).

12.7-cm incendiary, shrapnel projectiles (semi-

-fixed). . , J
14-cm ordinary projectiles (bag).

15-cm ordinary projectdes (bag).
j v

15.5-cm ordinary projectdes Cbag).
, ,

,.20-cm ardiiiary "projectiles (semifixed).

Over-all length (with gajnej: 3% inches.

Over-all length (without gajne): inches.

Maximuin diameter:- 2 % inches.

Threaded length: %t inch. \ „

Number of threads: 6/
,

Construction: TIiJb brass fuze consists of a nose

cap, fuze body, and base plug. The- base plug

.threads into the fuz&,.bodj£, forming a seat for the

arming-earn carrier and housing the setback

plunger. The arming-cam carrier aupporla five

arming cams, which, in turn, rest under the

shoulder and supports tHe striker. The setback

''*'

,;J.

if

STRIKER EXTENSION

'CENTRIFUGAL SEGMENT

5 PR t
kg

H VCT >IN

$TR

(

t.

GA1NE

r

x 4

Figure 435—Type 88 and Typt 88 Modification 1 Nose Fuze.
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I 1

lunger is. held in the, forward position by a steel

on the after encf. Jhe head/of the

ugh find above the arming-

iJeam • carrier to prevent the moving out pf a master

detent which "locks in position the remaining

detents.
:
C

The striker is a rn^ch]ned^tece^fitting into; a
J

_
'

h * ' "^V" *
.

'

""
Lj,r-

channel in the base plug, arm

fuze body. The upper end of the striker has a.

shoulder^wliich rests on the arming cams -and is

drilled longitudinally, to receive the striker exten-

sion. The inner surface of the npse~cap and the

top ..of the striker, extension^are beveled so as to

; facilitate functioning on a lo^angle of impact.

There is groove for^a balTToekin^-device located

in -the periphery of the 4hLreao!ed^borfion - which

ftifeads into %e. projectile pi

, The gaifte threads onto the after en'd.of the bast

plug. .
»

' :

**'
•"

Operation: When the projectile is fired , the set-

back plunger moves down into a Recess in the .

base plug^ thu# freeing the arming earns, which
' from under the shoulders; of the siriker

wrifugal force. On impact, the nose cap

is crushed) driving^he striker onto, the primer..

Remarks: In ,the type 88 Mod 1 fuze there is a.

safetypin! which fits into a groove at the 'base of

the sefc-bj&ck plunger, securing the plunger in the

forward position.

ove O!

with

^ 1

*5

1

r \ ^ - I

- fV -

I
*

- 'l

T 1

<7\

i

- - T
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Type 88 Mod«l x Nph

if

12-cm.ordinary projectiles, (semifix

12-cm ordinary projectiles (fixed).

12-cm incendiary-shrapnel projectiles (fixed).

1^'7-cm ordinary projectiles (fixed). •/ >

12.7-cm incendiary-shrapnel projectiles' (semi-

,fixed).

14-cm ordinary projectiles (bag). , *
*

15-cln; ordinary projectiles (ba^).

' ordinary projectiles (bag).

tiles (semifixed)

.

k

;aine): ^S^inches. „

aine4:oK; inches.-

Maximum diameter: 2^ if

Threaded Length: X» men.
. u

Number of threads: 6. i ^

Construction: This fuze differs from the type

88 and the type 88 mcnlificatiorr^rik^e following

respects: -

1. The gaine is threaded

the base of the fuze body. -"'

2. There is no set-back plunger or safetypin.

3. A flat spring surrounds and holds
^
in position

the arming cams.
(

Operation^: Centrifugal force causes the arming

cams to move out against the pressure of the fiat

spring from under the striker shoulder. The nose

cap is crushed on impact, and the
> striker driven

against,the ^aine.

-i h

+ <1

_ V-

r

/
r"r"
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jTh I Vtii. E/T£r,'Si^<

CEHTft
l f uGA L Zl'Mhl

9

FIVCT PiN

SPR ING

STRIKE!

P(UNGER RETAINING SLEEVE

Figvrt 436—Typt 88 AWc/ 2.Noje Fuze.
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FiRirtG' PI W EXTENSION

FLAT SPAING

INITIAL Htfl**£fc

OEUY SLIDE

3-

DELAY TRAIN HOLDER

— PR TMER DETONATOR

BOOSTER

GAINE

r
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Figurt 437—Typ9 88 AWe/ 4 Instantantous-Dtlay Fuzt.

Type 88 Model 4 trittanfaneous-Delay Fuze

Use: Ordinary projectiles for 12-cm and 20-cm

short guns.

Over-all length (with gaine): 6X inches.

Threaded length: % inch. „

Number of threads: 6. ,.
•

F
"

Construction: The fuze body is made in three

sections and is fitted together JF/ith threads. The
upper section houses the head of the striker.

The midsection houses the remainder of the

528

p

striker and- the five centrifugal wedges, which

rest under a shoulder ef the striker and prevent

contact with the primer in the unarmed position.

These wedges are surrounded and held in position

by a split steel band. The primer is also housed

in the- midsection. The -lower section contains

the delay element .and the selector switch, which

is externally controlled.- *The instantaneous _jia#fa;

channel, when the fuze is set for delay actios! , is,

closed by a small steel plate (delay slide).
,

When

set for instantaneous -action, the selector switch



NAVY PROJECTILE FUZES

presenU a recess allowing 1 the delay slide, when

centrifugal force sets in,, to move out and free the

instantaneous flaah channel.

Operations After the projectile is firod and

begins to decelerate, the wedges are forced out by

centrifugal force against a Hat spring, thus freeing

the striker. On impact, the striker "in forced into

the primer. The flash from the primer seta off

Typ* 4 No*« Fuxe

Use: 20 cm. rocket.

Over-all length (with gaine) : 5X* inches.

Over-all length, (without gaine) : 2% inches

T
a delay powder' tram, which in turn initiate the

guine. If the fu&e is set for iri8taniane.ouH action,

the delay «lido moves out with centrifugal force,

leaving a flash channel to the gaine, which is

initiated. directly.

Remarks: The setting of 0 to 5 aecoudb allowb

the projectile to sink approximately 25 meters

before detonation.

Maximum diameter: inches.

Threaded length: 7
A%"inch.

L

Number of threads:- 6, *

Construction: The fuze is a centrifugally'armed

point detonating fuze 'constructed in two parts.

J

/

i

CtKtR tFUGAi DETt'WTS

* J

PICRIC BOOSTER

SECT I ON A-A

i.
n

-jf

& -

i -A

Ffam 438—Type 4 Hoot Fvx*.
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The- ii])i>i'i- body contains a. copper closing disk

and threads, onto the lower body to form the bond

of the fuze. The lower body bouses the striker

and centrifugal detents, and is threiuled to take

the game. The lower portion of the striker has a

smaller diameter forming a shoulder to bear

against the detents. The upper end is hollowed

to receive the striker head. The striker head has

a disk on the npj&er end to form the striking head,

and a (lunge to prevti-i^its being seated to# deeply

in the hollowed end of the^Eiker. The centrifugal

detents are pivoted on a fnounthig which threads

1

into thu bast- of tin 1 lower body above; Uh* ^uint*/

A spring bund holds thorn under tho, stnktT

shoulder. Thf tlt-.t^nts nrr* so arrHnfJ^H that tin-y

can only move out in wqnrmu* to' rrJoase tin*.

striker.
F

The gaine threads into the lower fuz/i body.
.

i"

l

Operation : Rota tion* " of th e rock «t in flight

causes the centrifugal detent to move out against

the detent spring so as to clear the shoulder of UiV

striker. Impact crushes the fuze head and drives

the striker down- into the gaine.

t

STRIKES

SAFETY Wlfir -

PRIVACY PRIME*

SECONDARY PGWEft

FRfaO DETONATOR

60CSTER

f.

figure 439—Type 5'A-Year Now fiae<^
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Type 5th-Yr. Nose Fuze
i

Use:

8-cm ordinary projectiles (fixed and semi-

fixed).

12-cm ordinary projectiles (semifixed).

14-cm ordinary projectiles <bag). *

(

,
Over-all length (witn gaine): 5% inches.

Over-all length (without gaine): 1% inches.

Maximum diameter: \% inches./

Threaded length: % inch. -

-

Number of threads: 9 R. H.
.

Construction: -The fuze body is of two-piece

brass construction, with the upper part, or nose

cap, threading (R. H.) onto the lower part. The

lower portion is threaded (L. H.) internally to take

the gaine. The gaine is made of light swel, A

heavy striker fits against the interior top of the

nosepiece, which is beveled to facilitate functioning

with a low angle of impact.' The lower fu/,e body

contains a primary primer and a secondary striker.

Operation: On impact, the nose cap is sheared

off or crushed* forcing the first striker into the first

primer. This explosion forces the secondary

striker down, shearing the shear pin and causing

the gaine to function. •

40-mm Powder Time Fuie

Use: 40-mm A. A. projectiles.

Over-all length (with gaine); 3% inches.

Over-all length (without gaine),: 2%, inches

Maximum diameter: 1 finches.

Threaded length: finches.

Number of threads: 6R. H.,

t

4
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"NAVY PROJECTILE FUZES
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'$£J^'»G GEAR RACK
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CREEP. 5PRJNG

TftA I NS-. y
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-,.
"

; po^er tr".

i

i.

-um;rATjNG CAP

PRIMER CAP
'

r

*

r-1

I /

J -

uze.

Construction: Tne tuze body, game, magazine

earlier, .and. nose cap are made of aluminum'.

The two time' rings are made of brass. A hollow

spindle protrudes up from the fuze body, over

which are fitted the lower (movable) and upper

(fixed) time rings. The nose cap threads Onto

this extension and holds the upper time ..ring in

place. Housed within the hollow spindle are the

'U
,
striker, creep spring, arid initiating cap or primer*

Halfway up the side of the hollow spindle is a

flash porfleading to the upper time train. There

is a tooth rack machined around the upper edge

of the.lower time ring for automatic setting

e game threads into the lower end of the

-r\

/ -

4 k -> • #

p -

: As the round feeds into the gun, a

rack engages the teeth of the lower time ring,

which is rotated abotft its axis by the meshing of

these gears, setting the fiize?s .^Vhen the gun is

fired, the fdrce of set-back causes the. striker to

pierce the primer. The flash from the primer

passes to the upper time ring', . and in turn, to the

lower. The flash from the lower time ring sets

• off the relay pellet and the black powder, which

^ flashes down to the gaine.

^V' • -
, 531.
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

Type 3 Aerial-Bursr—Impact Mortar Fuze

Us4: &-cm mortar ammunition. * • ,<

Over-all length (with gaine): 3% iAches.

Over^kU length (without gaine) : 2% inches;

Maximum diameter; inches.

Threaded length: % inch, .

Number of threads:' 7 R. H.

Construction : This fuze is made of a three-piece

black steel or brass body. Protruding from the

nosepiece is the primary, or Impact, striker which

houses the secondary or aerial-burst striker. A
met^l safety clip fits around and holds the striker

from the primary primer; The secondary striker

within the shaft of the, primary striker is held

from ttje aerial-burst primer by a small coiled

spring. Housed in the lower end of the primary

striker is an aerial-burst primer and a short delay

j

r

SCfiE* PLUG

S*FETY, CUP

SETBACK flfilWG PtH

V

]

figure 441—Typ€ 3 Atrial-Bvnt-lmpaci Mortar Fuze.
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u

train leading to a black-powder collar which fita

around the lower circumference of the primary

striker. "The explosive tmm from this collar leads
M

through ports in the midsection of the fuze to the,

powder time train housed in the midsection.

The. midsection is movable and may be set for

impact firing or aerial burst (2 to 22 seconds).

In the lower fuze section there is one explosive-

filled channel, the upper end of which contacts

the- powder time ring, and4{*e lo>ier end leads to

the explosive gaine.

IS,

NAVY PROJECTIVE FUZES
•VI

Operation: For aerial-burst firing, the tune ring

is set and fhe safety clip removed. On set-back,

the spcoiK/lary striker initiates the, aerial-burst

primer,' which in turn burns through the fiowder

time trai/h to* the explosive gaine. If ilnpact

occurs prior to the lapse of the time set, the

primary /striker will be driven onto the primary

primer.
,
The delay*arming (black) powder collar

around/the primary striker is designed to allow

firing /the mortar from a concealed position

through underbrush and gives - a d efin ite bore

safety^

30-Sccond Powder Time Fuze
r
.

V

Use: 12-cmrilluminating projectile.

Over-all length : 2% inches.
'

Maximum diameter: 2% inches.

Threaded length : K inch.

Number of threads: 3 R.H,
j a

j

i

Construction: The fuze is built with a brass

nose piece, an aluminum. midsection, a fixed and

movable powder ring, and a brass base section

which houses a black-powder magazine in the rear

eud arid supports a central spindle which,, houses

the fixed firing pin. The spindle and : base section

&fe made in one piece.. The' nose piece is a

hollow truncated cone containing four vent holes

forward and threaded (R. H.) internally, rear, to

442—30-S*conJ PoW<

PIECE

VtNT HOIE^

1, -

FIRING

UPPER TltfE

ft 1 WG

LOWER TIME

RirVG

BLACK PCWDER

MAGAZINE

ir
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JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE
rT

{a, earned in the lower part of the
'ti'kt the forward end of the aluminum midsection,.

;
,The.pr]raer |k.

tTh« aluriiimim miction has, four vents forward #
carrier ari^ rists on an internal }ip. Surrounding-

• " T
She cylinder jftfld secured bf a tight friction fit, is

and a dreaded (R-' HO^^KMa^.^itftUy''

.

_ r

At the rear of Hie threaded -opening, the aluminu*^ a split brass collar which rests upofr an mternal

'

piece has a longitudii*l' recess to tafee a amal.t - ' sfcmlder in jthe upper end of the. spindle. The

coiled spJlng' whose purpose $ to prevent,. Ith* movable (%pr)"W ring has the time settings

freezing of the movable prime? carrier, which is .«)>to: ISO.seeonds) m increments of K second. A

- fcartidl/housed ir.;th# aluminum- midsection:
\ ;
A .'segmented brass. friction washer is keyed to the

narrow lip around thl base' circumference;of the -k spindj^and holds the fixed time ring in posiimn.

midsection fits into a groove on the upper surface Option: ' Upon firing, set-back causes the

. of the fixed (upper) time ring and forms> seal:,, ^ Pf«%rprr^j^m,
downout oj the spj.t cdlar

, The rtear end , of the jriovable primer earner is * and onto
"

used iii"'the 'fe>rwarof end' of the spindle, . Thehoused

primer earner is made of a small brass cylinder,

.

Into the top of which is threaded a 'small weight- :

......

blaclerpowder delay in the upper time ring, and

after the set delay period tiyj black powder

magazine isj ignited.

a, -

> 4

x ,<2

IXC

Use: '1.

J -

'3

12-cm ordinary projectiles (semifixed). 4

12^-cm ordinary projectiles (fixed).

12-cm incendiary-shrapnel , projectiles . (fixed) •

* 12.7-cm ordinary projectiles (fixed),
^

12.7^cm incendiary-shrapnel
B
(fixed).

M-cm illuminating projectiles (bag)

15-cm illuminatiafe projectiles' (bag).

15.5-cm illuminating projectiles (bag)

; Over-all length: 2% inches. ,

-;

6 M^ximuiy diameter: 2%t inches.

Threaded length: K mch£
.

'

';

Number of threads: 6.
**

-L

9
*

k - 1

(>natouctioiir T^e 91, the fuze body consists

of an aluminuin^nose cap, and a nickel-plated

brass time-settiS ring, locking ring, .a-nd base

section. Housed in the nose cap is a spring-sup-

hatnmer. Immediately below the

' 1 -

Operation: Before firm^'the gun, the setting

disk is connected to the time setting ring of -the

fuze by the control flfm. It is not connected to

the clockwork, but is free W rotate around -the '

clockwork spindle when the tjme-settMig ring oi

the fuze is moved in the netting. Settingiof the

^ftnese , fuze varies the distance t^ie setting disk? must be

fuzes D-2 (a), D-2 (W and 0-2 (c)' HoV- rotated by the clockwork before *the striker

ever^to fuze^ lrted^ arm wilf faM into the slot m the setting

'

•'

'

- " -'

- disk and release the striker.

nism

hammer
,u> construction to in

_ ^

tairied in the armed pspsition by cej|tni

u

B«« ~— —
:

- - ; , • •-,,]

The time-setting ringhas a vertical OjDeni.^ on ite
'

, XJntiI*the gun « fired, the clockwork is .Id

top rim by which the clock.may be wound with an ImmobUe by
.
the escapement r*a.se arm. con,

rppropriai tool after theS cip has Keen re- nectedto a vertifal slmft, A to,.^ spring w^rk- ..

moved There are two eterior. setting lugs.
' ing on the shaft, tends tVVoUte «he.eseape»uen.

One is. secured to the^timc rSg andihe other to «release arm *way from the clockwork gears'. It

tw portion of thT fuzeW The timC ^s prevented fr«n doing tins by a projection on he

ring is graduated in.one^ond interval^ tfpper end of the vert.e^haft wlm.h bears against

' > . •
, - a shouldei of the clock-starting plunger.

seconds
J

V'.-
:.V3 'V- -$jm-~-".--*:-

-' *4' '
.' : • f:

V."^ *"--X. ' .'' -V...

r
l



NAVY PROJECTILE FUIES

CLOC^OW SPINDLE

C LU tCH SAN

q V -^€*TRCL ARV

S£TT DISC

RELEASE MU
t
Sf

TIME SETTING RING-,

STRIKER RELEASE Alb

SETTING LUG

CLOCK STAGING PLUNGER

BLACK POWDER UAGA2INE PRIMER

innter isWhen the gun is fired, the set-back ha
left behind with sufficient force to:

r

1. Bend the control arm out of engagement

with the time setting ring. ^
'*

2. Drive the clutch bar down into a slot in the

upper end of the clock^thus spreading it suffi-

ciently to clutch the setting disk to the clockwork

spindle. At the . same time, ttfe clock-starting

plunger is left behind by setback and thereby
*removes the shoulder from in* front of the exten-r

sion of the escapement releas&-arm shaft, allowing

the escapement release arm to be rotated free of

ime Fuze.

the clockwork gears. The clockwork is now free

to run and starts to rotate the- setting disk in a

counterclockwise direction. With centrifugal

force, a centrifugal safety lock is thruwn out from

below a shoulder of the striker, which is now firte

to be released. »

When the clock-starting plunger move's down-

ward, its upper end is removed from the "outer

end of the striker release arm, which is now free

to move outward under trie impulse of the striker

release-arm spring, and its inner end then bears

against the setting disk. When the setting disk

535



JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

CLUTCH BAR-

CLOCmiORK SHttQLE

STRIKE* H£U*5E

CONThCL AWf

4-

SETTING DISC

SAFETY LOCK

CUXK STARTING W.UHGER

F/wre 444—Typt

is rotated Sufficiently to bring the notch into'

alignment with the inner end of the striker release

arm, the striker release arm spring 'forces the

outer end of the release arm out, thereby pivoting

the inner end into tha slot of the -setting disk-

When this; happens, the striker release arm moves

out of 'its notch in the striker, which is

driven downward onto the primer capr injtu

the detonation of -the projectile via the medium

of the auxiliary fuze.
.

^

Remarks: There is a modified version of this

fuze that has a gear ring for automatic setting.

This is' used in the 12.7-cm ammunition for the

12.7-cm A. A. gun which has an automatic time-

setting device.
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NAVY PROJECTILE FUZES

SET QAC>. HAUUtH

CLUTCH BAR

SPINDLE

COHTHOl ARU.

SETTING 0 tSC

PRIMER

UAGAZitfE

STRUtEB RELEASE ARM

RELEASE ARM SPRING

STRIKER

ClOCK STARTING

plunger

.J

?

Figurt 445—Typ* 0 Mechanical T/m« Fuzt.

Type 0 Mechanical Tim« Fuie

Use: Ordinary projectiles for the 12^m and

20-cm short guns.

Over-all length: 2% inches. , -

Maximum diameter: 2%t inches.

Threaded length: K inch.

.

Number of threads: 6. *

Construction: This fuze is the same as the, type"

91 Mod 1, except that it has a weaker set-back

spring and has a flash shutter in the basal portion.

It is distinguished from the type 91 Mod 1 by a

red nosepiece. ,

Operation : . The
,
operation is the

1 same as the

type 91 Mod 1, with the ^j*Lfcion
oi-the centric

ugal flash shutter in the l^p^which swings back

thus opening up the

firing train.



JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

Type 98 Mechanical Time Fuxe

i'se: 10-em ordinary (fixed).

Over-all length 4% niches.

. . Maximum diameter: 2% inches

Threaded length: .'^inch,

Construction: This fuze is similar to the type
1

91 Mod 1, but is longer in order to cmfform tbOhe

ogive of die projectiles it-is used in. It meor-

purates the automatic gear setting niV and flash

shutter m the btsal portion that is found in the
,

a J

type 0 fuze. .It is graduated from 0 45 seconds

in increments of 1 secWl
.*

Operation:- The operation is identical to the

type'O fuze.

If

SETBACK HAMMER

;ut;h sar

setting c-:s
r

. corse l tKw —
if

STRIKER RELEASE ARV

^SHt'TTEft.

BUCK K*0£R MAGAZiKe

rTT i KG ^ACK
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NAVY PROJECTILE FUZES

1

1

447—40-mm Bast Fuze

ft

*
w

OELfU f-f L L E T

PftlUfcR

r- *

CREEP- 5M>)ti3' 'n

NERTU HEIGHT

SHEAR- ft IRE

STRIKER

40-mm Base Fuze
"-V '

Use: 40-mm A. P.-H. projectiles.

Over-all length (with gaine}: 2%i inches,

sr-all length (without gaine}: 1% inches,

ximuji; diameter; l% t inches,

'hreaded length: % inch L. H.
;

»

j. _

^Construction : A cylindrical steel piece is thread-

ed externally and centrally drilled to provide a

recess to house and guide the striker, inertia

weight, and creep spring. It . is threaded inter-,

n&Uy on the forward.end to take the gaine. The

>

striker is housed 'in and secured, to the inertia

weightrby.a copper shear pin. The inertia weight

is a steef cylinder which closely, fits the inner

\ opening of the fuze body and is held in the rear-

most position by a creep spring resting between

the explosive-train carrier and an annular groove

in. the forward end ot the inertia wejgh.t.

Operation: On firing, set-back causes the inertia

weight to move -downward,
(

breaking thu -.shear

wire and exposing the striker. " U£on impact, the

striker and collar move Against thlherai^prmg

and the firing pin pierces .the primer.

•. 539
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APANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

5-cm Base Fuze

Use: 5-orn. H. J£C projectiles.
,

.

Over-all lyn^Ln: l%% inches.

Diameter of/threaded .portion :

1

/

o

Construction: The fuze consists <ri*a Bteel cylin-

der externally threaded and drilled internally to

take a soft metal block in which the striker is

friction-fitted. The striker is a steel pin. The

anil of the fuze is closed by the primer holder.

Qperation: Before firing, the striker rests

against the ba^e of the fuze and eannyt pierce the

primer, since the striker block has a concave

surface on the forward end! On set-back
,

the

striker block moveii back and -leaves the striker

protruding. On impact,' bath the striker and

striker block move forward with the striker,

- hitting the primer.

\

- o

STRIKER BLOCK

STRIKES'

PBIMEfl

-L-

540
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Figure 448—5-cm Boje Fax:
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Mk1 Bom

Use: 12-cm. ordinary projectiles (semifixed).

Over-«Jl length (with game) : 5%t inches.
, „

Over-allMeiigth (without gaine) : Z% inches.

Maximum diameter: 1K« inches.

Threaded length: 1K§ inches.

Numpr of threads: 12.
° 4*

itruction: Excepting the setback plung

and gaine, this' fuse is constructed entirely of brass

and made of two pieces.- The Vase of the rear

portion contains an oblong sloe into which, the

, rear end of the threaded spindle and/or striker is

fitted. On the -threads of the striker rides an

inertia weight which is free ; to revolve about the

striker except for a set-back plunger whie^ in

the unarmeoVgaosition, rests partially in a recess

in the inertia ^fcight and partially in a stationary

collar in the paze body, thus, preventing any

revolution bf the" inertia weight. This inertia

weight prevents, the striker from falling onto the

primer of the gaine. The forward end of the

striker fits down through an inner collar, >whieh is

a part of the forward sectipn of the«fuze. Im-

mediately before the threafied
xportion of the striker

if a -split collar which is wedged between the

.threads and the inner collar, affording an addi-

tional safety feature. .

-Operation :* On set-back, „ the flanged inertia

plunder nloves back into the recess of the, inertia

weight. Since the striker, is keyed to'the fuze and

thus spins with, the fuze, tKe inertia weight lags

behind and moves bacl^ to the base of the fuze.

The fokce of impact causes the striker to move

forward) overcoming the split brass collar, onto

the pr

NAVY PROJECTILE FUZES

BOOST Eft .

4-

PfilHER DETONATOR
A r

inner' cotu«

*- STRIKER

SPLIT COLLAR
. .

r

r

-STATiONARY COLUR

SETBACK PLUNGER

*

iNEftTU *E^T

SPINOLE

h l

449—Type 3rd
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II
1

;

GETGNATOR

priweh

t

>

—. » '"— 1

STRIKE**

CENTfll FUGAL 5EGMENT5
*

PIVOT PIN

SET BACK PIN

IOCKJNG SLEEVE

f/ffuire 73f/i-year;Mir 7 Mod I Bos* Fc/je.

fyp« 1 3th- Year Mk 1 Mod 1 Bate impact Fuze

line: 14 and 15 cm. eomrrfon projectiles

Overall length (without fuze carrier): inches.

Length of fuze body (without Gaine): inches.

Maximum diameter (with fuze); l%jnch(;8.

Threaded length: iKe inches.

Number of thready: 13. *
0

Construction: This fuze is threaded externally

on the foward end to fit the large explosive game

and externally on the after end to fit into the

base-fuze carrier. Bdfth -the game and the base-

fuze carrier are secured to the fuze by a grub screw.

The fuze* is bored to Wo diameters longitudinally.

The after and larger diameter accommodates the

arming mechanism and the head of the striker;

the foward diameter forms a friction fit with the

main body of the striker. The arming mechanism

is housed in a metal block (fuze base; which

threads into the after end of the fuze and is
I r-

secured by a lock bolt. On the foward end of

this block is . an arming cam carrier supporting

five interlocking arming cams, pivoted separately,

. which, in the unarmed position, rest in a circum-

ferential groove in the striker and hold the striker

from the primer. A set-back plunger "rests in

a recess in the fuze base and is supported by the

fingers of a metal slleeve. The forward end of the

set-back plunger protrudes through the arming-

cam carrier to prevent the movement of the xn aster

arming -cam with which the remaining arming

cams interlock. A safetypin holds the set-back

plunger in the" forward position before, the fuze is

installed into the projectile.

The gaine contains the primer^ delay1* train,

and booster. A. thin pardbo^rd djsk is placed

over the primer to prevent the striker from pre-

maturely piercing the primer ^s A-fesuit of creep.

Operation: On set-back the*) set-back plunger

moves back and is held by thyfingers of a metal

sleeve. The arming cams--'move out with cen-

trifugal force, freeing /(he striker to move down

onto the primer on impact.
7Z

\
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NAVY PROJECTILE FUZES
r- r

.
,

TYPE 13 TEAR' UK 4

-1^

4

-'J

TYPE! 13 TEAR Mtf 4 MO

figure 451—Typ* 73- /ear Mfc 4W MJc 4 Mod 1 Bast Fuxts.

Type 1 3th-Year MIc 4 and Mk 4 Mod 1

Base Fuzes
Use:

Type 13th-year Mk 4 20-cm type 91 A. P.

Type 13th-year Mk 4 Mod 1 36-cm. A. P.

Mk-f Mk4Modl
Over-all length (with 6% inches__ 6% inches,

gaine). f
Threaded length 1% inches. 1

J
A% inches

Number of threads _ _ 13--_. 13.

* Construction: The design of these fuzes is

almost identical -to the type 13-year Mk 1 Mod 1

fuze, differing only in size and minor body fea-

tures. The gaihe, however,, is of different con-,

struction than that used in the Mk 1 fuze. It

contains a primer delay, relay, initiator, and

booster. — ' ^
J"

F

Operation: The operation of this fuze is the

same as the type 13-year Mk 1 Mod 1.
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REFERENCE TABLE i
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inches' to millimeters

Bads

2-.-
- 3— m

i

• 4
5

16-,--

7.-- '

8. -.:
• 9—

-

10_— _•
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12— _

13- -,,
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16.--

1-7,—
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23....
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76 .2

01 .6
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177 .8
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228 6
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304.8
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381 .0

406,4
431

457 :

482.6
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533.4
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609 6
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26—
• 27-..

1

28— '
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30.-.
'!'

660.4
685.8
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736 .6

762 .0
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31—
32—
33 ,
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35..-- <

787.4

812.8

838.2

N
' 863.6
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37—
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•a

r

914 ,4

v939 .8
T
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1,016.0
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41

42-,—
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.

.44—
45— \

1,041.4

, 1,066.8

1,092.2

1,117.6
-
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46 — ,

47- --

48-

-

49- .--

50

1K1Q8.4
1,193.8-

1, 219 .2

1,244.6

lr270 .0

51

52. -i^
53

54- .,.

55- 1-

,66

67

58

59.-.
50

61
62-..'

63
'64—
65—

661

67

68—,
'69-.;.

7(i
r

71—
72

73

74_ _ -

.

75—

0
4

1, 295 .4 76—j
1, 320.8

1, 346.2 78

1,371.6 79

1, 391? A 1

80.-_

y
1,422.4 81

1, 447 - 8 82--.

1, 473.2 83---
1, 498 .6 84--
a, 624.0 §5. _ j.

f

1, 549 .4

1, 574 .8

f, 600.2

X, 625 .6

1, 651 .0

1; 676 .4

1," 701 .8

1, 727 2

,1,752.6

1, 778 .0

3

1,803.4

1,828.8

1, 854.2

1, 879 .6

1, 905 .0

0£t

87—
88--.

89—
90...

i

91—
92—
93-..

94—
95—

i

I

96...

;97—
98-.
99

100-

.

<4

1,930.4

1, 955.8

981 -2

,006.6

2, 032 .0

2, 057 .4

2, 082 .8

2, 108.2

2, 133 6

2, 159 .0

2, 184 .4

1

1; .20> . 8

2, 235 .2

2, 260' .6

2;286>

2, 311 .4

2, 336 8

2, 362 .2

2, 387 -6

2, 413.0

''

2, 438 4

2, 463 - 8

2, 489 .

2

2, 514 6

.2, 540 0
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NAVY PROJECTILE FUZES

Millimeter

i
r

3—.
4

5....

6.-..

7—

-

8—
9.__.

10-*-

11— .

12_...

13- . .

.

14—
>5..;.

16—
17—
18—
>9—
20--.

21—
22—
23—
24—
25—

0. 03037

. 078740

. 118110

. 157480
'. 196850

236220 t

275591

314961

354331

393701

. 433071

. 472441

.511811

. 551181

. 590551
_

. 629921

. 669291

.708661

. 748031

.787402

. 826772

. 866142

. 905512

;

. 944882

.984252

h »

Millimeter

26— —
27,—
28—-
29—
30-.\-

31—
32—-
33.

,

34—-
86—

REFERENCE TABLE 2

MILLIMETERS TO INCHES

B*ste: 1 inch- 25.4 MiMmeters

Inches Millimeter Inches

J. 023622

,

1. 062992

1. 102362

1. 141732

1. 181102

1. 220472

1. 259843

1. 299213

1. 338583

1. 377953

51.

52.

53.

54.

55

56

57

58

59

60

2. 007874

2. 047244

2. 086614

2. 125984

2. 165354

2. 204724

2. 244094

2. 283465

2. 322835

2: 362205

Millimeter .

76.

77.

78.

79.

80.

81

82

83

84

85

Inches

2. 992126

3. 03H96
3. 070866

3. 110236

3. 149606

3. 188976
31 '"228346

3. 267717

3. 307087

3. 346457

36
'

37—-
38—
39—
40

1. 417323

1. 456693

1. 496063

1.535433

1.574803

61

62—
63

64-.-
65

2. 401575

. 2,440945
2-. 480315

2. 519685

2. 559055
r"

86--
87_---'

88_- -

89
r

\ 3. 385827

13. 425197

V3. 464567
- /3. 503937

/ 3 543307—\

41

42—
43—
44—
46—-

1. 614173

1.653543

1.692913

1. 732283

, 1.771654

66..^
*

07—- '

68-.- L
69.;-

- 70--_

2. 598425

% 637795

2. 677165 %

- 2. 716535

2. 755906
ft

91—
•92. - -

93

94--
95,,.-

w

3 582677

a 622047

3. 661417

3. 700787

3. 740157

46.-—
47—
48
49

50

1. 811024

1.850394

1. 889764
'

1. 929134

1.968604

71— .

72— -

73- -.-

74—
76

F

'2. 795276

2. 834646

2. 874016

2. 913386

% 952756
4

96

97..-
98.

.

.99$--
100-

-

*

3: 779528

3. 818898

3. 858268

3. 897638

.

3. 937008



f"

-ft

REFERENCE

MILLIMETERS

Fractions

V

.062500

.078125

.093750

1 .984375

2.381250

i

_ r"

. 109375

.125000

7i~40625

.156250
r
1

2.778125

3-175000
" *3757 1875
3.968750

- *1

.1

>X*
L LI

4 H

.171875

.187500

^203125

.218750

.234375

4-.365625

4 .762500

5.159375

5 .^56250

'5.953125

,250000 6.350000

Hi

L

L '

'X*

1Hi
Tl

.265625

.281250

.296875

.312500

.328125

.343750'

.359375

.375000

7390625

.406250

6.746875

7. 143750

7 . 540625

7.937500

8. 334375

8731250

9.1^8125

9 .525000

T.92 1875

10.318750

k _

*1

j

f

'H4

.421875

.437500

.453125

.468750

.484375

10.715625

11 .112500

* -

1 1 ,509375

1 1 .906250
\

12.303125

500000 12.700000

.515625

.531250

13 .096875

13.493750
-

I

L

.546875

.56251

13. 890625

14.287500

1 \

- *

. I

546

1

J

1

DeclnuU MMImeters
r

1 Vr
V t -

if
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NAVY PROJECTILE FUZES
"J!

I

'!'
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TABLE *3—Continued
>

.
:. vtih

V

BINASY FIACTIONS OK AN INCH TO DECIMAL INCHES AND MILLlMETEH8

* *

r

\

1 *

PractUa*

O "

1 1

ft

V 1

.

V ft

.578125

.593750
. .*

.609375

H

i
L - I'

L'P"

; - ' ;
i

! .825000
'

V..' *H* "
i

* " .640625

% *
• 65625b

* L
I

4'

A1
4X»

4
A
t

.671875

.687500

44 .6843T5

151081250*

"15.478125

J 5- 87.5060 «

16.27L875"
16.668750

...
" '

i

. 17 .065625

17 .462500
j

r"

.703125'-;

.718750

.734375*

f - - - -

.765625

.781250
r

s

.796875

.812500

. 17 .859375

•

18*.256250
j

. 18.653*25
-19.050000

19 ,446875

19 .843750

r

J

****

,
20.240625

., 20 ,637500

2&
* 3

> -

.828125
'

.843750

.859375

.875QQQ
>1 .890625

250tliTi

21 :034375

21 .431250

21 .82*8125
j

22 .225000

.22 ..62 187 5 v

23-081750

- \

_ ^

7»

- *

§H4
i -

1 X
.921*75

.937500

23-415625

23.812500 .

- V
- -x

-
-

:

.953125

.968760

1 *v

_ f >

V .984375

I. i.i.i.t.i.t

24 ,209375

24.60|250
-

25. 005 125

*25. 400000

- J V

*

.

F

,
,

:'-.':y

1

1
r ..

.
..

1 r

1 1

- j.

s -
1 ^

j'. '

-"

F
1

-

* i
'

L"

- ^

1 H

F..
1"

f
-

• ir

{

i

V

-••ft:.
r. I

-

V r- .

V;-..
[ .;.Uf.j*'.V*->

r ^
J

-

- 4 - - '
J

- ^
Fi-H-r

.1 ^ r

. y

L *

It

547

J h. 'I .

'Iff

1 r

- i
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